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1AbstractThe last two decades have witnessed the development of theories deal-ing with discourse. Contributions from Linguistics, Philosophy, and Logicshave helped to expand the knowledge of the �eld. But, independently of theresearchers' viewpoint, all theories make the same basic claim, namely: dis-course is a complex structured abstract entity. If a theory is to succeed it musttake into account such structure. Therefore, questions such as \What struc-tures do discourses have?", \How many structure sorts can be assigned todiscourses?", \Can discourse structure sorts be uni�ed?", and the like, mustbe be asked (and answered). This thesis proposes a formal semantical modelas an answer to the �rst question.This is not a work in Linguistics; it, however, is based on a series of wellestablished results from Linguistics research. For instance, it presupposesthat discourses can be hierarchically organized having discourse segments,or discourse blocks, as their basic components. Also, it presupposes thatcoordination and subordination are the basic relations among discourse blocks.However, di�erently from the literature where the hierarchical organizationcorresponds to the well known tree structure, leading in one way or anotherto stack oriented processing, this work proposes a \list" oriented processing.The stack oriented processing has been vindicated in the literature as atool for processing discourses. Among many other things, the stack-blockstructure allow us to explain how anaphoric relations are possible even acrosssegment borders. This would be �ne for continuous discourses. But, it clearlyfails to account for interruptions.Sometimes, a discourse can be interrupted and resumed later on. A simpleexample of this phenomenon occurs when someone introduces a person to agroup and discovers that that person is not so well-known as (s)he thought.Trying to recover the situation, a parenthetical background explanation wouldbe given; after that the discourse might be resumed naturally. But, if theresumption is almost always taken in a backward direction (and therefore thestack model will work �ne), there might be the case that a \forward" move



2into the parenthesis is needed. As a consequence the stack model ought to berelaxed (the stack is not a stack, after all) or hardened (stacks of stacks, andthe stack-like have been prescribed for these stack-rascal cases.) Therefore,a stack oriented processing does not seems to be the \natural" model, atleast not as natural as a list (or tuple) might be. A nice property is that all\relevant properties" modelled by a stack-theory are preserved under the listmodel such as, for example, the search for possible referents of de�nite nounphrases and pronouns.This is a work in Semantics; this thesis proposes a semantical system forhandling nested discourses with interruptions. Since these issues remind us ofprogramming languages concepts; dynamic logic which has been extensivelyused to model programming languages forms our basic building block. Thisthesis can be seen as a generalization of Groenendijk and Stokhof's (1991)system, since it takes Groenendijk and Stokhof's (1991) Dynamic PredicateLogic (dpl) as the dynamic theory to be further developed. Groenendijkand Stokhof's (1991) system deals with anaphoric pronouns occurring in a\plain" discourse, i.e., in a linear sequence of sentences. The cornerstone ofGroenendijk and Stokhof (1991) is the insight that a sentence is a functionbetween information states. Since the present work presupposes hierarchicallystructured discourses, a multidimensional function should be used instead. Asa consequence of the better structuring \attached" to discourse structure, thepresent work allow us to keep track not only of anaphoric relationships butalso of de�nite noun phrases which could be rendered under the uniquenessrestriction (which I take as a relative concept.)This thesis not only generalizes previous work, but also opens the way fora new series of semantical systems. Going even further in the programminglanguages paradigm, we might say that the present system has only dealt witha few parameters. For example, we assume that all \dimensions" share thesame domain of individuals. Also, we don't take into account any rhetoricalrelations (these might be seen as a kind of parameter communicating di�erentthings amongst di�erent dimensions). But this is left as future work.
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1
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research ContextThis research work deals with natural language semantics and is the result of a cross-fertilization between two compelling research �elds, which we might roughly call\logic semantic theories for natural languages" and \linguistically based discoursetheories."Characteristic of linguistic theories is the attempt to explain not only the reg-ularities among sentence structure components (and therefore to come up with acompositional semantics of natural language sentences), but also (in a \general per-spective") the regularities among groups of sentences. Central to the discoursediscussion are questions such as (to cite only a few): Are discourses a hierarchicallystructured entity? If so, which structures are there? Are these structures related towhat makes a discourse coherent? What is the relationship between these structuresand anaphoric reference? Also characteristic of these approaches is the cognitive,psycho-linguistic settings into which their development is made.Characteristic of logic semantic theories is the computational paradigm adopted.In it, the analogy drawn makes a sentence a computational process with the potentialof modifying the information one might have before the sentence has been conveyed.So, sentences are modelled as \update functions" between information states. Thismodel has achieved impressive results. For example, under the compositionality



2criteria (basic to almost all logic theories since Frege), anaphoric intra-sentential(as well as inter-sentential) reference has been solved. As a consequence of thesentential barrier breakdown, these logical theories \stepped forward" to a moregeneral setting: the discourse context.Although some approaches have adopted the word \discourse" into their namesor \advertising slogan," we must be aware that they all, indeed, deal with discoursesas plain as possible (discourses are equated to a linear sequence of sentences. Nohierarchical structure is even taken into consideration.) This certainly does notinvalidate the computational paradigm. On the contrary, it shows that there is aproblem still to be solved.Put in a simple way, the problem is to develop a logical semantic system capableof dealing with a more complex range of structured discourses (and a more complexrange of linguistic phenomenon occurring inside and among the discourse structures,such as, for example, pronominal anaphoric reference, long distance reference, in-terruptions, the use of de�nite noun phrases, etc.) under the rule of computationalparadigm. And that is what this thesis is all about.1.2 Goals of this ResearchThe main goal of this research is to show that:1. it is possible to bring \linguistically based discourse theories" into \logic se-mantic theories,"2. the previous move improves our comprehension of some linguistic phenomena,3. the improved comprehension might be used to give feedback to \linguisticallybased discourse theories,"4. the model developed here could be used as the starting point for new generationof dynamic logics.Items 1, 2, and 3, above, characterize the cross-fertilization already mentioned.The move from \linguistics" to \logics" seems to provide an improved model for



3understanding a logical analysis of some natural language phenomena, since it helpedus to expand the ontology taken into account by traditional dynamic semantics.The new ontology ought to include new entities corresponding to discourse andits constituents (namely, discourse blocks). The traditional dynamic settings are,still, rather conservative; for them, the top most entity (namely, sentence) is onlya formula and therefore a discourse (which they take as a sequence of formulas) isonly a formula, since a conjunction of formulas is still a formula.It is clear that these new entities ought to introduce a new scope dimensioninto the information states model. The dimension I am referring to here is relatedto the physical limits of discourse blocks. This dimension, which is missing fromtraditional dynamic settings, would be used to model some linguistic phenomenon.For example:anaphoric pronouns on noun phrases It is a well known fact that anaphoricpronouns might be used inside (but not outside) the discourse block wheretheir antecedent noun phrases are �rst introduced. As a consequence, anaphoricrelationships should be kept local to discourse blocks.long distance reference Long distance reference occurs when the antecedent ofan anaphoric pronoun (or anaphoric noun phrase) is located far away fromits anaphor. But this distance depends only on the metric adopted. So, longdistance reference might be seen as a short distance one if the lengthy interme-diate material behaves like a digression, which in this case, should constitutea sub-block (i.e., a sub-discourse).1 Once more, the referential relationship iskept local to the discourse block.To cope with such new ontological entities and their implications, a new informationstates model ought to be developed. This new model ought to keep track of the1An analogy to the programming language Lisp would help here. Let (a1 a2 (b1 b2 . . . b100) a3. . . a10) be a list. How far is a3 from a2? For a Lisp programmer the answer is easy: two units ofdistance. For a non programmer the answer is easy as well: one hundred and one units of distance.The Lisp programmer sees (b1 b2 ... b100) as a single object for which the internal elements arenot relevant for answering the question made. The same metric could be used for explaining thelong distance anaphoric puzzle.



4local nature of scope. The analogy to Lisp would help us once more. Lists (amathematician would read tuple instead of list) are recursive structures composedof atoms or lists. And discourses are no di�erent: they are recursive structurescomposed of sentences or discourses. To keep some phenomenon local to the indexposition they occur, a tuple is the semantic tool we are after. The information statemodel conforming to the data presented can be constructed upon the \traditional"information state model in the format of a tuple of traditional information states.In other words, the new information state is multi-dimensional.The move from \logics" to \linguistics" seems to provide an improved modelfor understanding some linguistic phenomena, since substituting the list processingfor the stack processing model (used by all linguistics theories I have seen) shouldprovide us with better solutions for problems posed by, for example, discourse in-terruption and discourse resuming. However, I am not a linguist and so will notattempt to a full linguistic evaluation.The multi-dimensional dynamic logic proposed looks like the top of an iceberg.The present formulation is kept as simple as possible, but open to further generaliza-tions as well. Some generalizations would be of methodological nature (and in somesense conservative, since we should expect the preserving of basic results). Others,not so much.For example, we assume that for each discourse block the universe of discourse isthe same (a not very realistic assumption) and equals the whole universe. If we dropthis assumption, new possibilities will appear. For example, I might have de�ned theuniverse as the union of the tuple of local discourse block universes. We also usedtotal assignment functions (an inheritance from traditional Tarskian semantics). Imight have adopted partial valuation functions instead. But these proposals seemto �t into the methodological category.A set of possibilities are available and could be attached to every dimensionalcomponent. But the one I like most is to imagine that every component of the mul-tidimensional information state is composed by a set of assignment functions and



5a set of rhetorical functions. These rhetorical functions would allow us to transferspeci�c phenomena (or entities) from one dimension (discourse block) to another.This would impose an even greater dynamic character on an already dynamic frame-work. This certainly �ts into a new radically distinct category. We have to wait forthe right time to come.1.3 Outline of the ThesisThis thesis is divided into two halves. In the �rst half we provide the backgroundfor the thesis' second half, where a new logical framework is presented and dis-cussed. An incremental construal of the argument that discourses are highlystructured abstract entities (where anaphora, uniqueness of de�nite descrip-tions, among many other phenomenon) might be better analysed is adoptedfor the �rst part. The length of this part reects the many roots we searched forsupport.The main part proposes a new logical framework, which is suitable for processingsome types of complex discourses, and develops a new semantic system in tune withit. The proposed framework, which deviates from classical Tarskian semantics set-tings, adheres to the new information states semantic paradigm.2 But, if we acceptthat discourses are hierarchically structured objects, our ontology should reectthis; as a consequence, sentences can not any longer be taken as uni-dimensionalupdate functions on uni-dimensional information states. To overcome these prob-lems, this thesis proposes a multi-dimensional information state model. Morethan a simple extension, this model (of multi-dimensional update functions) pavesthe way for a great number of new extensions, capable of dealing with broader rangeof linguistic phenomenon, which we can already envisage a quite interesting ones forfuture work. After all, we are not seals on the top of an iceberg engaged in a dis-cussion about the whole iceberg size. We are aware of the iceberg we have just2The terms computational paradigm, information states semantic paradigm, and dynamic se-mantics will be used hitherto interchangeably in this work.



6\discovered". So:Chapter one introduces the problem we are going to deal with, and establishesthe research context.Chapter two covers anaphora in more detail. It presents a good number of ex-amples of anaphora as well as a syntactic tool, the Government Binding Theory(GB), due to Chomsky, for dealing with it. GB's strengths and weakness are alsodiscussed. Moreover, the material presented makes clear the need for world know-ledge, word meaning, inference and default referents since the referent for an anaphorcan be almost anything { be it explicit, implicit or absent from discourse. The nexttwo chapters deal with these topics from di�erent viewpoints.Chapter three draws a contrast between unstructured and structured approachesfor discourse representation from a linguistic point of view. The linguistic data andlinguistic theories presented argue for a hierarchical structure for discourse pro-cessing. A stack oriented processing is advocated by these theories as an adequatetool for explaining how (and when) anaphoric relations are allowed (or not) acrossdiscourse segments' borders. The structural restrictions inherited from the stackmodel allow us to explain linguistic phenomenon such as, for example, which refer-ents are actually available, and the use of a full noun phrase instead of a pronoun.But, instead of accepting a stack model we argue for a list model; after all, wecan simulate a stack on a list. Above all, lists are general enough to allow one torepresent multi-dimensional entities. Most importantly, this chapter motivates thedevelopment of a logically based theory taking not sentences but discourse segmentsas the basic information unit.Chapter four discusses theories dealing with unstructured discourses. All logic-ally based theories for discourse found in the literature are of this modality; discourseis always presented as a linear sequence of sentences. However, these approaches,in one way or another, are able to cope with problems such as (1) the relationshipbetween inde�nites and pronouns occurring inside conditional clauses (the so-calleddonkey sentences), and (2) the relationship between noun phrases and pronouns



7anaphoric on them occurring in it or in some previous sentence. Also, the naturallanguage dynamic interpretation framework, referred to as dynamic semantics ispresented and discussed. Di�erently from traditional logic approaches, where mean-ing is equated to truth conditions, dynamic approaches are based on a completelydi�erent basic notion. It is the information change potential of a sentence that istaken as constituting its meaning.Chapter �ve, at last, presents the problem and proposes a methodology to solveit. The problem is related to structured discourses where interruptions might occurwith posterior resuming of it. So to speak, this kind of discourse is rooted in chapterthree. However, the stack methodology does not �t as a natural model for thisdiscourse class. The solution, on the other hand, is rooted in chapter four. Thecross-fertilization of both \views" lead to the proposed solution.Chapter six is where the development of the formal system is done and its prop-erties are presented.Chapter seven is a collection of examples showing how the formal system copeswith it.Finally, chapter eight summarizes the overall research and points out its limita-tions and contributions, as well as recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2
Syntactically Focused Approaches
This chapter deals with the problematic character of anaphora and its associatedd�oppelganger partner, reference, in connection with Natural Language Processing(NLP).As is well known, reference plays a central role in language; theories developedto model natural language should take a close view of reference-anaphora pair intoaccount. Philosophers, linguists, and, more recently, AI workers have studied suchphenomena from di�erent viewpoints. Roughly speaking, we might classify theseviewpoints into three basic categories which might be labelled as \syntactic," \se-mantic," and \pragmatic." Each category has witnessed the development of theoriesspread through the time-line.For the \syntactic" category, two fundamental approaches are represented in theliterature by Russell's (1905) Theory of Descriptions1 and Chomsky's works on syn-tactic and binding theory (as known as GB) which inspired most of the NLP researchup to the mid 70's; here the time gap is around half a century. For the \semantic"category, fundamental approaches are given by Kamp's (1981) Discourse Repres-entation Theory (DRT), Heim's (1982) File Changing Semantics, and Groenendijkand Stokhof's (1991) Dynamic Predicate Logic (DPL); they all have in common thefact that they revive Frege's dichotomy between sense and reference. Finally, for1I am assuming the reader is acquainted to this work; comments on it will appear in the scopeof this thesis; no other mention to Russell's work will appear in this chapter.



9the \pragmatic" category, fundamental approaches are exempli�ed by Strawson's(1950) criticism of Russell's (1905) work and Grosz and Sidner's (1986) proposal.Although \syntactic" approaches fail to take into account most of relevant as-pects of NLP they provide introductory background concepts. According to thetrichotomy given above, this chapter should be seen as the syntactic one whileChapter 3 should be seen as the pragmatic one and Chapter 4 the semantic one.2.1 A Brief Introduction to AnaphoraBeing one of the most fundamental natural language phenomenon, anaphora is alsoone of the most puzzling and pervasive problems; its problematic character showsup in every theory dealing with natural language independently of the viewpointadopted. It is present in logically, linguistically, philosophically, and pragmaticallyoriented theories corresponding to the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic tricho-tomy already explained.2 Moreover, due to its immanent dynamics, complexities,and subtleties, no theory has successfully covered the issue of explaining how wordsare able to denote concepts and \refer back"3 to objects, concepts and entities ingeneral.Anaphora will be used here in the general sense to refer to the relationship innatural language wherein a proform is interpreted by reference to another term,usually a name, or noun phrase (NP), in a sentence or discourse. We can sayalso that anaphora is the device of making in discourse a short reference to some\object(s)", real or abstract,4 in the expectation that the discourse participants beable to \recover" the full reference and therefore determining the identity of the2We are not going to take into account psycho-linguistic, and therefore, cognitive theoriesfor anaphora acquisition. However, such theories help to strength the pervasiveness character ofanaphora; psycholinguistic research has pointed out that children's mastering of anaphora occursat a fairly uniform age, being quite independent of the child's level of general syntacticdevelopment. The last argument seems to strength the idea that anaphora could not be fullyaccounted by purely (traditional) syntactic approaches. To get better acquainted to such issues,see Chomsky (1969), and Lust (1986).3The term anaphor derives from the Greek meaning pointing back. However, what is beingpointed back might occur in a forward as well as backward direction which are termed cataphorand anaphor resp. And for deictic cases, \outside" of discourse.4Asher (1993) deals with abstract objects, and reference to them, in English.



10entity referred to. The reference is called an anaphor and the entity referred backto is usually called the referent or antecedent. A reference and its referent are saidto be coreferential.5Although the terms referent, antecedent, and coreference are notproblem free we will adopt the general usage.
Daryel carried a pewteer centipede and a box to put it in.

antecedent/anaphor relation

reference induced coreference

Figure 2.1: Coreference as a induced relation.Usually the anaphoric reference is lexically, or phonetically, shorter than thereferent, as for instance in (1.a), and (1.b).(1) a { Daryel carried a pewter centipede and a box to put it in.b { Ross took Nadia and Sue � Daryel.Paraphrases, however, provide counter-examples for shorter reference case, as in(2).6(2) Most of the city's federal buildings were dark, but chandeliers shone brightlyfrom the National Portrait Gallery. Inside the building in which Walt Whitmanonce read his poetry to wounded Union troops and Abe Lincoln held his secondInaugural Ball, a black-tie assemblage of guests stood chatting.5Strictly speaking, the traditional semantic view of reference is one in which the relationship ofreference is taken to hold between expressions in a text and entities in the real world, and that ofcoreference between expressions in di�erent parts of a text. However, Brown and Yule (1983, page192) states thatco-referential forms are forms which \instead of being interpreted semantically intheir own right . . .make reference to something else for their interpretation (Halidayand Hasan (1976, page 31))." These forms direct the hearer/reader to look elsewherefor their interpretation.Figure 2.1 summarizes these points and explains why the term coreference is employed as I stated.6Example taken from Hirst (1981, p. 26).



11A possible alternative \de�nition" for shorter reference is accepting that the ana-phoric reference provides less information, or is less speci�c, than the referent. Thisis not true, either, since example (3) refutes such assumption; the reference is clearlymore informative than the referent.(3) Maaike went to a sunny country last year. She wanted to go to Spain, buteventually went to Portugal.Anaphor is a complex issue that cannot be approached from a single point ofview. Pragmatically and semantically related issues will be discussed in Chapter 3and Chapter 4 respectively. It is worth noting that the literature on anaphora dealsmostly with the intrasentential kind. This is specially true for syntactic and semanticapproaches, although, more recent semantic theories have been designed to takecare of intersentential kind which traditionally has been addressed by pragmaticallydiscourse related approaches.The next few sections will be dedicated to present a basic taxonomy for anaphora,based on Hirst's (1981) work, and discuss anaphora from a syntactic point of view,where General Binding Theory concepts play a fundamental role.2.2 A Basic TaxonomyA \grammar" for anaphora ought to take into account the distributional di�erencesamong anaphor types and their interpretation in terms of the speci�cs of theirdomain, whether syntactic, semantic or pragmatic (in the sense introduced in thebeginning of this chapter). Adhering to this viewpoint, Hirst (1981) presents a�ne-grained anaphora taxonomy, which is summarized in Table 2.1.Pronominal anaphora is the most common kind of anaphoric relationship in theliterature; for them, Hirst distinguishes three main categories. Although he didn'tre�ne his pronoun pronominal variety, the \literature" goes further splitting thatcategory into three other subcategories corresponding to deictic, e-type and boundtypes, to be presented in section 2.3. For the remaining types, a short characteriza-



12Type of anaphor Lexical realizationpronominal� pronouns : : : : : : : : : : : : \he", \she", \it", \one", . . .� epithets : : : : : : : : : : : : : \the idiot", \that stinking lump ofcamel excrement", . . .� surface count : : : : : : : : : \the former", \the latter", \same", lowordinals, . . .prosentential \it", \so", . . .pro-verbial \do"proactional \do so", \do it"proadjectival j prorelative \such", \so", . . .temporal \then", temporal relationslocative \there", locative relationsellipsis �Table 2.1: Hirst's (1981) anaphora classi�cation.tion, achieved by the use of prototypical examples, will be provided in the next fewparagraphs. However, before this, it is worth pointing out that Hirst claims that alltypes of anaphora in Table 2.1 plus paraphrase are indeed special instances of de�n-ite reference, for which he presents a proposal dealing with semantical ISA hierarchyaugmented/amended by pragmatic factors such as focus of attention, consciousness,and activatedness, to cite but a few. This reects the state of the art at the time.Interestingly, the distinctions made were similar to the Fregean dichotomy betweensense and reference, which started to become part of many logical-semantical theor-ies thereafter. Such distinctions try to solve, for instance, problems exempli�ed in(4) where it refers to the same entity which the gherkin sandwich refers to. For thepaycheck example it does not refer to the same entity referred to by the antecedent;instead, they pick up their referents from the very same sortal class.(4) a { Mr Bean made a gherkin sandwich but didn't eat it.b { The man who gave his paycheck to his wife was wiser than the man whogave it to his mistress.In an indirect way, we will present the de�nite reference anaphora case makinguse of the partition presented in table 2.1. As tiles of a puzzle �t together to producea complete picture, so the tools below will integrate to provide an improved model



13of anaphoric reference. Each \subcase" will indicate the need of tools from syntax,semantics and pragmatics �elds.2.2.1 De�nite Reference: case by caseEpithets When used anaphorically, epithets cannot take pronouns as antecedents(cf. Lako� (1976)). This seems to direct us to \syntactic" theories; traditionalones, such as gb, for intrasentential cases as (5.a) or discourse grammar ones,such as Pr�ust, Scha and van der Berg (1994) and Polanyi (1988), for cases as(5.b).(5) a { `What's that?' asked Terrier, bending down over . . .`The bastard of that woman from the rue aux Fers who killed herbabies!'7b { Mary used Ross' credit card so much, the poor guy had to declarebankruptcy.Surface Count Reference Noun phrases like the former and the latter can beused anaphorically as in (6). The reference is directly guided by syntacticsurface structure.(6) If I have to choose between a car or an elephant, I will go for the former.Although ordinal numbers could be used in this sense, it seems unnatural topick up an inner element from a list, as in (7):(7) John went to a car boot sale and bought a penguin pet, nails, a pair ofspectacles, a bunch of dried owers, a broken mainframe console, a pair ofex-NASA thecno-trousers, and a money maker machine. He declared thathe preferred the sixth.Prosentential Reference This category includes pronouns and words such assuch, and so used to refer, not to previous NPs, but to situation(s) evokedby, as exempli�ed in (8) (from Anderson (1976)).7The epithet refers to Jean-Baptiste Grenouille, the main character of Patrick S�uskind's bookPerfume.



14(8) Your wife was under the impression that you would be away tonight, andas you can see, I thought so too.Strained Reference This category includes cases where the referent is not \expli-citly" present in any previous NP; the referent, however, is risen to attentionby a lexically similar term, as exempli�ed in (9) (cited in Hirst (1981)). Thepronoun it refers to the guitar which is only indirectly brought to discourse bythe NP a guitarist.(9) John became a guitarist because he thought that it was a beautiful instru-ment.Pro-verbial Reference This is the case for verbal phrase anaphora, as in (10).Notice that to do is the unique English pro-verbial verb (cf. Hirst (1981)).(10) a { Maaike likes belly-dancing.b { She hates waltzing.c { Saskia does too.Proactional Reference This is the case when an anaphor refers to the action(s)taking place in a previous event, as in (11). This kind is built with do inconjunction with so, it and demonstratives.(11) Nadia removed a herring from her pocket and began to �llet it. Ross didso too.However, as Hirst (1981) observes, there is no clear border separating proactionsand pro-verbs; sometimes replacing does it or does so for does do not changethe originally intended meaning.Pro-adjectival Reference Words like such might be used to refer to adjectivalforms, such as in (12).(12) I was looking for a purple wombat, but I couldn't �nd such a wombat.Temporal Reference This is the case when an anaphoric reference is made to atime or an event as in (13).



15(13) a { In the mid-sixties, free love was rampant across campus. It was thenthat Sue turned to Scientology.b { In the mid-sixties, free love was rampant across campus. At that time,however, bisexuality had not come into vogue.Locative Reference This is the case when an anaphoric reference is made to aplace as in (14).(14) The Church of Scientology met in a secret room behind the local ColonelSanders' chicken stand. Sue had her �rst dianetic experience there.Ellipsis This is the case when the anaphor is completely null.(15) Nadia brought the food for the picnic, and Daryel � the wine.The examples given above do not exhaust each item of the basic classi�cations. Forinstance, example (10), the pro-verbial case, shows the intricacies for coordinativeverbal phrase anaphora since (10.c) might refer to (10) as a whole or only to (10.b).82.3 Pronominal AnaphoraAs already mentioned, pronouns have been classi�ed into three categories, namely,deictic, bound, and the e-type, accordingly to their characteristic behaviour patternsand intended analyses.The interpretation of deictic pronouns are determined in relation to speci�c fea-tures of the speech-act; in a two person conversation, the speaker and addressee'sidentity together with the time and place depends on the speech event. Becauseof that, deictic pronouns have been traditionally analysed as free variables of apredicate calculus.The bound approach to pronominal anaphora can be analysed in a purely syn-tactic tradition, as in the Government Binding Theory, and in a semantic line, asdone in the dynamic logic settings. Dynamic settings follow the motto that pro-8For more detailed coverage on VP anaphora, see Pr�ust et al. (1994).



16nouns should be seen as syntactically free variables that are, somehow, semanticallybound.The e-type analysis are similar to the bound analysis in that both assume thatpronouns are, somehow, semantically bound variables. The di�erence between themis basically that in the bound analyses pronouns are identi�ed to variables while thee-type analyses pronouns are interpreted as \going proxy" to de�nite descriptions.E-type accounts realize these ideas by taking e-type pronouns as quanti�ers. Again,a logical semantic setting is present.To be in accordance with this chapter's name and goals, and the previous ex-position, it seems that the proper place to give more details of pronominal analysisshould be postponed until chapter 4, the one dealing with logical approaches, hasbeen reached.2.4 Government Binding TheoryBinding Theory, Chomsky (1981), is a theory developed to syntactically mirrorthe principles governing anaphoric behaviour of noun phrases (NPs). In order toachieve this, the notion of command is introduced and NPs are classi�ed in threecategories, namely, ana for reexives and reciprocals, pro for pronouns, and npfor non-pronominal full NPs. Each category is governed by a principle restrictinganaphoric possibilities. The principles are usually referred to as:Principle A: If an anaphor is of type ana, it must be locally bound to an ante-cedent.Principle B: If an anaphor is of type pro, it must be locally free.Principle C: If an anaphor is of type np, it must be free.Auxiliary notions of locally boundness/freedom are de�ned as:� An NP is locally bound if it is coindexed with a locally commanding NP.� An NP is locally free if it is not coindexed with a locally commanding NP.



17� An NP is free if it is not coindexed with a commanding NP.The notion of command remains unexplained; in the traditional Binding Theory(gb) this notion, called c-command, is de�ned con�gurationally based on the surfacesyntactic tree representation. In gb c-command is de�ned as:� A c-commands B i� the �rst branching node dominating A dominates B.� A locally c-commands B i� A c-commands B, and A and B are contained inthe same minimal S or NP.Figure 2.2 shows that the NP the boys locally c-commands the anaphor themselves.
S

NP VP

V NP

themselves

The boys

like Figure 2.2: A locally c-commanding con�guration.That all full NPs behave the same as far as binding relations are concerned is notproblem free. Proper nouns, non-pronominal de�nite NPs, inde�nite and quanti�edNPs are all subject to Principle C, and therefore equally treated. However, datadisplayed in (16){(19) refutes gb criteria since all these sentences respect PrincipleC | the full NPs are free and coindexed with some NP but not with a commandingNP. Moreover, (a) sentences are better than the (b) ones.9(16) a { When hei arrived home, Johni kissed his wife.b { When hei arrived home, every mani kissed his wife.(17) a { Johni is a fool but Johni doesn't mean any harm.b { A mani is a fool but a mani doesn't mean any harm.(18) a { Johni's mother loves Johni's father.b { A boyi's mother loves a boyi's father.9These examples are from Dorrepaal (1994)



18(19) a { Hisi friends say Johni is very intelligentb { Hisi friends say [every boy in my class]i is very intelligentSolutions have been proposed, but they were not adopted by the standard versionof the Binding Theory. Postal (1971), for instance, claims that when a de�nitepronoun is to the left of an NP, this NP must be de�nite for it to serve as antecedent.Wasow (1972) suggests that the relevant distinction is between referring expressions,which he calls determinate, and other NPs. The former class includes speci�c NPsand generic NPs. For him, non-speci�c non-generic NPs are indeterminate. Theseconstraints, if adopted, would be added to Principle C.Another type of solution is shift to the semantic representation di�erences asexempli�ed in (19) a and b. Although defensible that properties like determinateor de�nite belong to semantics rather than syntax, that shift does not solve theproblem. Reinhart (1983) and Dorrepaal (1994) argue that the unavailability ofanaphora for cross-over cases, like (19.b), should be ascribed to properties of surfaceconstituent order rather than scope.Dorrepaal (1994) proposes an alternative to gb preserving as much as possible ofgb's original goals; the basic di�erence to standard gb is a mechanism of controlledcoindexing a�ecting Principle C.In most linguistic theories, the anaphora problem is approached from only oneviewpoint. Syntactic theories are mostly concerned with syntactic intrasententialconstraints; they also require that antecedents be more speci�c, i.e. have moredescriptive content, than the anaphors. But, the speci�city constraint is the Achilles'heel for most of syntactic approaches since it is better accounted for at the discourselevel.2.5 SummaryThe aim of this chapter was to present a basic taxonomy for anaphora as generalas possible in order to show how di�cult the development of an automatic ana-



19phora solver would be. From a methodological point of view such an automaticsolver presupposes the existence of a general framework (in some kind of generallogical language) capable of representing anaphoric phenomena. However, due tothe number of anaphoric sorts, we have shown that the common practice is to takeinto account a small number of cases. This typically includes noun phrases such aspronouns and de�nite descriptions, when used anaphorically.The material presented makes clear the need for world knowledge, word meaning,inference and default referents since the referent for an anaphor can be almost any-thing { being it explicit, implicit or absent from discourse. The next two chaptersdeal with these topics.
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Chapter 3
Discourse Focused Approaches
3.1 Initial RemarkThe aim of this chapter is to draw a contrast between unstructured and struc-tured approaches for discourse representation. A non-structured discourse mightbe understood as a linear sequence of sentences/utterances. As a consequence, thediscourse does not play a role except for delimiting the extension for scope relations.However linguistic data has been prescribing/pointing to a tree structured hierarchyas the best model for representing the relationships among discourse segments. So astack oriented processing has been prescribed as the tool for processing discourses.Moreover the block structure explains how anaphoric relations are allowed (or not)across discourse segments' borders. This is even more astonishing when we take intoaccount that these theories are older than the unstructured ones which, by the way,have taken programming languages as a paradigm.By now, we might realize that structured approaches convey more informationsince, for instance, the stack imposes restrictions over which referents are actuallyavailable, the use of a full noun phrase instead of a pronoun, etc. Plain theories lackall this richness. This chapter motivates the development of a logically based theorytaking not sentences but discourse segments as the basic information unit.Since all \linguistic" theories for discourse segmentation are, in some sense, basedon three approaches, I will focus on them.



213.2 Semantics and Pragmatics of Natural Lan-guagePragmatics, as the study of language in context, is often di�cult to distinguishfrom semantics, as the study of the connection between the language sign systemand the world it represents. Although the phenomena covered by both viewpointsare almost the same, a di�erence of perspective is still present. \Semanticists"advocate that meaning is a property of a text, dialogue or discourse. For the lessstrict semanticists, meaning can not be seen detached of context. To determine themeaning, large amount of contextual knowledge are needed and used. Contextualknowledge is used under di�erent disguises and names such as ontologies (completewith default reasoning),1 and lexical/semantic preference approaches, which helpus to interpret metonymies, metaphor, and other non-literal language and factsabout discourse structure and other language regularities to determine the overallplan and purpose of the discourse.2 However, the parts of context used tend tobe compartmentalized and represented as universal static knowledge sources (cf.Farwell and Helmreich (1995, p. 4)). On the other hand, \pragmaticists" advocatemeaning as a property of people since only people can engage in intentional thoughtand action. Pragmaticists generally agree that human language is used not just forreecting the world, but for the purpose of describing complex mental models of howthings are not as well as how things are. The last point of view is literally expressed inFarwell and Helmreich's (1995) article intitled \Contextualizing Natural LanguageProcessing".From the viewpoint expressed above, the approaches we are going to discussmight be labeled as semantic theories.1Lascarides and Asher (1991) might be included in this group. As we will see in subsection 3.3.1they use defeasible reasoning to infer discourse relations providing a way to deliver di�erent in-terpretations for similar syntactic structures in a temporal import. Defeasible rules representcausal laws and Gricean-style pragmatic maxims that codify world knowledge as well as linguisticknowledge.2Grosz and Sidner (1986) should be included into this group.



223.3 Three linguistically oriented well-known ap-proachesA discourse is usually understood as a sequence of utterances/sentences; each utter-ance/sentence may be assumed to contribute something to the meaning of that dis-course as a whole (Pr�ust et al. (1994)). However, the meaning of a discourse cannotbe regarded as the simple conjunction of the meanings of the utterances/sentencesthat constitute it. Sentences, and discourse segments in general, are usually in-volved in complex semantic dependencies. Parallelism is a good source for simpleand clarifying examples of these dependencies. The two sentences(1) a. John likes visiting relativesb. (and) Peter likes visiting friends.can independently have an \active" reading or a \passive" one (i.e., John likes tovisit relatives for the active reading and John likes relatives who visit for the passivereading). The parallel coordination does not allow for a mixed3 reading; this caseshows how discourse compartmentalizes ambiguity. If we replace (1b) for Peter likesvisiting marketplaces then the active reading for it superimposes onto the ambiguous(1a) sentence. So, a discourse is more than a sequence of connected sentences.But, discourse seems to be a pervasive concept. Its meaning is usually taken fromthe common ground; therefore, it is unlikely to be directly approached. Hopefully,there exist indirect ways to determine the nature of discourses, the essence of itsbuilding blocks, and the relationships between these building blocks. Questions arethe tools for this research endeavour. Questions such as what makes a coherentdiscourse?4 And this is what the literature in discourse is all about.Hobbs (1979), Hobbs (1985), Reichman (1978), Grosz and Sidner (1986), Mannand Thompson (1987b), Polanyi (1988) and Scha and Polanyi (1988) proposed themost signi�cant theories dealing with the questions above. At �rst glance, these3Not allowed: (1.a) active and (1.b) passive and vice-versa.4Notice that this question is indeed a twofold one, namely: (i) What are the basic buildingblocks for making a discourse? (ii) What kinds of relationships do hold between the buildingblocks?



23theories do not have any common point but the hierarchical structure claim. Inde-pendently of the cited authors' distinctive points of view and background, the ana-lysis of discourse data allowed them to attribute hierarchical structure to discourse,and relations of \di�erent sorts" between the discourse segments. The theories varyin the �ne grain structure of their analysis of discourse structure. The extremes arebest exempli�ed by Grosz and Sidner's (1986) approach, which makes use of threelevels of description for discourse, and Rhetorical Structure Theories, which proposean open-ended set of relations between discourse segments; Mann and Thompson(1987b), for example, introduces a set of twenty three relations such as Evidence,Cause, Contrast and Elaboration. Although there is no direct mapping from onetheory to another some rules of thumb hold: for example, Elaboration is a type ofsubordination (cf. Inder and Oberlander (1994, p. 4)).Not surprisingly, the hierarchical structure proposed is modeled through treestructures. Tree structures display all relevant characteristics since nodes at samelevel might be used to represent coordination. Nodes at di�erent levels, display-ing the ancestor-descendent relationship, might be used for subordination. Treestructures are suitable for representing not only plain coordination/subordinationrelations but also information about the segments, such as its extension (i.e. wherethe segments start and end; every subtree of a given node conveys such information)and the relationship among them, such as, for example, Explanation and Narration.Figure 3.1 is an abstraction exemplifying narration as the coordinative force and ex-planation as the subordinative one. Moreover, all theories advocate the right frontieras the locus of all possible points for attachment of incoming sentences/utterances.5The default attachment point is the bottom right-hand node of the tree; however,various discourse cues can cause attachment to occur further up on the right frontier.Coordination and subordination play an important role not only for natural lan-guages but also for arti�cial ones. Let us take the Algol programming languageas a preliminary example. As is well known, Algol is a nested block oriented lan-5Gardent (1994) argues that in cases where one discourse segment is semantically related totwo or more discourse segments, a graph, instead of a tree, provides a better solution.
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Narration

Explanation

Narration

Explanation

Figure 3.1: An Abstract/Hypothetical Discourse Treeguage. The concept of nesting represents, essentially, the idea of (co/sub)ordinationsince blocks at the same level represent process coordination while embedded blocksrepresent process subordination.Programming languages as a paradigm for natural language processing is not anew claim. As a paradigm, it has been used some times disguisedly, some timesexplicitly. We can enroll Grosz and Sidner (1986) and Polanyi (1988) in the �rstgroup and Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) in the second one. Grosz and Sidner(1986) propose a stack as the way to compute the focus of attention, one of the threecomponents of their theory. Polanyi (1988) uses a tree as the natural model for hertheory, the Linguistic Discourse Model (ldm). These two theories share the ideathat discourses are made of possibly embedded segments standing in a coordinationor subordination relationship. Dynamic Predicate Logic (dpl), Groenendijk andStokhof (1991), was the �rst logical theory to take it explicitly.6The block structure provide us with a rough answer for the original questionsabove. In some sense, we have produced some evidence for a kind of grammarfor discourse dealing with the possible syntactic attachment points for incomingsentences. But to discuss the semantic counterpart that makes all cited theoriesdistinctive we should take them individually.6But only in a shallow form since a discourse is taken as a linear sequence of sentences. As aprogramming language it reminds me of Basic. However, dpl and other logics are the target forchapter 4.



253.3.1 Rhetorical Structure TheoriesRhetorical Structure Theory (rst) addresses the development of a comprehensivetheory of text organization. The theories developed, such as Mann and Thompson(1987a), Mann and Thompson (1988), Dahlgren (1988), Hovy (1991), Moore andParis (1991), follow a very basic pattern, since they all provide a set of rhetoricalschemata rules for a wide variety of purposes trying to capture what it means for atext to be coherent.To achieve such goals, the following questions should be answered:� what are the smallest building blocks, or atomic parts, of a organized text?� how can these parts be arranged?� how can the parts be connected together to form a whole text?In this way, the theory could be used as part of a text analysis system, applied togeneration and/or interpretation process. And, indeed, most of \rival" alternativeapproaches, in the interpretation set up, take rst as a useful and important part oftheir own internal structure. Polanyi (1988) and Pr�ust et al. (1994), for instance,fall into this category.Rhetorical approaches, such as the ones already named, characterize text struc-ture in terms of functional relations holding between parts of the text. These theoriesalso take texts as hierarchally structured objects making explicit the resources avail-able for use in interpretation or generation. But, instead of using coordination andsubordination terminology, we �nd an equivalence on the use of terms like nucleus(N) and satellite (S), Dale (1993), as already pointed out on page 23.In Dale (1993, topic 3, transp 53 and 55) we �nd the following example and alsothe de�nition for the Elaboration relation as displayed in �gure 3.2.(1) I love to collect classic automobiles.My favourite car is my 1899 Duryea.
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N Slove-to-collect favourite-car
Elaboration�relation name: Elaborationconstraints on N: noneconstraints on S: noneconstraints on the N + S combination:S presents additional detail about the situation or some element ofsubject matter which is presented in N or inferentially accessible in Nin one or more of the ways listed below. In the list, if N presents the�rst member of any pair, then S concludes the second:1. set : member2. abstract : instance3. whole : part4. process : step5. object : attribute6. generalization : speci�cthe e�ect: Reader recognizes the situation presented in S as providing additionaldetails for N. Reader identi�es the element of subject matter for whichdetail is provided.the locus of the e�ect: N and S.Figure 3.2: De�nition for the Elaboration relation (cf. Dale (1993))Although Rhetorical Theories propose an open-ended set of relations betweenparts of a text, they also suggest the existence of grammars dealing with discourse.Polanyi (1988), Scha and Polanyi (1988), Lascarides and Asher (1991), Lascarides,Asher and Oberlander (1992), and Pr�ust et al. (1994) present us with sophisticatedgrammars; in Lascarides and Asher (1991), Lascarides et al. (1992), Lascaridesand partners work on Discourse Relations, Discourse Representation Theory andDefeasible Reasoning. Using defeasible reasoning to infer discourse relations, theyprovide a way to deliver di�erent interpretations for similar syntactic structures,in a temporal import. In their framework, defeasible rules represent causal lawsand Gricean-style pragmatic maxims codify world knowledge as well as linguisticknowledge. Pr�ust et al. (1994) present us with an extension for Scha and Polanyi(1988) in a context of typed multi-sorted logic.The main criticism of Rhetorical Theories (rt) is based on the fact that if rtsprovide an account to discover/model relationships holding between discourse seg-ments, they all fail to explain, or provide an account to model, three kinds of se-mantic phenomena. They fail to provide explanation for the way discourse structures



27change the propositional content of the constituents being related in the discourse.They also fail to explain anaphora resolution where the antecedents refer to ab-stract entities (Asher (1993)). Finally, they do not account for temporal reasoningin discourse (Lascarides and Asher (1991)).Let us make again a parallel to computing. Imagine that discourse segments aresubprograms taking a discourse from an input state si to an output state si+1, asexempli�ed below: si � si+1 � si+2The dynamics of \�rst-order" subprograms.Di�erently from \�rst-order" subprograms, where the input state and the subpro-gram determine the output state, \higher-order" rhetorical subprograms have totake into account an extra parameter, a rhetorical relation, as displayed below:si � Rhsi+1 � si+2The dynamics of \higher-order" subprograms.The output state si+2 is dependent on the input state si+1 as well as on the natureof the rhetorical relation Rh. But rhetorical relations modify the computationalbehaviour of subprograms they are input. They themselves behave like subprograms.So to speak, the computation done inside each discourse block is mediate by another(kind) of subprogram { the rhetorical subprogram { which is given as input to it.From a functional viewpoint, each discourse segment might be seen as a comput-able (partial) function taking two di�erent sorted inputs, a state and a rhetoricalrelation. To model incoherence we have two choices. On one hand, we might adoptpartial functions as models.7 On the other hand, we might adopt a trap strategyassigning a particular trap value as output for those unde�ned input values. If therhetorical relation makes the discourse incoherent, relative to the input state, thenthe output from � must reect this fact.7Recall that partial functions are not de�ned for all input values. When applied to values thatdo not belong to their domain, partial functions diverge, i.e., do not produce or assign an outputvalue.



28Although incoherence a�ects the whole discourse, it is localized to the openpart of discourse, namely, the right frontier of the discourse parse tree (for moredetails on discourse parse, see Lascarides and Asher (1991) and Polanyi (1988)).Recovering from incoherence would be a matter of backtracking, trying to recover acorrect rhetorical relation, as in cases of misunderstanding.8 The worst case occurswhen no recovering is possible. If no rhetorical relation could be recovered for it,the block might have been linked to the wrong point. And, if no place could befound to attach the block, then something went wrong. But if the last case occurs,it is likely to happen only on a single participant discourse situation such as thereading of book (or thesis) where the author's intention could not be accessed. Fordialogues, however, it is possible to extend recovering via segment deletion, sincethe other(s) participant(s) could help to overcome the troublesome situation. In anycase, this does not change the point made here since deletion should be done on themost right element of the discourse parse tree.Since rhetorical theories do not invalidate the programming language analogywe proceed to the analysis of Grosz and Sidner's theory, which advocates the use ofa small set of intentional relations instead of rhetorical ones, and to the tree basedtheories, which incorporate rhetorical relations into their own account.3.3.2 Grosz & Sidner's theoryGrosz and Sidner (1986) present us with a theory based on linguistic and non lin-guistic notions intending to stress the role of purpose and processing in discourse.They model the discourse structure as a composite of three separate but inter-related components: linguistic structure, intentional structure and the attentionalstate. They conceive the last two structures as the non linguistic ones.As they themselves state on page 175, \the linguistic structure deals with thestructure of the sequence of sentences. It consists of segments of the discourse into8In these cases, the discourse segment has not to be changed; what has to be recovered isthe correct rhetorical relation attached to the discourse block. See Dahlgren (1988), particularlychapter 8, for more details on this point.



29which the sentences naturally aggregate. The intentional structure captures thediscourse relevant purposes, expressed in each of the linguistic segments as wellas relationships among them. The attentional state is an abstraction of the focusof attention of the participants as the discourse unfolds. The attentional state,being dynamic, records the objects, properties, and relations that are salient ateach point of the discourse. The distinction among these components is essentialto provide an adequate explanation of such discourse phenomena as cue phrases,referring expressions, and interruptions."3.3.2.1 Linguistic StructureTo explain the linguistic structure, the authors make an analogy to sentence de-velopment. At the sentential level, following particular patterns, words aggregateto make sentences. At the discourse level, a similar process occurs. According toparticular roles and intentions, sentences aggregate into blocks, discourse segments,contributing not only for the particular discourse segment but also to the overalldiscourse.A close reading of the authors' viewpoints should be enough to realize thatthey have implicitly accepted the existence of an automata dealing with discourse.Di�erently to syntacticians,9 who developed formal grammars for discourse, Groszand Sidner informally describe some characteristics of discourse segmentation, suchas, for example, the \neighbourhood relation" between two consecutive sentences.For any two consecutive sentences, there are cases when they belong to the samesegment and cases when they do not. And, there are cases when non-consecutivesentences belong to the same discourse segment. Figure 3.3 exempli�es these cases.Once more, the resemblance to a programming language becomes evident. First-ly, a typical Algol-like block structure is described in the last sentences as shown in�gure 3.3. For this �gure, sentences (a), (d) and (h) are not consecutive althoughbelonging to the same segment/block. On the other hand, sentences (a) and (b) are9See section 3.3.3, page 34.



30(a) . . .(b) . . .(c) . . .(d) . . .(e) . . .(f1) . . .(f2) . . .(g) . . .(h) . . .(i) . . .(j) . . .Figure 3.3: A hypothetical Algol-like block structurein di�erent block/segments. Secondly, the concept of subprogramming underlyingthe block structure is triggered by the contribution it could make to the overalldiscourse.The other two components of the theory, namely, the intentional structure andthe attentional state, allow us to go further into the analogy with an Algol-likeprogramming language.3.3.2.2 Intentional structureIntentions play a primary role in explaining discourse structure, de�ning discoursecoherence, and providing a coherent conceptualization of the term discourse itself.In their paper, Grosz and Sidner have integrated two previous research work lines,dealing with focusing in discourse and intention recognition, providing basic mater-ial to generalize these notions to a broader range of discourses.10 The model theypropose for intentional structure is very simple when compared to alternative rhet-orical based theories. They make, indeed, a strong criticism of rhetorical theoriesclaiming that a �xed set of rhetorical patterns, such as the ones in Hobbs (1979),Mann and Thompson (1983), Reichman (1981), are unlikely to cover the so diverseintentions underlying discourse.Every discourse has a foundational purpose, which the authors refer to as Dis-course Purpose (DP), reecting the intention that underlies engaging in a particular10The previous works were in the \context" of task oriented discourse.



31discourse. Since a discourse is built on discourse segments, each segment has asso-ciated a proper Discourse Segment Purpose (DSP) which contributes to the overallDP. Based on relevant structural relationships among intentions, modeled by DPsand DSPs, the authors avoided the adoption of rhetorical relations into their theory.The authors have identi�ed two structural relations: dominance and satisfaction{precedence. A DSP1 dominates DSP2, or conversely DSP2 contributes to DSP1,when the �rst is intended to provide part of the satisfaction for the second. A DSP1satisfaction{precedes DSP2 whenever DSP1 must be satis�ed before DSP2.Notice, however, that the two structural relations correspond to subordinationand coordination, respectively. As a consequence, the authors can transpose DPsand DSPs to the Attentional State part of their theory.3.3.2.3 Attentional StateThe third component of the theory, the attentional state, is the one to which theanalogy to programming languages becomes more salient. The authors think of itas a computational device modeling the focus of attention as the discourse unfolds.Being inherently dynamic, the attentional state is responsible for recording the ob-jects, properties, and relations that are salient at each point in the discourse. It ismodeled by a set of focus spaces and a set of transition rules. These rules specifythe conditions for adding or deleting spaces according to changes in the attentionalstate. The authors call the process of manipulating spaces focusing.Each discourse has associated with it a focus space containing the entities thatare salient { either because they have been mentioned explicitly in the segment orbecause they became salient in the process of producing or comprehending the utter-ances in the segment. Moreover, the focus space includes the DSP reecting the factthat the context participants are focused not only on what they are talking about,but also on why they are talking about it. The focus space structure enables certainprocessing decisions to be made locally. Particularly, it limits the information thatmust be considered in recognizing the DSP as well as that considered in identifying



32the referents of certain classes of referring expressions.The authors claim that a stack is the best model for dealing with focusing struc-ture characteristics. However, such stacks should not be taken in a strict sense.11The space in the stack's top is the most salient one, but information in lower spacesmight be accessed from higher ones (but less so than the information in the higherspaces). The stacking of focus spaces displays the relative salience of the entities ineach space during the corresponding segments portion of the discourse.Via the focusing structure, the attentional state constrains the search for refer-ents of de�nite noun phrases, pronouns and the like. For example, there are di�er-ent constraints on the use of pronouns and reduced de�nite noun phrases within asegment than across segment boundaries, as �gure 3.5 shows. This concept is sup-ported by authors' statement, on page 178, where they say: \The segmentation ofdiscourse constrains the use of referring expressions by delineating certain points atwhich there is a signi�cant change in what entities (objects, properties, or relations)are being discussed. While discourse segmentation is obviously not the only factorgoverning the use of referring expressions, it is an important one."It is amazing the similarity here compared to Algol-like languages. Firstly, seg-ments might introduce local entities which should be available for pronominal orde�nite reference only into the segment. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 exemplify such be-haviour; for the tent example, the de�nite reference on sentence 14 refers back tothe inde�nite noun phrase on sentence two since both sentences belong to the verysame segment. For the movie essay, however, sentences one and four, belonging todistinct segments, make impossible the use of de�nite or pronominal reference. Insome intuitive sense, this compares to local declarations for programming languages.A local variable, for instance, has as scope the block or subprogram where it hasbeen declared (except when not being locally declared it has been declared in oneof the block's ancestors).12 Secondly, the stack model proposed corresponds to the11In the sense that only the top element is accessible.12Being subordinated, a pronoun/variable might refer back to the entity de�ned on the mainclause.



33DS0DS1 1. A I'm going to camping next weekend. Do you havea two-person tent I could borrow?2. B Sure. I have a two-person backpacking tent.3. A The last trip I was on there was a huge storm.4. It poured for two hours.5. I had a tent, but I got soaked anyway.6. B What kind of tent was it?7. A A tube tent.8. B Tube tents don't stand up well in a real storm.9. A True.10. B Where are you going on this trip?11. A Up in the Minarets.12. B Do you need any other equipament?13. A No.14. B Okay. I'll bring the tent in tomorrow.Figure 3.4: The tent exampleexecution time abstract machine related to block-structure programming languages.Suppose now that to accomplish the intended task, embedded blocks are needed forsome block. So, during the execution of the dominant block, which is on the topof the stack, embedded blocks will be processed. At that point, a push operationwill occur on the stack putting a new embedded block in there. The un�nishedblock is now less salient than the top one. However, the un�nished block might con-tain de�nitions for entities referred, but not de�ned, into the top one. Lastly, sincethe lexical scope is the same for both approaches, the search for referents followsthe same discipline, i.e., looking for them through the activation records (or focusspaces) until a de�nition is found.An important remark should be made here. Since I have been talking aboutAlgol-like language, I would like to make explicit the one to one mapping betweenthe discourse segmentation block and the Algol block structure. As such, the Algolconcept is best understood as an anonymous subprogram whose invocation pointcorresponds to its de�nition point. This di�ers radically from named subprogramswhich can be invoked from di�erent points into the program (obeying the lexicalconvention.) This allows for di�erentiating the lexical link from the dynamic link.The dynamic link records the base address of the calling subprogram while the lexicallink points to the stack address where the non-local entities should be found. Asa consequence, if a program does not use named subprograms the execution stackcorresponds to the lexical de�nition. The converse, however, is not true.



34DS0DS1DS2DS3DS4 DS5DS6DS7 16. overindulgence in the taste for the \movie".Parents and teachers will do well to guard the young against15. How can our young people drink in through their eyes a continuous spectacleof intense and strained activity and feeling without harmful e�ects?14. The more reasonable and quiet aspects of life are necessarily neglected.13. but only strong emotion, or bu�oonery can be represented throughfacial expression and gesture.12. Without spoken words, facial expression and gesture must carry the meaning:11. Even the best plays, moreover, are bound to be exciting and over-emotional.10. One has only to read the ever-present \movie" bilboard to see howcheap, melodramatic and vulgar most of the photoplays are.9. In the �rst place the character of the plays is seldom of the best.8. Can it be other than harmful?7. But the important fact to be determined is the total result of continuousand indiscriminate attendance on shows of this kind.6. because of their astonishing vividness.5. No one can deny, of course, that great educational and ethical gains maybe made through the movies4. Ought any parent to permit his children to attend a moving picture showoften or without being quite certain of the show he permits them to see?3. that it is time to take careful thought about their e�ect on mind and morals2. especially to young people,1. The \movies" are so attractive to the great American public,

Figure 3.5: The movies essayAlthough events anaphora could be a case for the general full Algol-like case, Iam going to stick to the former case, i.e., to the anonymous block structure.3.3.3 Syntactic ApproachesScha and Polanyi's (1988) framework is considered a paradigm of the tree based,syntax semantics isomorphism approach13 to discourse theories (cf. Gardent (1994,p. 2)).Proponents of the syntax semantics isomorphism support the idea that discoursecan be described by means of a discourse grammar which, essentially, consists of atyped uni�cation based sentence grammar augmented with a set of discourse gram-mar rules. The introduction of a discourse grammar provides the tools for predictingthe tree structure of discourse as well as an isomorphism between discourse syntax13This explains this section's name.



35and discourse semantics. The tree structure comes up as a consequence of rewriterules, since the discourse grammar proposed is basically a context-free one. Thegrammar consists of rules which describe how to build up various kinds of structur-ally di�erent Discourse Constituent Units (DCU).As we have already pointed out, coordination and subordination play an import-ant role and Scha and Polanyi (1988, page 574) distinguish the following kinds ofDCUs:Subordinations. Subordination is a binary structure in which the �rst elementremains accessible. They are units in which all or most of the structurallyrelevant features are inherited from the left constituent.14 In semantic subor-dinations, such as rhetorical subordinations and topic-dominant chains, thereis a semantic relationship between the components. Interruptions, however,are semantically very di�erent, although structurally analogous. In this case,there is no semantic connection whatsoever between the two constituents.Binary Coordinations Binary coordinations are structures in which the secondelement has equal status to the �rst. As a consequence, the �rst elementbecomes inaccessible to the other one. Under this category, the authors, includerhetorical coordination (the counterparts of the rhetorical subordinations), andadjacency pairs which are concerned with the interactional dimension of thediscourse.N-ary Coordinations These are at structures containing arbitrarily many ele-ments, of which, at any time, only the most recent one is accessible. Lists,monotonic lists, and narratives fall into this category. This case could be seenas an extension to the binary coordination when one assigns a right recursivestructure to the context-free grammar rules.Scha and Polanyi (1988) give an extensive grammar for discourse parsing whilePolanyi (1988) gives an informal description of the parsing process.14Unlike the sentential subordination, in discourse subordination, the subordinating element isalways located to the left of the subordinated one.



36Parsing follows a step by step strategy, attaching every incoming sentence to theright edge of an existing discourse parse tree (see �gures 3.6 and 3.7). An importantassumption of the parsing process is that at any point it only uses information onthe right edge of the existing discourse tree. This means that interlocutors justneed to be aware of the stack of information which corresponds to thelabels on the right edge of the tree, rather than the complete details ofthe discourse so far (see Scha and Polanyi (1988, p. 576)).(a) John is a very good athlete.(b) He can run a four-minute mile.(c) He throws a mean hardball, too.(d) And John is very smart.(e) Won all the prizes at his graduation.(f1) Even I was surprised(f2) that he won the Spanish prize.(g) He didn't even like Spanish.(h) Anyway, he's a disaster at parties.(i) He's too shy.(j) Last week, he went to a party at Bill's house : : :Figure 3.6: An example from Polanyi (1988, p. 620)
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Figure 3.7: Discourse Parse Tree for example in �gure 3.6Pr�ust et al. (1994) present us with a very sophisticated extension of the ideassketched above. Using a many-sorted typed logic, the authors de�ne the MostSpeci�c Common Denominator (MSCD), a kind of uni�cation procedure, aiming to



37solve Verb Phrase Anaphora.15 The uni�cation procedure, or more correctly, theunderlying logic, takes DCUs as logically complex terms.The general format of DCUs, as well as the rhetorical coordination rule, aredepicted below: cat [�1 : �1; : : : ; �n : �n]where \cat" is the start symbol of the context-free grammar, �s are the attributes,and �s are expressions standing for the value-sets of the attributes.dcu[�1 : mscd(�1; �1); : : : ; �n : mscd(�n; �n); sem : a & b & R(a; b)]) dcu1[�1 : �1; : : : ; �n : �n; sem : a]dcu2[�1 : �1; : : : ; �n : �n; sem : �x : R(x; b)]This rule parses semantic coordinations involving an explicitly indicated binary co-ordinating rhetorical relation R, such as \therefore", \accordingly," for instance.Notice that the meaning of the relation is incorporated in the semantics of theclause in which it occurs; it denotes a predicate on propositions. The function\mscd" computes the most speci�c common denominator of its arguments in thehierarchy of value-expressions of relevant attribute.Back to the programming languages analogy, we �nd here explicit references toconcepts such as stack and parse tree. The stack, corresponding to the leaves on theright edge of the tree, models what Grosz and Sidner (1986) call focusing. Also, thediscourse grammar rules presented provide a unique possibility for attachment of newincoming sentences, viz. the right edge. Inheritance, when allowed, \propagates"entities, such as discourse referents, for example, from the left parent (not necessarilythe immediate previous sentence) to the right daughter. As a consequence, a blockstructure comes up naturally.15The missing verb phrase is recovered by computing the MSCD between parallel sentences.



383.4 ConclusionsThis chapter is one of the cornerstones of this research work which claims that itis possible to deal logically with discourses from a dynamic point of view. Thekeyword here is discourse, which I will take as general as possible, i.e., discoursesas hierarchically complex structures. To give support for the forthcoming logicaldevelopment, and provide insightful comments on the subject of discourse structure,a summary of the most important linguistic theories on discourse structure waspresented.The methodology to be approached in chapter 6 (namely, the dynamic semantics)grows upon an analogy to programming languages. The analogy made by logicallybased discourse theories is related to the concept of state of program execution.This analogy seems to be su�cient when one takes discourses as no more than asimple linear sequence of sentences. However, it is possible to go deeper into theprogramming analogy borrowing not only the state execution concept but also datastructure concepts. And, as presented in this chapter, the data structure modelis the one present (sometimes explicitly, sometimes implicitly) in all of the leadinglinguistic theories accounting for discourse modelling.The typical data structure used by linguistic theories (dealing with discourse) isknown as stack. The stack model is used to provide us with explanation (and imposeconstraints on) linguistic phenomena such as anaphoric reference, interruptions andthe use of de�nite (and inde�nite) noun phrases. However, the kind of stack used isnot really very stack-like and I have argued that a list would be a better structure.To sum up, this chapter presents a summary of the leading linguistics approachesto discourse modelling. It also provides the background setting for the (linguistic)claim that discourses are very complex entities and, how some data structures canexplain the constraints ruling some linguistic phenomena.
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Chapter 4
Logic Focused Approaches
4.1 Initial RemarksThe aim of this chapter is to present, discuss and compare di�erent logical ap-proaches dealing with discourse structure. By its very nature, discourses are dy-namic and anaphoric relations are the most striking examples. However, we mustrealize the na��ve use for terms such as dynamic and discourse. Most theories makediscourses a \plain" �rst step generalization for scope binding operations. This en-tails, for example, that existentially introduced objects are available for referencethrough the whole discourse. Such an e�ect is achieved by the careful use of indexesor variables throughout discourse. Questions related to variable renaming and scopefor existentials are in the kernel of such theories. drt, dpl and their o�spring arethe leading examples for this framework. 1 This chapter paves the way for the needfor more structured Discourse Theories.4.2 IntroductionThis chapter provide us with a brief overview on theories addressing the issue of dis-course structure from a logical point of view. Discourse seems to be a rather vague1As it was said in this thesis' abstract, the present research work takes dpl as its basis, andtherefore, this thesis should also be included in the end as one of dpl's o�spring.



40word used to bridge a gap between natural language semantics and pragmatics. Be-ing a typically pragmatic notion, discourse had been left aside from traditional logicalapproaches. However, the more recently linguistically based approaches have takenthis notion into account (see Kamp (1981), Kamp and Reyle (1993), Groenendijkand Stokhof (1991), to cite but a few) and brought it to the \semantic battle �eld".For this kind of semanticism, meaning is taken as a property of texts, dialogues ordiscourses. This does not imply that meaning could be completely determinableapart from context as happens in ordinary Predicate Calculus (pc). Actually, largeamounts of all sorts of knowledge are used to determine the meaning of a discourse.Research on issues such as ontologies, lexical/semantic preferences, metaphor,and discourse structure has been shedding light onto discourse meaning theories.Integrating several of these trends, we can cite Lascarides and Asher (1991), Groszand Sidner (1986), Polanyi (1988), and Pr�ust et al. (1994). Lascarides and Asher(1991), for example, use a set of rhetorical relations and defeasible reasoning tomodeling temporal relations in discourse; Grosz and Sidner (1986), and Polanyi(1988), present us with a research on discourse structure and discourse regularitiesto determine the overall plan and purpose of the discourse. And Pr�ust et al. (1994)present a theory dealing with verb phrase anaphora in which a discourse grammar,taking into account rhetorical and discourse constraints, establish the parallelismbetween the syntactic and semantic components. Such grammar is latter modelledby a multi-sorted typed logic which is the formal device to recover the antecedentof the anaphorical verb phrase.Spelling out rhetorical relations and other pragmatic issues, a question one shouldask is which factors might a purely semantic \discourse" theory take into account.This question has been acknowledged as a very hard one. To begin with, let usassume a discourse as \simple" as possible (in the sense that it could be formalizedin pc). The �rst generalization step toward a \real" discourse should take intoaccount a more general quanti�cation theory in which natural language quanti�erssuch as most, a few, and others could be accounted for. Generalized Quanti�cation



41Theory (gqt) was developed to shed light onto this topic and will be presentedin section 4.3. Bearing in mind the role played by quanti�cation, it would not besurprising to see (some kind of) gqt underlying all further discourse generalizations.gqt and pc share the same inadequacy to deal with intersentential relationshipsas exempli�ed by pronominal anaphora as in (1) below.(1) A man walks in the park. He whistles.It is easily seen that the pronoun he, in the second sentence, is beyond the scopeof its referent, the NP a man, introduced in the �rst sentence. Therefore, the nextgeneralization step would be related to scope-binding issues, if we want to deal withintersentential anaphoric relationships.Most theories tackling the last issue adopt a dynamic approach; the static-dynamic contrast is meant to emphasize the static character of scope (which wastraditionally tied up to syntactic structures as presented in gb)2 and the dynamicsemantic character of binding (therefore, providing us with ways to bring syntactic-ally free variables to the scope of quanti�cational static structures). This has beenachieved in di�erent ways, such as, for instance, the use of unselective quanti�cation,sometimes associated to reversing binding direction, and the weakening of existen-tials associated to unselective discourse quanti�ers. This topic will be presented insection 4.5.In one way or another, all dynamic approaches assume that an upcoming sentencechanges the informational state someone would have built upon previous discourse.Theories addressing this issue will be presented in section 4.5.1.Although we have pointed out only a very few generalization steps towards a se-mantically based discourse theory, the interaction among them covers the literatureon the topic.2See section 2.4, page 16



424.3 Logical form and quanti�cationIn English and other natural languages, quantifying expressions like all, no, every,some are always accompanied by nominal expressions that seem intuitively to re-strict the universe of discourse to individuals to which the nominal applies. Al-though quanti�cation in pc3 bears a connection with quanti�cation in English, sucha connection is not straightforward. Nominals like man in (2) below are usuallyrepresented by a predicate in pc.(2) a { Every man snores.b { 8x[man(x)! snore(x)]c { Some man snores.d { 9x[man(x) ^ snore(x)]However, such representations do not emphasize the intuition that nominals likeman do play, indeed, quite a di�erent role from predicates like snore. Moreover,pc's formulas change not only the quanti�er but also the connective in a complexformula over which the quanti�er has scope. In contrast, the English sentences di�eronly in the quantifying expression used. (3) shows the way to make the dependenceof the quanti�er on the nominal explicit with the further advantage of making clearthe need for no connectives when considering simple sentences as those in (2).(3) a { [8x : man(x)] snore(x)b { [9x : man(x)] snore(x)Logics using this kind of quanti�cation impose that the range of quanti�ersbe restricted to those individuals satisfying the formula immediately following thequantifying expression. The quanti�ers are then interpreted as usual requiring that3pc is based on Frege's insight of analyzing quanti�ed statements as having two componentswhere one component is a singular sentence with a place-holder element like a pronoun and theother component is such that it states how many of the possible values assigned to the place-holder are such that the singular sentence is true relative to that value of the place-holder. Truthconditions for quanti�ed statements are de�ned for the singular sentence relative to some valuefor the place-holder. In the second stage, truth conditions are de�ned in terms of generalizationsabout values assigned to the singular sentence.



43[[every �]] = fX � U j [[�]] � Xg[[some �]] = fX � U j [[�]] \X 6= ;g[[no �]] = fX � U j [[�]] \X = ;g[[most �]] = fX � U j X \ [[�]] is bigger than �X \ [[�]]g[[the �]] = fX � U j for some u 2 U; [[�]] = fug and u 2 Xg[[two �]] = fX � U j X \ [[�]] contains two or more elements g orfX � U j X \ [[�]] contains exactly two elements gTable 4.1: Generalized Quanti�ers Interpretationall (3.a) or some (3.b) of the assignments of values to x satisfying the restrictingformula must also satisfy what follows.Both approaches work equally well for \traditional" quanti�ers as those in (2).However, quanti�ers like most, which can not be represented in pc, are easily ac-counted for in the restricted quanti�cation approach. Example (4.c) is true i� morethan half the assignments from the restricted domain of men are also assignments forwhich snore(x) is true. (4.b) is a dead-end since there are no combinations betweenmost assignments and connectives !, ^ capable to express (4.a) in pc.(4) a { Most men snore.b { most x[man(x) ? snore(x)]c { [most x : man(x)] snore(x)(4) shows that most is not �rst-order de�nable since the semantics for it will haveto resort to what essentially amounts to quanti�cation over higher-order entities likesets (cf. Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet (1990, chap3, note 2, page 444)).Ideas employed in (4) can be applied to other quanti�cational structures as longas we take (i) full NPs (Det + nominal) as logical quanti�ers and (ii) sets of sets asthe semantic objects interpreting NPs. Table (4.1) shows the semantic interpretationfor some cases. It is not di�cult, now, to see that for any NP � and predicate �,�� is true i� [[�]] 2 [[�]].Assuming compositionality as a methodological criteria to follow, the nextstep deals with the question of assigning a semantic interpretation for determiners;however, the previous exposition has already provided us with the answer. Recall



44For every Y � U ,[[every]](Y ) = fX � U j Y � Xg[[some]](Y ) = fX � U j X \ Y 6= ;g[[no]](Y ) = fX � U j X \ Y = ;g[[most]](Y ) = fX � U j X \ Y is bigger than �X \ Y g[[the]](Y ) = fX � U j for some u 2 U; Y = fug and u 2 Xg[[two]](Y ) = fX � U j X \ Y contains two or more elements g orfX � U j X \ Y contains exactly two elements gTable 4.2: Determiners Interpretationthat determiners combine with nominals, which are taken as properties (i.e., sets),to yield NPs, which are taken as sets of sets. Therefore, a function from sets ofindividuals to sets of sets is the natural candidate for the semantic interpretation ofdeterminers. Table (4.2) displays the semantic interpretation for the determiners intable (4.1). It is now clear that we can analyse the meaning ofmost men, for instance,as speci�ed in terms of the meanings ofmost and men as [[most]]([[men]]) which yieldsthe generalized quanti�er fX � U j X \ [[men]] is bigger than �X \ [[men]]g.The previous discussion made a point towards moving from determiners as quan-ti�ers, as it occurs in pc, to full NPs as quanti�ers; this identity is best known asgeneralized quanti�ers.Complex NPs constructions involving possibly several determiners are smoothlyaccounted for in the generalized quanti�er framework. Complex determiners suchas some man and some woman, for instance, are interpreted asfX � U j [[man]] \X 6= ;g \ fX � U j [[woman]] \X 6= ;gand therefore equivalent tofX � U j [[man]] \X 6= ; and [[woman]] \X 6= ;gFor negation, as in not every woman, set-theoretic complementation will do the tasksince P(U)� fX � U j [[woman]] � Xg = fX � U j [[woman]] 6� Xg



45It is not hard to see that embedding generalized quanti�ers into an intentionallogic would give us a way to represent natural language sentences. With this inmind, we can analyse (5) as showed in (6) and (7) (where we have assumed that andand but are truth-conditionally identical and also an intentional framework along(the Montagovian) Dowty, Wall and Peters (1981) line.) Also, when possible, wepresent a pc truth-conditionally equivalent formula.(5) a { Most but not all men snore.b { Not all but some men snore.(6) a { Most but not all men snore.b { [most0 ^ [:every0]](man0)(snore0)c { [most0(man0) ^ [:every0](man0)](snore0)d { [[snore0]] 2 fX � U j card(X \ [[man0]]) > card( �X \ [[man0]])g \fX � U j [[man0]] 6� Xge { [[snore0]] 2 fX � U j card(X \ [[man0]]) > card( �X \ [[man0]])gand [[snore0]] 2 fX � U j [[man0]] 6� Xgf { pc formula: ????(7) a { Not all but some men snore.b { [[:every0] ^ some0](man0)(snore0)c { [[:every0(man0)] ^ some0(man0)](snore0)d { [[snore0]] 2 fX � U j [[man0]] 6� Xg \ fX � U j [[man0]] \X 6= ;ge { [[snore0]] 2 fX � U j [[man0]] 6� Xgand [[snore0]] 2 fX � U j [[man0]] \X 6= ;gf { [[man0]] 6� [[snore0]] and [[man0]] \ [[snore0]] 6� ;g { pc formula: :8x[man0(x)! snore0(x)] ^ 9x[man0(x) ^ snore0(x)]Concluding this section, we point out that the generalized quanti�ers approachallow us to study a wide variety of empirical properties of natural language. Ques-tions related to polarity, conservativity, and monotonicity, for example, have been



46analysed with it; for instance, determiners such as every, some, and no are conser-vative (assuming conservativity de�ned in such a way that �(�)(�) $ �(�)(� ^ �)equivalence holds) since sentences like Det man snores are truth-equivalent to Detman is a man who snores, where Det 2 fevery, some, nog. Assume now thata de�nition for right upward monotonicity has been given allowing the inferencepattern �(�)(� ^ �)! �(�)(�). As illustrated in (8), determiners like some, many,and every have this property while others such as no, and few lack it. Since thediscussion of this issue would unnecessarily extend the present section we refer theinterested reader to G�ardenfors (1987) and the references therein.(8) a { Some student is Italian and blond ! some student is blond.b { No students are Italian and blond 6! no students are blond.Although a nice framework for the study of quanti�cation, generalized quanti�ersapproach (gqt), in the format presented here, does not solve all problems related toquanti�cation. The most notorious problems are posed by pronouns. Traditionally,pronouns are identi�ed with variables which ought to be bound to some quanti�ca-tional structure; deictic pronouns, on the other hand, are analysed as free variables.Anaphoric pronouns, however, are \odd" since: (i) they refer to some previouslyintroduced entity and therefore suggesting that they might have been bound intothe scope of some quanti�er; (ii) they occur outside the scope of any quanti�er. Inother words, anaphoric pronouns are syntactically free variables that ought to bebound.The \equation" involving quanti�ers and pronouns has been tackled from dif-ferent viewpoints. Firstly, there are the dynamic theories. Secondly, there are thetheories originated along the lines of Heim (1982), and Kamp (1981) (such as Dis-course Representation Theory (drt)), and File Change Semantics, Heim (1983).Independently of the viewpoint adopted, pronouns are still approached from one oftwo perspectives, namely, E-type and bound. The next sections are devoted to ashort but concise explanation of these matters.



474.4 Discourse Representation Theorydrt is nowadays a theory of semantic content of natural language sentences, dis-courses and texts, as well as, more recently, of the content and structure of thought.As a theory of the content of sentences and texts, drt is designed to identify and en-code the semantic connections between the successive sentences of a text (cf. Reyleand Gabbay (1994, p. 343)).drt was the �rst of a group of theories to approach a dynamic notion on mean-ing. However, motivation for the development of a dynamic semantics was alreadypointed out in Stalnaker (1974) and Stalnaker (1976).drt analyzes meaning in two steps. The �rst one, a semantic representationfor a discourse is built up through the Discourse Representation Structure (drs)construction algorithm. The construction algorithm is a set of rules for constructingthe box representation generated and related to noun phrases.4 This representationis built up sentence by sentence. If j sentences have been processed to yield the drsKj, then the processing of Sj+1 will yield a drs that combines with Kj to form anextended drs Kj+1. The second step is related to drt interpretation proper. It isaccomplished by the correctness de�nition, which provides instructions for homo-morphically embedding a drs in a model so as to yield correct truth conditionsfor a discourse. In other words, the interpretation of a discourse in drt takes twosteps: �rstly, the construction of a drs, then the proper embedding of the drs intoa model. The dynamic interpretation e�ect is accomplished by the combination ofthe correctness de�nition with the construction algorithm. The dynamic meaningof Sj+1 is that function which takes us from the truth conditions of Kj to the truthconditions of Kj+1.In the literature, two aspects of drt are questioned. Firstly, there is the compos-itional aspect. It is said that the construction algorithm is not fully compositional(Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990), to cite one). Secondly, it is questioned if the rep-4The determiner heading the NP is, usually, the responsible for the particular box representationused.



48resentational level is really necessary to achieve the dynamics of anaphoric relations.For the �rst problem, fully compositional extensions have been developed by someresearchers while others have been arguing for the need of such intermediate level.5The original drt framework presented in Kamp (1981) contained common nouns,verbs, the determiners a and every, and the English conditional expression if . . . then.Also, the construction procedure followed a top down analysis (contrasting to Asher(1993) who adopted a bottom up analysis). To get acquainted with the way drtworks, let us start by presenting the drs for (9) below (ignoring the semantic con-tributions of tense):(9) A boy kicked Fred. (K1) x, yboy(x)Fred(y)kick(x,y)(K1) describes graphically an abstract, information structure, a drs, with twoparts. One part is called the universe of the drs, the other its condition set. So,a drs can be formally stated as an ordered pair consisting of its universe and con-dition set, written as hUK;ConKi. The drs (K1) has as its universe two \discourseindividuals," x and y, and as its condition set a collection of property ascriptions tox and y. The conditions in ConK1 are formed from unary and binary drs predicatesand discourse referents as arguments. For the fragment considered here, drs predic-ates are generated from nouns or verbs. The condition set of (K1) says that x is aboy, y is Fred and x kicks y. To give the truth conditions for (9), we need to de�ne aproper embedding for (K1). A proper embedding for (K1) in an (extensional) modelM = hD; [[]]i, consisting of a domain D of individuals and an interpretation function[[]]. [[]] is a function g that maps x and y onto elements of the domain of M such thatg(x) is a boy in M, g(y) is Fred in M, and g(x) kicks g(y) in M. If we de�ne (9) tobe true in M just in case (K1) has a proper embedding in M, we get the right truthconditions.5See Asher (1993) for a defense for indirect interpretation, via an intermediate level, especiallyfor pronoun and anaphora resolution.



49Having shown a drs and the truth conditions it determines for a simple sentence,we are ready to move towards the treatment of a multisentential discourse. Addingthe sentence Fred cried to (9) we get the discourse:(10) A boy kicked Fred. Fred cried.We already know that (K1) is the structure the �rst sentence yields. To get adrs for all of (10), the drs created from the �rst sentence serves as a context for pro-cessing the second sentence. In processing the second sentence, the conditions anddiscourse referents introduced by the second sentence are entered into the conditionlist and universe already created in processing the �rst sentence; such processingproduces (K2) below. (K2) x, y, zboy(x)Fred(y)kick(x,y)cry(z)Fred(z)The advantage of using the drs built up from previous discourse as a context forthe interpretation of the next sentence arises in the process of anaphora resolution.Anaphoric pronouns introduce a peculiar sort of condition. Many conditions comewith a determinate, context free-content, but others do not. In particular those thatare introduced by anaphoric pronouns introduce a discourse referent that must belinked with some other discourse referent in order to give the condition a completemeaning. Such conditions are called incomplete conditions and are of the form z =?. All other conditions are complete conditions.The distinction between incomplete conditions and complete conditions carriesover to drss. Complete drss are those containing only complete conditions; incom-plete drss contain at least one incomplete condition. The condition contributed bythe pronoun he in (11), z = ?, is responsible for the drs (K3) being incomplete.(11) A boy kicked Fred. He cried.



50(K3) x, y, zboy(x)Fred(y)kick(x,y)cry(z)z = ?In order to complete the drs, the question mark in this condition needs to be re-placed by a discourse referent. The task of anaphora resolution is to �nd an appro-priate discourse referent other than z and to turn z = ? into an identity assertion.For (11), y is an appropriate discourse referent6 introduced by the processing of the�rst sentence. After identifying y with z,7 we have the following completed drs for(11): (K03) x, y, zboy(x)Fred(y)kick(x,y)cry(z)z = y(K03) has a proper embedding in a model M just in case M contains Fred and a boysuch that the boy kicked Fred and Fred cried.There are more complex drss that themselves contain drss. Any conditioncontaining one or more drss as a constituent is called a complex condition. (12)gives rise to one:(12) Every girl kicked Fred.(K4) xgirl(x ) ) yFred(y)kicked(x,y)The drs for (12) has two drss that are constituents of a complex condition. Suchconstituents are called subdrss. Let us call them (K4.1), the one on the left, and(K4.2), the one on the right. Naturally, the notion of a proper embedding for such6A discourse referent, from drt perspective, is an element of the drs that serves as a contextfor the processing of discourse subsequent sentences.7Tony Cohn pointed to me that the reading x = z is available as well, because he, the boy,might have regretted his action.



51a drs must take these subdrss into account. It does so in the following way: f isa proper embedding for (K4) in a model M i� every extension (superset) of f thatproperly embeds (K4.1) in M can be extended to a proper embedding of (K4.2) inM. Not only do many determiners like every introduce such complex DR-theoreticstructures, but also conditionals, ), and other operators, such as negation, :, doas well. Thus, a sentence like (13) yields the drs below it:(13) John does not like Fred. (K5) : x,yJohn(x)Fred(y)like(x,y)(K5) has a proper embedding just in case there are no objects x and y such that xis John, y, Fred, and x likes y.I hope that the reader not acquainted to drt has now grasped the basics of thetheory. We might naturally extend this fragment by adding a stock of operatorscorresponding to determiners. And, we might also present the basics of the drtconstruction algorithm. However, such a course of action is not relevant for thepurposes of this chapter. For the de�nitive and complete exposition of the theory,see Kamp and Reyle (1993).To sum up, drt characteristics, as might be inferred from the previous \crashcourse,"8 could be stated as:� it handles inde�nite noun phrases as non-referential, non-quanti�cational, re-stricted free variables,� it uses operators to bind inde�nite noun phrases which are much richer thanthose of predicate logic,� it treats anaphoric pronouns as plain bound variables,� it uses polyadic connectives and quanti�ers which may bind multiple variables8All examples in this section are from Asher (1993).



52simultaneously.Although drt has achieved a respectable position, it is not problem free, as alreadystated. One of the �rst criticisms of it was related to the compositionality principle.It is frequently said that drt does not respect it. However, there are versions whichrespect it, as for example, the system proposed by Pinkal (1991). With respect to(polyadic) quanti�cation, Partee (1984) calls attention to the proportion problemwhich results from the view of quanti�ers as binary relations between relations ofinde�nite arity. The truth conditions for (14.a) are given by (14.b) and are correctwhen Q is all, some, no, or not all. But they do not hold formost. For this quanti�er,(14.b) would be incorrect if there are two men, one of which owns two cars that hewashes on Sundays while the other owns just one car which he washes on Saturdays.(14) a { Q men who own a car wash it on Sunday.b { [Qxy : M(x)^ C(y)^ O(x; y)] W(x; y)Within drt the proportion problem is discussed by Kadmon (1990) where she pro-poses, for the determiner most, an analysis in which material from the restriction iscopied to the scope.9 This strategy leads to the weak reading for most men who owna car wash it on Sunday : the cars owners need not wash all of their cars in order tomake it true. In the literature, the strong reading, where all cars have to be washed,is also suggested. The problem of weak and strong readings is discussed in Rooth(1987), Chierchia (1992), and Dekker (1993), among many others, and studied indepth by Kanazawa (1993). Notice, however, that Kadmon's suggestion still leavesthe problem whether there is a uniform way in which it can be made to work for allquanti�ers. For dpl, such a method exists (cf. Does (1993, p. 7)).4.5 Dynamic theories I { the bound perspectiveDynamic theories depart from traditional ones since the information change potentialof a sentence is regarded as constituting its meaning. Put in other way, the basic idea9This analysis closely resemble the E-type one.



53is that the meaning of a sentence does not uniquely depend on its truth conditions,but rather \in the way it changes (the representation of) the information of theinterpreter" (Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991)).The key notion in the above characterization is that of information. Dependingon the ontology, information may concern the values of variables, or even possibleworlds, or even world-time intervals, or whatever parameters we decide to take intoaccount. As Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990) already pointed out, \information isabout indices".To get right to the point, assume that I is a set of indices; assume also anysubset of I as characterizing an information state. The power set of I, (P(I)), isthe set of all information states; it is naturally the least informative state since allpossibilities are present in it. On the other hand, singletons are the most informativestates while the empty set corresponds to the absurd state. It is not hard to seethat information updating is conveyed through functions from information states toinformation states.Theories of dynamic meaning could be grouped together according to the prop-erties displayed in Table (4.3). Each property aims to model some peculiar aspectof the dynamics of discourse. So, for example, Veltman's (1990) Update Semantics,(us), and Veltman's (1996) Defaults in Update Semantics, which are dynamic se-mantic theories for the language of epistemic propositional logic and default reason-ing, resp., involve update of information about the world according to the \elimin-ative" model. This means that updating an information state s with a sentence willtake us to an information state which contains at least as speci�c information aboutthe world as s. On the other hand, Groenendijk and Stokhof's Dynamic PredicateLogic, (dpl), which is a dynamic semantic interpretation of the language of �rstorder predicate logic (keeping stock of the possible values of variables introducedwhile a discourse unfolds), is a \pointwise" distributive system. In other words,interpretation in dpl may involve the introduction of new possibilities as we willsoon show. And �nally, Dekker (1993), Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990), and Does



54� � is eliminative i� for every state s, �(s) � s� � is distributive i� for every state s, �(s) = Si2s �(fig)Table 4.3: Update varieties(1993) present us with a uni�ed account of dpl in a update semantics format.4.5.1 An Update System for Epistemic Propositional LogicVeltman's (1990) us is a propositional logic with an extra epistemic operator �(might). us deals with information about the world; the meaning of a us formulais characterized through update of information about the world. All us formulas inwhich � does not occur express factual information about the world. On the otherhand, formulas �� express that one's information about the world is compatible with�, something along the line \as far as my information is concerned, it might, butneed not, be the case that �".Update of information about the world consists in eliminating possibilities. Forinstance, the interpretation of an atomic sentence p in a state s involves the updateof s brought about by eliminating the worlds from s which are inconsistent with p.The resulting state only contains possible worlds in which p is true.us interpretation is de�ned as an update function [[ ]] on the domain of informa-tion states. It is de�ned with respect to a model M = hW;F i consisting of a set ofworlds W and a interpretation function F that assigns sets of worlds to propositionletters. In what follows, s[[�]]M indicates the result of updating an information states with � with respect to a model M, that is, the result of applying the function[[�]]M to s. As usual, reference to M is omitted whenever this does not lead toconfusion. Interpretation is de�ned as follows:



55De�nition 1: Update Semanticss[[p]] = fi 2 s j i 2 F (p)gs[[:�]] = s� s[[�]]s[[� ^  ]] = s[[�]][[ ]]s[[ � �]] = 8><>: s if s[[�]] 6= ;; if s[[�]] = ; �De�nition 1, which is a functional characterization for Update Semantics stated ina post�x notation, says that proposition letters are assigned an information contentthat intersects with the input information state. Negation is associated with statesubtraction (or set di�erence) and sentence conjunction with sequencing, i.e., func-tion composition. To interpret a conjunction of two formulas � and  in a state s,we �rst interpret  in the state resulting from the update of s with �. Interestingly,the operator � acts as a test: in an information state s, �� tests whether s can beconsistently updated with �. If � is acceptable in s, then �� is true in that state andthe interpretation of �� in s returns s. However, if we already know that � is false,then �� is rejected and its interpretation returns the absurd state, i.e., the emptyset.A remarkable point about �� is its \instability" exempli�ed in (15).(15) a { A dog is barking at the moon. . . . It might be Fido. . . . It is Rex.b { A dog is barking at the moon. . . . It is Rex. . . . It might be Fido.The instability is due to the fact that at some stage �� may be true (if � is notexcluded at that stage), whereas at a later stage it is false (if the possibility that� has been excluded in the meantime). As a natural consequence from instability,conjunction can not be commutative, as easily seen from (15.a) and (15.b). Also,distributivity does not hold; a formula �� tests a global property of a state s, namely,its consistency with �, which does not hold of all subsets of s. Let us assume, forexample, that � is a predicate, s = fi; jg, fig[[�]] = fig and fjg[[�]] = ;. Therefore,s[[�]] 6= ; and s[[ � �]] = s since s[[�]] = fi 2 s j i 2 F (�)g = fig 6= ;. However,fig[[ � �]] = fig and fjg[[ � �]] = ; and therefore Si2sfig[[ � �]] = fig.



56To understand the contrast seen in (15.a) and (15.b) we provide the reader withthe following de�nitions:De�nition 2: � is consistent i� for some state s, s[[�]] 6= ; �Bearing in mind that s[[� ^  ]] = s[[�]][[ ]] we can see that �p ^ :p is consistentwhereas :p ^ �p is not.Another basic notion of us is that of acceptance:De�nition 3: � is accepted in s, s j= �, i� s � s[[�]] �And, in terms of acceptance, the following notion of entailment is de�nedDe�nition 4: �1; : : : ; �n j=  i�for all models M and states s, s[[�1]]M : : : [[�n]]M j=  �This de�nition says that a conclusion follows from a sequence of premises �1; : : : ; �nif whenever an information state s is updated with �1; : : : ; �n, in that order, theresult is an information state which accepts  .For more details and alternative notions of entailment available in the originalus formulation, see van Benthem (1991), and Veltman (1990).As a further development into the framework of us, Veltman (1996) presentsthe reader with systems of update semantics covering sentences in which modalquali�cations such as presumably, probably, must, may, as well as might, occur.Next section presents a summary of Veltman's (1996) work.4.5.2 Veltman's (1996) Update Semantics FrameworkVeltman (1996) is a re�ned and self-contained work on the update semantics subjectaiming: (i) to introduce the framework of update semantics as well as to point outthe kind of semantic phenomena which may successfully be analysed in it; (ii) togive a detailed account of one such phenomenon, namely default reasoning.To better understand Veltman's 96 (us based) analysis for default reasoning, weshould point out the di�erences between his approach and \traditional theories."Firstly, us analysis di�ers from traditional theories in virtue of its de�nition of lo-gical validity. The standard \static" de�nition states that an argument is valid if



57its premises cannot be true without its conclusion being true as well. As a con-sequence, the heart of these theories consists in a speci�cation of truth conditions.The de�nition of us states that one knows the meaning of a sentence if one knowsthe change it brings about in the information state of anyone who accepts the newsconveyed by it. In this sense, meaning becomes a dynamic concept since the meaningof a sentence is modelled as an update function on information states. Secondly,for traditional theories, default reasoning is considered a special kind of reasoninghandling ordinary sentences. Veltman's framework, on the other hand, equates de-fault reasoning to ordinary reasoning handling special kind of sentences (sentencesincluding special operators such as might, presumably, normally, and necessarily).To de�ne an update semantics for a language L, Veltman (1996) speci�es a set� of relevant information states, and a function [ ] that assigns to each sentence �an operation [�] on �. The resulting triple hL;�; [ ]i is called an update system; if� is a state and � a sentence, `�[�]' denotes the result of updating � with �. Since[�] is a function and � the argument, it would have been more in line with commonpractice to write `[�](�)', but the post�x notation is more convenient for dealingwith texts. Now we can write `�[ 1] : : : [ n]' for the result of updating � with thesequence of sentences  1 : : :  n (cf. Veltman (1996, page 221)).The na��ve characterization given above might lead us to problems. This mighthappen if we identify the process of updating an information state with the addi-tion of informational content of a sentence � to the information we already have.However, this kind of updating is true only for additive update systems.De�nition An update system hL;�; [ ]i is additive i� there exists a state 0, theminimal state, in � and a binary operation + on � such that(i) the operation + has all the properties of a join operation:0+ � = �� + � = �� + � = � + �



58(�+ �) + � = �+ (� + �)(ii) for every sentence � and state �, �[�] = � + 0[�] �Whenever (i) holds � is called an information lattice. Cases such that � + � = �are denoted by � � � (in Veltman's words, � is at least as strong as �).Veltman (1996, pages 222, 223) de�nes some principles, namely, the principlesof idempotence, persistence, strengthening and monotony, which bear a close re-lationship to additive update systems as stated in proposition 1.2, page 223. Forconvenience, we will repeat these principles, proposition 1.2, as well as the charac-terization of the notion of acceptance below.Acceptance in us Let � be any state and � be any sentence. � is accepted in �,�[�]  �, i� �[�] = �.The Principle of Idempotence: For every state � and sentence �, �[�]  �.The Principle of Persistence: If �  � and � � � , then �  �.The Principle of Strengthening: � � �[�].The Principle of Monotony: If � � � , then �[�] � � [�].Proposition 1.2 An update system hL;�; [ ]i is additive i� (i) � is an update latticeon which [ ] is total, and (ii) the principles of Idempotence, Persistence, Monotonyand Strengthening hold.To say a few words on some of these principles, notice that persistence, forexample, naturally explains the processing of the following sequence of sentencesSomebody is knocking at the door. . . . Maybe it's John. . . . It's Mary.This sequence shows that expectations can be overruled by facts. On the other hand,it is not natural to accept that someone still expects something else after knowingthe facts, as exempli�ed by the following sequence of sentencesSomebody is knocking at the door. . . . Maybe it's John. . . . It's Mary. . . .Maybe it's John.



59Idempotence, for instance, o�ers a natural explanation for paradoxical sentencessuch as \This sentence is false" since, it is impossible to change the informationstate we are in such a way that we come to accept the sentence. As shown inGroeneveld (1994), the paradoxicality of this sentence resides in the fact that everytime we try to accommodate the information it conveys, we have to change our mind(cf. Veltman (1996, p. 223)).Being a dynamic theory, us should present us with di�erent characterizationfor notions such as validity. Indeed, in Veltman (1996), we can see three di�erentde�nitions which we repeat below for convenience.Validity 1: An argument is valid1 i� updating the minimal state 0 with the premises 1; : : : ;  n in that order, yields an information state in which the conclusion � isaccepted. Formally:  1; : : : ;  n 1 � i� 0[ 1] : : : [ n]  �Validity 2: An argument is valid2 i� updating any information state � with thepremises  1; : : : ;  n in that order, yields an information state in which the conclusion� is accepted. Formally: 1; : : : ;  n 2 � i� for every �; �[ 1] : : : [ n]  �Validity 3: An argument is valid3 i� one cannot accept all its premises withouthaving to accept the conclusion as well. Formally: 1; : : : ;  n 3 � i� �   n for every � such that �   1; : : : ; �   nInterestingly, these three notions turn out to be equivalent for any additive up-date system (cf. Veltman (1996, proposition 1.3, page 224)). However, this factis not always true. Notice, for example, that validity3 is monotonic, validity2 is atleast left monotonic while validity1 is neither right nor left monotonic.10As it has been pointed out, the three validity notions are equivalent for additiveupdate systems; therefore, one can develop an update system based on any one of10Adding \new" premises, in any order, do not change the validity3 argumentation. On the otherhand, order is fundamental for validity2 argumentation. Finally, validity1 conforms to the principleof Sequential Monotony, which can be characterized by the following property: if  1; : : : ;  n 1 �and  1; : : : ;  n; �1; : : : ; �k 1 �, then  1; : : : ;  n; �; �1; : : : ; �k 1 �. Also, validity1 complies withthe following version of the principle of Cut Elimination, which Veltman calls Sequential Cut : If 1; : : : ;  n 1 � and  1; : : : ;  n; �; �1; : : : ; �k 1 �, then  1; : : : ;  n; �1; : : : ; �k 1 �.



60these notions. Interestingly, this is not the case for nonadditive systems. For thesystems developed in Veltman (1996), validity1 is the right choice to adopt since theschematic argumentation below is not valid2 or valid3.premiss 1: P 's normally are Rpremiss 2: x is Pconclusion: Presumably, x is RNotice that this argument remains valid1 even when one learns more about theobject x, provided there is no evidence that the new information is relevant to theconclusion, as exempli�ed bypremiss 1: P 's normally are Rpremiss 2: x is Ppremiss 3: x is Qconclusion: Presumably, x is RHowever, if on top of the premises 1, 2 and 3 the rule `Q's normally are not R' isadopted, the argument is not valid1 any more. If all one knows ispremiss 1: Q's normally are not Rpremiss 2: P 's normally are Rpremiss 3: x is Ppremiss 4: x is Qthen it remains open whether one can presume that x is R. It seems obvious thatthe object x must be an exception to one of the rules. However, there is no reasonto expect it to be an exception to one rule rather than to the other. Adding furtherdefault rules may make the balance tip. If, for instance, we add `Q's normally areP . as a premise, we get the following valid1 argument:



61premiss 1: Q's normally are Ppremiss 2: Q's normally are not Rpremiss 3: P 's normally are Rpremiss 4: x is Ppremiss 5: x is Qconclusion: Presumably, x is not RIn the presence of the principle `Q's normally are P ', the principle Q's normally arenot R takes precedence over the principle P 's normally are R. A concrete examplegiven by Veltman (1996) is shown in the following reading: `x is P becomes `x is anadult', `x is Q' becomes `x is a student' and `x is R becomes `x is employed'.As remarked before, none of these arguments is valid2 or valid3. This is so becausein their de�nitions a quanti�cation over the set of states is at stake. This meansthat in checking the validity2 or validity3 of an argument, one must reckon with thepossibility that more is known than is stated in the premises. Conclusions drawnfrom default rules, however, are typically drawn `in the absence of any informationto the contrary'; they may have to be withdrawn in the light of new information.Therefore, in evaluating a default argument it is important to know exactly whichinformation is available. That is why Veltman (1996) concentrates on the notion ofvalidity1.After presenting the basic ideas just summarized, Veltman (1996) proceeds tothe presentation of formal systems dealing with the epistemic possibility operatormight and default reasoning. Since the epistemic system is basically the same asthe one summarized in section 4.5.1 and default reasoning is not relevant to thepresent work we proceed to the next section which deals with a distributive updatesystem for predicate logic. The distributive system to be presented is the basis ofthe present research work.



624.5.3 Dynamic Predicate Logic Proper4.5.3.1 ProlegomenaGroenendijk and Stokhof's dpl is an insightful landmark on the compositional lo-gically based analysis of natural language discourse structure. It was the �rst theoryto take into account the intersentential, as well as intrasentential, anaphoric relationamong pronouns and existential noun phrases taken as their referents. As might becorrectly inferred, the theory was developed to conform to the compositional criteriasorting out the anaphoric relationship between pronoun and existential noun phrase.To achieve the goal, Groenendijk and Stokhof made very simple assumptionsbased on the idea that anaphoric pronouns are somehow bound variables fallingoutside the syntactic scope of existential noun phrases they are related to. As aconsequence of this assumption, the binding process ought to be modelled at thesemantic level, and therefore, they could stick to the traditional predicate logicsyntax since they didn't take into account generalized quanti�ers.Also, discourse is taken as simple as possible: discourse is a linear sequence ofsentences. So, the natural language sequence operator \." could be mapped to thetraditional conjunction operator \^." It is clear that any semantic theory dealingwith the dynamic binding power emanating from an existential quanti�er shouldalso make provision for the conjunction ability of passing on that binding power.In a nutshell, the syntactic part of dpl could be made identical to the standardpredicate logic; however, the semantic part of dpl could not be made identical tothe standard semantics of predicate logic.Di�erently from pc, dpl is not a truth conditional semantic theory. dpl assumesthat an upcoming sentence changes the informational state someone would havebuilt upon previous discourse. So, it is the information change potential of a sentencethat is regarded as constituting its meaning. It is clear that the nature of anycharacterization of information state would depend on the ontology. For dpl, theontology is concerned with the values of variables.11 Having pointed out all this11Recall that pronouns are taken as free variables dynamically bound to existentials.



63aspects, it is not di�cult to imagine what Groenendijk and Stokhof have taken forde�ning an information state: an information state is nothing but a set of assignmentfunctions from the set of dpl variables to the domain of individuals. Therefore, theinterpretation of any dpl formula would take into account the information statesomeone is at. However, instead of following the functional approach just explainedin section 4.5.1, Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) present the notion of informationstate in a disguised fashion. In the relational format presented in Groenendijk andStokhof (1991), information states are merged into pairs of input-output assignmentfunctions. The equivalence between the relational format and the functional formatdeveloped in Groenendijk and Stokhof's later works12 is granted by the followingde�nition, taken from Vermeulen (1993).De�nition: Let G be the set of assignment functions. Let � 2 P(G) be an in-formation state. Let [[�]]gs 2 G � G be the interpretation of � as a relation onassignments. Then ((�))gs, the interpretation of � as an update function, is de�nedby the following property:�((�))gs = fg 2 G j 9f 2 � : f [[�]]gsgg �Having presented the basics of Groenendijk and Stokhof's dpl, we proceed topresent a short summary of their theory in its original relational formulation.134.5.3.2 DPLThe syntax of dpl is the same as the one of ordinary predicate logic. So, thenon-logical vocabulary of dpl consists of: n-place predicates symbols, individualconstants, and variables. Logical constants are negation :, conjunction ^, disjunc-tion _, implication!, the existential and universal quanti�ers 9 and 8, and identity=.De�nition 1 (Syntax)12See, for instance, Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990).13For the full article, we refer the reader to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991).



641. If t1; : : : ; tn are individual constants or variables, R is an n-place predicateletter, then Rt1 : : : tn is a formula.2. If t1 and t2 are individual constants or variables, then t1 = t2 is a formula.3. If � is a formula, then :� is a formula.4. If � and  are formulas, then (� ^  ) is a formula.5. If � and  are formulas, then (� _  ) is a formula.6. If � and  are formulas, then (�!  ) is a formula.7. If � is a formula, and x is a variable, then 9x� is a formula.8. If � is a formula, and x is a variable, then 8x� is a formula.9. Nothing is a formula except on the basis of 1{8. �De�nition 1 plays the role of showing us that the set of dpl formulas is the sameas the pc one. And since dpl is a semantic theory we proceed to give the formalcharacterization of interpretation.A model M is a pair hD;F i, where D is a non-empty set of individuals, F aninterpretation function having as its domain the individuals constants and predic-ates. If � is an individual constant, then F (�) 2 D; if � is an n-place predicate,then F (�) � Dn. An assignment g is a function assigning an individual to eachvariable: g(x) 2 D. G is the set of all assignment functions. Next, Groenendijkand Stokhof de�ne the interpretation of a term t: [[t]]g = g(t) if t is a variable, and[[t]]g = F (t) if t is an individual constant. Finally, Groenendijk and Stokhof de�nethe interpretation function [[]]DPLM as follows.14De�nition 2 (Semantics)1. [[Rt1 : : : tn]] = fhg; hi j h = g & h[[t1]]h : : : [[tn]]hi 2 F (R)g2. [[t1 = t2]] = fhg; hi j h = g & [[t1]]h = [[t2]]hg3. [[:�]] = fhg; hi j h = g & :9k : hh; ki 2 [[�]]g4. [[� ^  ]] = fhg; hi j 9k : hg; ki 2 [[�]] & hk; hi 2 [[ ]]g14As usual, Groenendijk and Stokhof suppress subscripts and superscripts whenever this doesnot lead to confusion.



655. [[� _  ]] = fhg; hi j h = g & 9k : hh; ki 2 [[�]] _ hh; ki 2 [[ ]]g6. [[�!  ]] = fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : hh; ki 2 [[�]]) 9j : hk; ji 2 [[ ]]g7. [[9x�]] = fhg; hi j 9k : k[x]g & hk; hi 2 [[�]]g8. [[8x�]] = fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : k[x]h) 9j : hk; ji 2 [[�]]g �In standard semantics of �rst order predicate logic, the interpretation of a formulais a set of assignment functions { those functions which verify the formula. In thedynamic framework of dpl, the semantic object expressed by a formula is a setof ordered pairs of assignments. A closer look at de�nition 2 shows that exceptfor conjunction and existential quanti�cation both views, for all practical purposes,conate due to the clause g = h. Such formulas are called tests because they functionas a kind of test on incoming assignments: if the test succeed, the input assignmentis passed on as an output assignment.What happens when an existentially quanti�ed formula is interpreted dynamic-ally? The answer is that a pair hg; hi is in the interpretation of such an existentialformula if and only if when such a formula is evaluated with respect to g, h is apossible outcome of the evaluation process. Since g and h are assignments of ele-ments from the domain to variables, the di�erence between an input assignment gand an output assignment h can only be that a di�erent object is assigned to oneor more variables. This is precisely the point where the dynamic binding power ofdpl comes from.If existentials act like dynamic binding generators, conjunctions act like trans-ducers pushing forward to the second conjunct the dynamic binding that might havebeen generated on the �rst conjunct. This analogy would be more clearly under-stood through the inspection of the analysis of an example such as [[9xPx ^Qx]].15Notice that in this example, the second occurrence of x is outside the scope of 9xin the �rst conjunct. However, it gets bound by the existential quanti�er as showed15This formula might be seen as formalizing the natural language discourse composed by thefollowing two sentences: A man walks in the park. He whistles.



66by the calculation below.[[9xPx ^Qx]] = fhg; hi j 9k : hg; ki 2 [[9xPx]] & hk; hi 2 [[Qx]]g= fhg; hi j 9k : k[x]g & k(x) 2 F (P ) & h = k & h(x) 2 F (Q)g= fhg; hi j h[x]g & h(x) 2 F (P ) & h(x) 2 F (Q)gAs displayed in the last line, the second occurrence of x gets bound with the samestrength as the �rst occurrence of x in the �rst conjunct. This entails that for dplthere is no di�erence in meaning between the formula [[9xPx ^Qx]] and [[9x(Px ^Qx)]]. 16 This result, which is not valid in pc, might be generalized for any formulas� and  without further problems.Another remarkable kind of discourse is exempli�ed by the so called donkeysentences whose prototypical format is given by dpl's formula (9x�) !  . Ithappens that, in dpl, the last formula is equivalent in meaning to 8x(� !  ).These dpl equivalences are referred to, in the dynamic literature, as the ScopeTheorems. These theorems will be demonstrated in the sequence (see page 70.)It is time to state the notions of truth, validity and entailment.De�nition 3 (Truth) � is true with respect to g in M i� 9h : hg; hi 2 [[�]]M. �De�nition 4 (Validity) � is valid i� 8M8g : � is true with respect to g in M. �De�nition 5 (Contradictoriness) � is a contradiction i� 8M8g : � is false withrespect to g in M. �In standard logic, � entails  if and only if whenever � is true,  is true as well.In virtue of de�nition 3, it is possible to de�ne an analogue of this notion for dpl.De�nition 6 (s-entailment) � j=s  i� 8M8g : if � is true with respect to g inM,then  is true with respect to g in M. �It is well known that in standard predicate logic, the notion of entailment coincides16Notice that 9xPx does not occur as a subformula in 9x(Px ^ Qx), and therefore does notconform to the compositional criterium which has dominated logic (and semantics) since the daysof Frege.



67with the notion of meaning inclusion. As it would be expect, in virtue of dpl'sdynamic character, the same coincidence does not hold. As Groenendijk and Stokhofthemselves stated in page 66, \in dpl, meaning is a richer notion than in PL, whereinterpretation and satisfaction coincide. Meaning inclusion implies s-entailment,but not the other way around."The problem with the notion of s-entailment is that it is not a truly dynamicnotion. To see why, let us point out the fact that this notion does not correspondto implication. For example, although it holds that j=s 9xPx ! Px, it does nothold that 9xPx j=s Px. The notion of s-entailment does not account for bindingrelations between premiss and conclusion that do happen to hold for implication,where an existential quanti�er in the antecedent can bind variables in the consequent.However, in natural language, such relations do occur. From A man walks in thepark wearing a hat, we may conclude he wears a hat, where the pronoun in theconclusion is anaphorically linked to the inde�nite noun phrase in the premiss.To �nd another notion of entailment in tune with the dynamic philosophy pro-posed, Groenendijk and Stokhof have taken the programming metaphor once more.If we look at a sentence as a kind of program, a reasonably intuitive notion wouldbe: � entails  if every successful execution of � guarantees a successful executionof  . In other words, � entails  i� every assignment that is a possible output of �is a possible input for  .De�nition 7 (Entailment)� j=  i� 8M; 8g; 8h : hg; hi 2 [[�]]M) 9k : hh; ki 2 [[ ]]M: �The notion of dynamic entailment just de�ned corresponds to the interpretation of(dynamic) implication. This relationship can be set out as a Deduction Theoremfor dpl.Deduction Theorem � j=  i� j= �!  .Proof 1717The theorems (deduction and the two scope theorems) are from Groenendijk and Stokhof(1991), but the proofs below are all mine.



68
Suppose 1 � j=  1; entailment def 2 8M; 8g; 8h : hg; hi 2 [[�]]M) 9k : hh; ki 2 [[ ]]MSuppose 3 g = h & 8k : hh; ki 2 [[�]]M3;^ elim 4 8k : hh; ki 2 [[�]]M4; 2;MP 5 9j : hk; ji 2 [[ ]]M3; 5; DMT 6 g = h & 8k : hh; ki 2 [[�]]M) 9j : hk; ji 2 [[ ]]M6; [[�!  ]] def; set theory 7 hg; hi 2 [[�!  ]]M7; 9 intro 8 9h : hg; hi 2 [[�!  ]]M8; truth def 9 �!  is true with respect to g in M9; 8 intro 10 8M; 8g : �!  is true with respect to g in M10; validity def 11 �!  is valid; i:e:; j= �!  �

In Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) the reader will �nd a delightful explorationon the grounds of dynamic semantics; therefore, we refer the interested reader tothe full length article.Before moving towards dpl's o�spring, we would like to present some peculiarresults which do hold in dpl but not in standard logic. These results are relatedto the notions of scope and binding, and provide us with the formal compositionaltools to analyse donkey sentences as the ones below.(1) A man walks in the park. He whistles.(2) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.(3) Every farmer who owns a donkey, beats it.In standard logic, donkey sentences as (1), (2), and (3) get the right interpretationif we let an existential quanti�er have wider scope over the sentential connective.Doing so, we arrive at



69(1a) 9x[man(x) ^ walk in the park(x) ^ whistle(x)](2a) 8x8y[[farmer(x) ^ donkey(y) ^ own(x; y)]! beat(x; y)](3a) 8x8y[[farmer(x) ^ donkey(y) ^ own(x; y)]! beat(x; y)]Notice that the translation of the �rst sentence in (1), which would be 9x[man(x)^walk in the park(x)], does not occur as a subformula in (1a). At �rst sight, (1a)can not be produced from (1) in a step-by-step procedure, i.e., in a compositionalway. In a compositional approach, we would rather translate (1) as (1b):(1b) 9x[man(x) ^ walk in the park(x)] ^ whistle(x)From the standard predicate logic point of view, (1b) is not a proper translation of(1), since in (1b) the last occurrence of the variable x is not bound by the existentialquanti�er, and hence the anaphoric link in (1) is not accounted for. However, sup-pose we could interpret (1b) in such a way that it is equivalent with (1). Evidently,(1b) would be preferred to (1a) as a translation of (1), since it could be the resultof a compositional procedure. In dpl, this analysis is possible due to the theorem:Scope Theorem 1 (9x�) ^  i� 9x(� ^  )Proof[[(9x�) ^  ]]M = fhg; hi j 9k : hg; ki 2 [[9x�]]M & hk; hi 2 [[ ]]Mg(1)hg; ki 2 [[9x�]]M i� hg; ki 2 fhg; hi j 9k : k[x]g & hk; hi 2 [[�]]Mg i�9j : j[x]g & hj; ki 2 [[�]]M (2)Therefore, from (1) and (2), we get thatfhg; hi j 9k : 9j : j[x]g & hj; ki 2 [[�]]M & hk; hi 2 [[ ]]Mg =fhg; hi j 9j : j[x]g & 9k : hj; ki 2 [[�]]M & hk; hi 2 [[ ]]Mg =fhg; hi j 9j : j[x]g & hj; hi 2 [[� ^  ]]Mg = [[9x(� ^  )]]M �Cases (2) and (3) are more dramatic than the previous one. Although (2) and(3) contain inde�nite terms, which normally translate as existentially quanti�edphrases, we need universal quanti�cation to account for their meaning in these ex-amples. Notice, moreover, that the corresponding universal quanti�ers 8x and 8yhave to be given wide scope over the whole formula, whereas the inde�nite noun



70phrases in (2) and (3) to which they correspond appear inside the antecedent of animplication in the case of (2), and way inside the relative clause attached to the sub-ject term every farmer in the case of (3). Again, if we use standard predicate logicas our representation formalism, these kinds of examples prevent us from uniformlytranslating inde�nite noun phrases as existentially quanti�ed phrases. In dpl, thisanalysis is possible due to the theorem:Scope Theorem 2 (9x�)!  i� 8x(�!  )Proof[[� !  ]]M = fha; bi j a = b & 8c : hb; ci 2 [[�]]M ) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]Mg (by def).Therefore hk; ji 2 [[�!  ]]M i� k = j & 8c : hj; ci 2 [[�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]Mi� 8c : hk; ci 2 [[�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]M[[8x(� !  )]]M = fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : k[x]h ) 9j : hk; ji 2 [[� !  ]]Mg =fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : k[x]h) (9j : 8c : hk; ci 2 [[�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]M)g =fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : k[x]h) (8c : hk; ci 2 [[�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]M)g =fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : k[x]h & 8c : hk; ci 2 [[�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]Mg =fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : 8c : k[x]h & hk; ci 2 [[�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]Mg =fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : 8c : k[x]g & hk; ci 2 [[�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]Mg =fhg; hi j h = g & 8k : 8c : hg; ci 2 [[9x�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]Mg =fhg; hi j h = g & 8c : hg; ci 2 [[9x�]]M) 9d : hc; di 2 [[ ]]Mg =[[(9x�)!  ]]M �The dynamics of dpl's implication and entailment, shown in the DeductionTheorem, allows us to account for the dynamic relationship that occurs betweenpremises and conclusion in natural language reasoning. From An old lady came inwearing a blue dress, one may conclude So, she wore a dress, where the pronoun sheoccurring in the conclusion is anaphorically bound to the inde�nite noun phrase anold lady in the premiss. This line of reasoning is justi�ed not only by the DeductionTheorem but also by the result below:Theorem 9xPx j= Px



71ProofSuppose 1 hg; hi 2 [[9xPx]]M1; def 2 hg; hi 2 fhg; hi j 9k : k[x]g & hk; hi 2 [[Px]]Mg2; set theory 3 9k : k[x]g & hk; hi 2 [[Px]]M3; def 4 9k : k[x]g & k = h & k(x) 2 F(P )4 5 9h : h[x]g & hh; hi 2 [[Px]]M1; 5; DMT 6 hg; hi 2 [[9xPx]]M) 9k : hh; ki 2 [[Px]]M6; 8intro 7 8M; 8g; 8h : hg; hi 2 [[9xPx]]M) 9k : hh; ki 2 [[Px]]M7; entailment def 8 9xPx j= Px �Finishing this section, we wish to call the reader's attention to the problemposed to us by \natural language reasonings" in which pronouns are introduced inintermediary steps. The following example, from Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990,page 70), illustrates this point:1. It is not the case that nobody walks and talks. ::9x[Px ^Qx]2. So, somebody walks and talks. 9x[Px ^Qx]3. So, he walks. Px4. So, somebody walks. 9xPx5. So, it is not the case that nobody walks. ::9xPxNotice that the pronoun he occurring in 3 is bound by somebody in 2. In Groen-endijk and Stokhof (1990, page 70) words, \although 1 implies 2, and 2 implies 3, 1does not imply 3, precisely because 1 cannot, and should not, bind the pronoun in3. But in the transition from 2 via 3 to 4, 3 can be omitted. And the same holdsfor all other intermediate steps. So, in the end, 5 is a consequence of 1".4.5.3.3 SummaryIt is the power to push forward variable bindings from the left to the right conjunctthat allows for existential quanti�ers to bind variables yet to come. This means that



72variables outside the syntactic scope of existentials and pronouns anaphoric to ante-cedent noun phrases mirror the same phenomenon. This explains how dpl achievesits goal of developing a compositional logical framework dealing with intersentential,as well as intrasentential, anaphoric relationships.4.5.4 Dynamic Predicate Logic VarietiesIn this section we sketch some systems developed on the grounds of Dynamic Predic-ate Logic; in order to facilitate comparison, we discuss systems in a functional formatdeveloped after the original presentation of dpl,18 such as the ones in Groenendijkand Stokhof (1990), Dekker (1993) and Dekker (1994).All dynamic logic theories are based on dpl and therefore they all deal with acompositional analysis of anaphoric intersentential as well as intrasentential relationsas shown in (16) below.(16) a { A man walks in the park. He whistles.b { Every farmer who owns a donkey, beats it.For these sentences, ordinary translations would be as in (17).(17) a { 9x(man(x)^ walk in the park(x))^ whistles(x)b { 8x((farmer(x) ^ 9y(donkey(y)^ own(x; y)))! beat(x; y))According to the static semantics of predicate logic, these formulas do not expresswhat sentences (16) mean. This is so because the pronoun-variables19 are not boundby the existential quanti�ers to which they refer to. The semantic relationshipbetween pronouns and their antecedents is established in a compositional way byassociating pronouns with variables, and de�ning the interpretation algorithm as afunction \updating" information about possible values of variables. Moreover, this18For the original relational formulation of DPL, which has been summarized in the previoussection, see Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991)19We can distinguish three main approaches dealing with the semantics of anaphoric relation-ships. Firstly, there is what has been called the bound variable approach which can be subdividedunder the labels representational and compositional. dpl �ts the last category while Kamp (1981)fall under the representational (and non compositional, by the way) label. The third approach, onthe other hand, corresponds to the so-called E-type framework, Evans (1977), Heim (1990), Neale(1990), Does (1993) which, roughly speaking, identi�es pronouns with descriptions.



73treatment of inde�nites binding free occurrences of the variables they quantify overinduces a semantical change on the other quanti�ers and connectives. All these factsare put together, in an implicit form, in table 4.4 below and, in an explicit form, inthe Scope Theorems below.s[[Pt1 : : : tn]] = s \ fg 2 G j hg(t1); : : : ; g(tn)i 2 F (p)gs[[t1 = t2]] = s \ fg 2 G j g(t1) = g(t2)gs[[:�]] = s� # [[�]]s[[� ^  ]] = s[[�]][[ ]]s[[9x�]] = s[x][[�]]Table 4.4: The functional characterization of dpl's semantics. G is the set of allassignment functions, s[x] = Sg2sfh j g �x hg, g �x h are assignments that di�erat most with respect to the value they assign to x, and # [[�]] = fi 2 G j fig[[�]] 6= ;g.Table 4.4 shows the functional characterization of dpl's semantics. Straightfor-wardly, the essential dynamic feature of dpl is the dynamics of existential quanti�erbinding free occurrences beyond its syntactical scope. This fact is reected in theScope Theorems, which hold unconditionally for dpl (cf. stated by Groenendijkand Stokhof (1991, p. 63, 65) and proofs on page 69 of the present work.)Scope Theorems:(a) (9x�) ^  , 9x(� ^  )(b) (9x�)!  , 8x(�!  ) Proof(a) The interpretation of 9x�^ is the sequence of updates [[9x�]]�[[ ]], and therefore(s[x] � [[�]]) � [[ ]]. Since function composition is an associative operation, we gets[x] � ([[�]] � [[ ]]) and therefore the desired result.(b) Before we can prove this item, we need to de�ne the following equivalences.1) �!  = :(� ^ : )2) � _  = :(:� ^ : )3) 8x� = :9x:�



74Notice that9x�!  = :(9x� ^ : ) by equivalence (1) above:(9x� ^ : ) = :(9x(� ^ : )) by item (a):(9x(� ^ : )) = 8x(:(� ^ : )) by equivalence (3) above8x(:(� ^ : )) = 8x(�!  ) by equivalence (1) above. �The scope theorems allow us to prove the equivalence20 shown in (18).(18) (9x(farmer(x) ^ 9y(donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y))))! beats(x; y)m8x(farmer(x)! 8y((donkey(x) ^ owns(x; y))! beats(x; y)))Notice that the scope theorem (item b) provides the so-called strong reading. Fordonkey sentences, which have a universal import, the strong reading is a welcomeresult. However, some sentences have a weak (existential) reading as shown in (19).(19) If I have a dime in my pocket, I'll put it in the parking meter.On its most natural reading (19) says that if I have one or more dimes in my pocket,then I'll throw one in the meter. One is unlikely to interpret it as saying that I'llthrow all the dimes I have in my pocket in the meter.It is possible to de�ne a notion of weak implication, along the lines that Pelletierand Schubert (1988) argue for, assigning to conditional sentences the weak truth20The proof is as follows.(1)� � � (9x(farmer(x) ^ 9y(donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y)))) ! beats(x; y)from (1), using the donkey equivalence(9x�) !  , 8x(�!  ) we get(2)� � � 8x((farmer(x) ^ 9y(donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y)))! beats(x; y))from (2), using the classical equivalence((a ^ b)! c), (a! (b! c)) we get(3)� � � 8x(farmer(x) ! (9y(donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y)) ! beats(x; y)))using the donkey equivalence (9x�) !  , 8x(�!  )on the subformula (9y(donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y)) ! beats(x; y))occurring in (3) we get8y((donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y)) ! beats(x; y)). Therefore(4)� � � 8x(farmer(x) ! 8y((donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y)) ! beats(x; y)))



75conditions preserving however the internal dynamics of the implication.21Weak and strong readings apart, in dpl and edpl, Dekker's update revision ofdpl, the information carried over interpretation is information about the values ofvariables achieved through the use of sets of assignments of individuals to variables;such sets are called information states. For dpl, information states are sets of totalassignments whereas in edpl they are partial.22Such a \little" change allow us to account for two di�erent aspects of informa-tion growth. As Dekker (1993, page 12) pointed out \update of information consistseither in getting more information about the values of variables, by the eliminationof partial variable assignments, or in extending the domain of partial variable as-signments23 (or, of course, in a mixture of both)". This change also embraces theexistential quanti�er. In both systems, the existential quanti�er introduces arbit-rary valuations of the bound variable. However, instead of dpl's re-instantiationscheme,24 domain extension is used by edpl. All in all, that change provides edplwith an authentic update semantics, in the same sense stated in section 4.5.1.Closely related to Dekker's edpl, Dekker's (1994) Predicate Logic with Ana-phora, (pla), is built on the following ideas:� There is independent motivation to keep pronouns apart from variables. Forinstance:{ Assigning pronouns to a new and specialized term category, entails thatbound and anaphoric pronouns and variables are kept apart from one an-other at the syntactic level.{ Pronouns and variables display a di�erent semantic behaviour in the scopeof modal or epistemic operators (cf. Groenendijk and Stokhof (1994)).21See, for instance, Chierchia (1992) for such an account. Dekker (1993) present us with a fullydeveloped argumentation about weak and strong readings of conditionals which he managed to �tin a general framework of universal adverbial quanti�cation.22A function is called total when it is de�ned for all elements in its domain. Otherwise, it ispartial.23Roughly speaking, this means that one gets more informed when one knows more about somespeci�c thing or when one knows about more things.24Re-instantiation might be paraphrased as forget about any \old" values assigned to that variableand assign new values to it.



76In the following de�nitions D is the domain of individuals, V the set ofvariables used, S the set of all information states, and X any subset ofvariablesdpl S = P(DV )edpl SX = P(DX)S = SX�V SXpla Sn = P(Dn) is the set of information states about n subjectsS = Sn2N Sn is the set of information statesTable 4.5: Information states for dpl, edpl, and pla.{ The ordinary notions of scope and binding can be sustained without anyfurther modi�cation.� Information growth is achieved in the same way as stated for edpl.� Subjects are partial, since their identity need not be absolutely determined.Furthermore, subjects are interdependent, since the value of one subject maydepend on that of another (cf. Dekker (1994, p. 5)).To achieve all the points listed above, pla's information states deal with in-formation about values themselves, instead of sets of assignments of individuals tovariables, as is the case in dpl and edpl. These values are modelled by tuples ofindividuals that are the values of variables. Table 4.5 shows the de�nitions for theinformation state notion for the three systems. It also reveals the interrelationshipamong the systems: edpl extends dpl in the sense that the former carries overinformation about not only the values assigned to variables but also the variablesets themselves.25 On the other hand, pla pass on the values themselves. There-fore, it might be the case that its semantics provides a \heuristics" for pronominalanaphora resolution. This is indeed the case, since in the language a new set ofterms corresponding to anaphoric pronouns is de�ned as fpi j i 2 Ng. The indexi is to be understood as pointing to the i + 1 last introduced subject of the state sand case e 2 s with respect to which it is evaluated.25As already pointed out, this makes possible to model the two ways of information growth.



77All the points together conform to Karttunen's philosophy of inde�nites settingup discourse referents which would be available for future (co-)reference.26 Theinterpretation of an existentially quanti�ed formula 9x� follows the traditional staticway, i.e., its interpretation with respect to some assignment g is stated in terms of theinterpretation of � with respect to any assignment g[x=d] which at most di�ers fromg in that it assigns an individual d to x. However, di�erently from static theories,d gets added to the cases considered possible after interpreting � with respect tog[x=d].By keeping pronouns apart from variables, pla di�ers from other dynamics set-tings with respect to the scope theorem, which, obviously, does not hold in pla.Moreover, they di�er in some other aspects as, for example, the �-conversion whichholds for pla but not for dpl or edpl.27 In fact, Dekker (1994) proved that pla isa proper extension, and not a modi�cation, of ordinary predicate logic. In this re-spect, \pla stands on a par with the so-called E-type pronoun approaches, claimedadvantage of which has always been that they keep as much as possible to classicalsemantics" (Dekker (1994, p. 12)).26McCawley (1981) explains the Karttunenian approach using an axiomatic formulation of grouptheory as a metaphor. Notice that for postulates (c) and (d) below, the role played by e is quitedi�erent since in (c) e is an existentially bound variable while in (d) it is a constant. However, inboth postulates they are conceived as referring to the same entity.A set G with a binary operation . is a group if and only ifa. (`Closure') (8x : x 2 G)(8y : y 2 G)(x:y 2 G)b. (`Associativity') (8x : x 2 G)(8y : y 2 G)(8z : z 2 G)(x:(y:z) = (x:y):z)c. (`Identity') (9e : e 2 G)(8x : x 2 G)(x:e = e:x = x)d. (`Inverse') (8x : x 2 G)(9x�1 : x�1 2 G)(x:x�1 = x�1:x = e)To sum up, Karttunen notes that existential NP's have, in addition to the function of bindinga variable in forming existential propositions, as in the traditional static analysis, the functionof bringing into being constants (which Karttunen christens discourse referents) that may �gurein all or part of the subsequent discourse and which correspond to the entity that the existentialproposition asserts to exist.27Such substitution is not admissible in dpl because it changes the binding potential of thequanti�ed formula.



784.6 Pronominal Anaphora revisitedIn chapter 2 I have stated that pronominal anaphora could be accounted for from twoviewpoints, namely, the syntactic and semantic ones. The syntactic gb frameworkwas summarized but the semantic ones were postponed. It is time now to revisitthe topic using the semantic insights already provided by the previous sections.In the literature, we �nd a three-fold classi�cation for pronouns, namely, deictic,anaphoric and E-type. And since so much work has been done concerning them, letus take a closer look at them.4.6.1 DeicticAn expression is used deictically when its interpretation is determined in relation tospeci�c features of the speech-act; the identity of those participating as speaker(s)and addressee(s) together with the time and place depends on the speech event.(20) It is true Dear, that driver is looking at us.28It is clear that the referent of that driver is whoever is reading the advertisement(21) I want to know why you are here.For the classical sentence (21), I, you and here refer to whoever is uttering thesentence, whoever is being addressed and wherever the sentence is being uttered.(22) { I had a trunkful . . . they found out what he is good for.{ I demand . . .{ They made him a clown.29In the dialog (22), the reference for I changes according to the elephant speakerwhile he, him refers to Dumbo and they to the circus' people.Among the most obvious deictic elements are the personal and object pronouns,and their possessive counterparts as well as demonstratives and locatives. Deictic28Bus advertisement that I have seen running by Leeds metropolitan area.29A summarized elephants' dialog from Disney's movie Dumbo.



79are also the inectional category of tense and a variety of temporal expressions suchas then, later, today, . . . including prepositional phrases (PPs) such as on Sunday,adverbs like soon and phrases ending in ago. Finally, de�nite NPs with the, suchas the door, can also be used deictically as in (23.c) referring to the door where thesentence is uttered.As usual in natural language issues, there is no categoric division between classesof deictic and non-deictic expression; the same lexical item might be used in bothsenses depending on the context, as in (23).(23) a { They'll arrive soon. (deictic)b { They soon discovered their mistake. (non-deictic)c { Please, close the door. (deictic)d { When he �nally reached her house, he found that the door was open. (non-deictic)e { Max came to Australia when he was �ve, and has lived here ever since.(both)f { Sue's coming in today { we're having lunch together. (both)In (23.e) here deictically refers to the place where the sentence has been uttered.It also anaphorically refers to Australia; the mixed reading assigns somewhere inAustralia as the semantic interpretation for the expression.Traditionally, deictic pronouns have been associated to free variables so thattheir denotations depend on the assignment functions. The systems surveyed donot pay attention to this category; instead, the bound and E-type varieties are thecentre of attention.4.6.2 Bound AnalysisBound analysis has been carried over to a syntactic and semantic fashion as ex-empli�ed by gb, drt, and dpl (to cite but a few, where the �rst falls under thesyntactic label and the others under the semantic label). Syntactic approaches have



80as a major advantage the fact that the logical interpretation form associated to thesurface sentence assigns a bound variable to anaphoric pronouns as in (24.a). Asa consequence, the searching for antecedents is minimized. For (24.a), the logicalform would be (24.b).(24) a { The boys like themselves.b { 9x(boy(x) ^ like(x; x))However, syntactic approaches do not cover most of pronominal anaphora, sincethey are basically concerned with intrasentential anaphora.30 So, research on thetopic shifted from syntax to semantics.As we already seen, drt and dpl are semantic theories where quanti�cationand binding depart from usual. For them, anaphoric pronouns are syntacticallyfree but semantically bound variables. Instead of looking for syntactic methodsto bind pronouns under the scope of some quanti�er, these theories make use ofsemantic tools such as unselective discourse binding operators (drt) and dynamicbinding (dpl). Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show, respectively, how drt and dpl31 handlethe micro-discourse in (25).(25) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.x yfarmer(x)donkey(y)x owns y =) u vu = xv = yu beats vFigure 4.1: drt representation for (25).(9x(farmer(x) ^ 9y(donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y) ))) ! beats(x; y)m8x(farmer(x) ! 8y((donkey(y) ^ owns(x; y)) ! beats(x; y)))Figure 4.2: dpl representations for (25).30Intersentential cases, that seems to be the most frequent anaphoric phenomenon in spontaneousdiscourse events, do not belong to traditional approaches to syntax.31See footnote 20 on page 74 for the proof of this equivalence.



81 pl dpl(i) ((� ^  ) ^ �), (� ^ ( ^ �)) x x(ii) (9x� ^  ), 9x(� ^  ) DPL's scope theorem x((� ^  )! �) = :((� ^  ) ^ :�)(iii) m x x:(� ^ ( ^ :�)) = (�! ( ! �))(9x�!  ) = :(9x� ^ : )(iv) m DPL's universal reading x:9x(� ^ : ) = 8x(�!  )Table 4.6: pl and dpl equivalences for donkey anaphora resolutionThe advantage of semantic methods is the broad modelling coverage allowed. Thebasic drawback is that they all favour only one reading, the universal reading, forcertain kind of sentences known as donkey sentences. A contrast between universaland existential readings is given in (26.b) and (27.b) below.(26) a { Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.b { Every farmer who owns a donkey beats every donkey which he owns.(27) a { Every man who owns a hat will wear it to the concert.b { Every man who owns a hat will wear (exactly) one hat which he owns tothe concert.Table 4.6 gives us a clear indication of how universal readings, item (iv), areachieved in dpl. It also shows how existential scope gets extended over conjunction,item (ii). Items (i) and (iii), that hold in pc and dpl, are displayed intending toprovide all the equivalences needed to, compositionally, transform the existentialclause into the universal one (of Fig. 4.2).Because of the methodological failure to account for both readings in a uniqueuni�ed framework, new varieties of these theories (dpl and drt), using the so-calledE-type pronoun,32 have been proposed.32The term E-type pronoun reects the type of analysis used.



824.7 Dynamic theories II { the E-type perspectiveAs already pointed out, the category assigned to pronouns has a strong inuenceon how the problems with pronouns are analysed. Here, we can list two lines ofthought: �rstly, there are schools of thought that map pronouns to terms, as seenin sections 4.4 and 4.5. Secondly, there are the ones that map E-type pronouns33 toquanti�ers interpreted in context \going proxy" to de�nite descriptions; this line ofthought is known as E-type analysis.This kind of analysis, started by Evans (1977), Cooper (1979) and Evans (1980)and developed in recent years by Lappin and Francez (1994), Lappin (1989), Heim(1990), and Neale (1990), assigns a de�nite description selecting the object, or setof objects for plural, satisfying an open sentence obtained from the clause in whichthe pronoun's antecedent occurs, as the interpretation of anaphoric pronouns.According to the original E-type analysis of Cooper (1979) and Evans (1980),(28.a) would be analyzed as (28.b).(28) a { Every man who owns a donkey beats it.b { Every man who owns a donkey beats the donkey he owns.c { Every man who owns a donkey beats every donkey which he owns.Recall that the preferred reading for (28.a) is (28.c); the problem with (28.b) isthat (28.a) does not seem to entail the existence of a unique donkey for each donkeyowner. The uniqueness problem has already been pointed out by Heim (1982); there,(29) has been used to emphasize the uniqueness problem.(29) Everyone who bought a sage plant here bought �ve others along with it.Due to the success achieved by rival line of thought in analyzing pronominalanaphora, the E-type analysis was put aside for awhile. If drt and dpl give thestrong (universal) reading correctly assigned to donkey sentences, they do fail togive the weak (existential) reading for a variety of donkey type as in (30).(30) a { Every person who has a hat will wear it to the concert.33This term is due to Evans (1980) and is also referred to as pronouns of laziness.



83b { Every person who has a credit card pays his bill with it.c { Every person who had a dime in his pocket put it into the meter.Recent E-type proposals by Chierchia (1992), Does (1993), and Lappin and Francez(1994), allow us to analyze strong and weak donkey sentences. The di�erencebetween them, is that the �rst presents a non-uni�ed framework relying on extra-grammatical factors.34 The latter developed a uni�ed framework for both readings;the correct reading is triggered by structural parametric values depending on prag-matic factors. Finally, Does (1993) presents an E-type analysis in a dynamic settingtaking into account results from Kanazawa (1993). Also, the last two proposals aregeneral enough to take into account adverbs of quanti�cation.The dynamic proposal of Does (1993) combines several interesting aspects.� Firstly, it tracks the footsteps of dpl.� Secondly, it adheres to gqt philosophy. Using Kanazawa's (1993) insights onthe dynamics of gqt, 35 van der Does avoids the pronoun problem.36� Thirdly, he makes E-type pronouns quanti�ers sensitive to scope. This point isindeed related to the question whether (or not) E-type pronouns refer. Evansargues that they do; he argues that E-type pronouns as terms which have theirreference determined by description are scopeless rigid designators. In Phillips(1985), Evans comments on scope with respect to psychological attitudes, neg-ation, modalities, and time, gives support to the scopeless view. On the otherhand, Neale (1990, pp. 185-189) and Does (1993, sect. 6) show that the datais more complex.� Finally, he proposes and uses choice functions for solving the problems posedby classical E-type analyzes of singular pronouns.34The same can be said for Heim (1990). Indeed, on page 169, she herself says \Not all existingversions of the E-type analysis rely as heavily on pragmatics as Cooper's and mine."35Kanazawa's work gives formal support to the claim that in some cases the dynamic treatmentof dynamic generalized quanti�ers allows for a principled choice between the weak and strongreadings.36The pronoun problem is related to the Geachian truth conditional analysis of donkey sentenceswithin an E-type framework, which seems to give to such sentences always a strong (or always aweak) reading.



84Such a combination of features seems to be enough to keep us in touch with thisE-type approach.The Dynamic Quanti�er Logic, dql, proposed by Does (1993) incorporates theprevious ideas within a formal system. This system is de�ned in two stages whichmight be thought of as a standard static logic to which a separate dynamic com-ponent to handle the context generated by a text is added.The language is a fairly standard version of pc with the addition of: (i) quan-ti�er symbols `prosg' and `propl' for singular and plural pronouns, respectively, (ii)two place determiner signs `all', `some', `D', . . . , (iii) three implicational connectives,!c, !a, !k, which allow to discern classical, anaphoric and kataphoric referringexpressions, (iv) formation rules dealing with (i), (ii) and (iii). The \dynamic mod-ule" is the cornerstone of Does (1993) proposal since to interpret E-type pronouns asquanti�ers contextually restricted (through the use of choice functions) it is crucialthat the part of the text in which they occur generates a context to supply theirrestriction. For him, contexts are of a syntactical �gure analyzed as partial functionsfrom variables to formulas. The author de�nes the context change potential of aformula as :De�nition 1: Context ChangeFor each formula � assign a function ([�]) from contexts to contexts. Using a post�xnotation, we have(i) c([Rx1 : : : xn]) ' c(ii) c([x = y]) ' c(iii) c([:�]) ' c([�])(iv) c([�!  ]) ' c([�])([ ])(v) c([[c x]�]) ' (c [ fhx; x = cig)([(�)x])(vi) c([[Dx : �] ]) ' (c [ fhx; (�)x ^a ( )xig)([(�)x])([( )x])(vii) c([[prosg x]�]) ' � (c�x [ fhx; x = �xc(x) ^a (�)xig)([(�)x]) if c(x) #c([(�)x]) if c(x) "(viii) c([[propl x]�]) ' � (c�x [ fhx; c(x) ^a (�)xig)([(�)x]) if c(x) #c([(�)x]) if c(x) " �This de�nition conforms to the idea that processing a text, from left to right,the context should register the information given by possible antecedents (which is



85relevant to the interpretation of E-type pronouns). Di�erently from dpl, dql treatscontexts as structured objects which are created as we go along, reecting not onlythe dynamic increasing of information, but also the partial character of contextswhile functions. Notice, also, that this de�nition makes clear that only quanti-�cational expressions a�ect context. Atomic sentences, negation and implications,which do not a�ect context, play a role of adding and pushing ahead informationprovided by their subformulas.To interpret formulas in context, the author makes use of choice functions as theformal device associated to singular pronouns. For the empty set Does (1993) optsfor assigning the null object `�', which is disallowed for occurring in the extensionof relations. The model theory developed is fairly standard, except for the inclusionof a special element, the null object. De�nition 2 presents the interpretation incontext. Note that a model M = hD; �i is a notational convention standing for atriple M = hE;D; �i where E = D [ f�g, and � 62 D and D 6= ;.De�nition 2: Interpretation in contextLet M = hD; �i be a model, c a context, h a choice function for D, and a anassignment forM. The truth of � inM with respect to [a,c,h] { notation: M j= �[a,c,h] { is de�ned recursively.a. M j= Rx1 : : : xn [a,c,h] i� ha(x1); : : : ; a(xn)i 2 R�b. M j= x = y [a,c,h] i� a(x) = a(y)c. M j= :� [a,c,h] i� M 6j= � [a,c,h]d. M j= �!c  [a,c,h] i� M 6j= � [a,c,h] or M j=  [a,c,h]e. M j= �!a  [a,c,h] i� M 6j= � [a,c,h] or M j=  [a,c([�]),h]f. M j= �!k  [a,c,h] i� M 6j= � [a,c([ ]),h] or M j=  [a,c([�]),h]g. M j= [c x]� [a,c,h] i� c� 2 bx:[[(�)x]]a;c;hh. M j= [D x : �] [a,c,h] i� D(bx[[(�)x]]a;c([( )x]);h; bx[[( )x]]a;c([(�)x]);h)i. M j= [prosg x]� [a,c,h] i� h([[c(x)]]a;c;h) 2 bx:[[(�)x]]a;c;h and c(x) #M j= [propl x]� [a,c,h] i� pro(bx:[[c(x)]]a;c;h, bx:[[(�)x]]a;c;h) and c(x) #M j= [pro x]� [a,c,h] i� M j= (�)x [a,c,h] and c(x) "Here, c� 2 bx:[[(�)x]]a;c;h is the set fd 2 D j M j= � [a[d=x],c,h]g The assignmenta[d=x] is identical to a unless a(x) 6= d. When used, terms �x� are interpreted by[[�x�]]a;c;h = h(bx:[[�]]a;c;h). �



86Variables play a double role for systems like drt, dpl, and dql, since they func-tion as indices for anaphoric links as well as place holders for binding \operations."The articulation of both roles is achieved in dql through the (�)x operation whicherases all occurrences of [pro x] within the scope of any expression.37For deictic and E-type pronouns, which are interpreted as referring expressions{ or contextually restricted quanti�ers { an inspection of def 1 shows that a contextis de�ned for a variable x if it has processed a sentence38 with a proper name ora determiner binding x. Therefore, due to the double role of variables, this meansthat a possible antecedent for [pro x] has been found (cf. Does (1993, p. 22)). Thismeans that if a context c is de�ned39 an unbound pronoun should be interpretedas an E-type pronoun, which is a choice from the set bx:c(x), if [pro x] is singular,and a quanti�er `pro' restricted by this set, otherwise. Notice, moreover, that forunde�ned contexts c(x), an unbound [pro x] functions deictically.Now that the basic ideas have been stated, instead of presenting the formaldevelopment leading to the characterization of entailment, and the like, it would beworth presenting the theory in action.Let us start with one sentence length \discourses" displaying anaphoric andkataphoric situations.For (31) below, the pronoun he is not within the scope of the proper name.Sentence (31.a) is represented by (31.b) which generates the context set shown in(31.c). This context is de�ned for x; therefore, def. 2.i makes (31.b) equivalent to(31.d), which uses the eta-term �x(x = j) to indicate a choice from the singleton setbx:x = j (therefore, �x(x = j) = j). Therefore, (31.d) is equivalent to (31.e).(31) a { If John loves music he admires Mozart.b { ([j x]L x) ! ([prosgx][m y]Axy)c { fhx; x = ji; hy; y = mig37In this way, the author provides an account for making a pronoun (occurring within thescope of a quanti�cational expression binding x) a bound variable. Notice his use of this erasingoperation in the de�nitions of context change potential, def. 1, and the interpretation in context,def. 2. Therefore, context does not a�ect such bound variables-pronouns; they are taken care ofby total assignments in the usual way.38As usual, processing is done on a left to right basis.39Recall the characterization of contexts as partial functions.



87d { Lj ! A�x(x = j)me { Lj ! AjmExample (32) below, shows how dependencies among choices are accounted for.The context (32.c) results from the logical form (32.b) of (32.a).(32) a { If a cardinal meets another cardinal, he blesses him.b { [an x : Cx] [an y : Cy ^ x 6= y]Mxy ! [prosg x][prosg y]Bxyc { fhx;Cx ^ [an y : Cy ^ x 6= y]Mxyi; hy;Cy ^ x 6= y ^Mxyigd { B�xc(x)�y(Cy ^ �xc(x) 6= y ^ M�xc(x)y)e { [every x : Cx][every y : Cy ^ x 6= y ^ Mxy]BxyThe consequence of the conditional is represented by (32.d), which leaves the valuec(x) implicit. This means that if a cardinal meets another cardinal, the context willpick a P from the cardinals meeting another cardinal and then a P0 from the cardinalsdi�erent from but met by P. So, cardinal P blesses P0. This way, dql makes thechoice of `him' dependent upon a choice of `he.' This dependency complies with thegeneral phenomena that in these cases the scope relations of the pronouns shouldcoincide with that of their antecedents.Related to this class of examples, Does (1993) observes on page 26 that (32.b)\reports on a disposition of cardinals to bless the colleagues they meet. Therefore,the choices involved should be rather arbitrary. Within an extensional frameworkthe closest one could get to this reading is perhaps the use of a conditional like:M j= �)all  [a,c,h] i�If M j= �[a,c,h] then for all h0 :M j=  [a,c([�]),h0]This conditional gives the consequent of (32.a) its strong reading, where it means(32.e). Notice that by varying the italicized quanti�er in the de�nition of )all, oneseems to get a semantics for adverbs of quanti�cation along the lines of Groenendijkand Stokhof (1991, 81-82)."MiG sentences are accounted for in dql as in (33) below. Note that the boundpronoun [prosg x] in (33.a) is not copied into the context.40 For this reason thesemantics of dql produces (33.c). If (33.c) is true then there is a unique MiG that40This analysis follows up on Neale (1990, 196-197). Neale observes that [prosg x] is bound while[prosg y] is E-type.



88chased and was hit by the shooting pilot. As a consequence, (33.c) turns out to beequivalent to the subject wide scope reading.41(33) a { The pilot who shot at it hit the MiG that chased him.b { [the x : Px ^ [prosg y]Sxy][the y : My ^ [prosg x]Cxy]Hxyc { fhx,Px ^ [prosg y]Sxy ^ [the y : My ^ Cxy]Hxyi,hy,My ^ Cxy ^ Hxyigd { [the x : Px ^ Sx�y(My ^ Cyx ^ Hxy)][the y : My ^ Cyx]HxyComplex discourses displaying intersentential anaphora are handled as in (34)below. The logical form of (34.a) is (34.b), whose antecedent generates the contextc(x) 7! Mx ^ Wx. Recall that, for such cases, all intersentential pronouns must bee-type since the notions of scope and binding are the standard ones for this kind ofanalysis.(34) a { Just one1 man walks in the park. He1 whistles.b { [just one x : Mx]Wx. [prosg x]WHxc { [just one x : Mx]Wx. WH�x(Mx ^ Wx).In (34), the pronoun `he' is interpreted as a choice from the set bx:c(x), which, bythe antecedent sentence, is the singleton set bx:Mx ^ Wx.This approach works for conservative as well as non-conservative determinerssuch as `just one' and `only' respectively.Closing this section, it would be worth to call attention for the fact that, ac-cording to def. 1, pronouns update the formula associated with their variable. Ifdiscourse (34) had been extended by sentence `He airs his dog' we might get thefollowing discourseJust one1 man walks in the park. He21 whistles. He2 airs his dog.in which the �rst pronoun is interpreted as a choice from the men who walk.However, this pronoun changes the value of c(x) from Mx ^ Wx to x = �x(Mx^ Wx) ^ WHx. As a consequence, the second pronoun is interpreted in the newcontext, i.e., as the previously chosen walking man, who is now required to whistle.41According to Karttunen, (33.a) has two non-equivalent readings depending on the relativescope of the descriptions.



894.8 SummaryIn the present chapter we have presented a way of dealing with quanti�ed expressionsin general and also with intra as well as inter-sentential anaphora.The introduction of a more complex semantic category, the category of gener-alized quanti�ers, allowed us to do a number of things. First, it provided us witha compositional semantics for NPs, which appears to be impossible on a standard�rst-order approach. Second, it enabled us to state and hypothesize an explanationfor a substantive universal characteristic of natural language determiners. Third, itmight enable us to come up with a simple and precise classi�catory criteria for NPsallowing us to characterize the distribution of negative polarity items as well as thebehaviour of certain items in the presence of others, if we had discussed this issue(for a concise discussion on these matters, see Keenan and Moss (1985), Keenan(1995), Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet (1990), but mainly Kanazawa (1994).)The truth-conditional and model-theoretic approach to meaning developed intothe gqt format has a real empirical concern and a enormous relevance for linguistictheory. Without it, some nontrivial properties of language would be lost. The gqtkind of semantics, although limited in its scope, deeply contributes to the e�ort ofcharacterizing what a human language is.The standard approach to model-theoretic semantics for natural language whichhas been referred to as static semantics can be characterized as follows: the meaningof a sentence is identi�ed with its truth-conditional content. As a consequence, theinterpretation of a sentence with respect to some model M is given by a recursivede�nition of the truth of a sentence with respect to M and some other parametersspeci�ed inM (such as assignments of values to variables, possible worlds, points intime, speaker, hearer, and so on (Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990)). Using the termindex to cover whatever parameters are in use, the meaning of a sentence inM canbe identi�ed with the set of indices with respect to which it is true in M. Othersemantic notions are de�ned in terms of this one; entailment, for instance, could bede�ned as meaning inclusion in all M. And the notion of updating an information



90state with a sentence is de�ned as taking the conjunction of the information statewith the information content, i.e., the truth-conditional content, of the sentence.The natural language dynamic interpretation framework, referred to as dynamicsemantics, is based on a completely di�erent basic notion. It is the informationchange potential of a sentence that is taken as constituting its meaning. Therefore,the notion of the interpretation of a sentence with respect to a model M is givenby a recursive de�nition of the result of updating an information state with thesentence. The meaning of a sentence with respect to M can then be identi�edwith the update function associated with the sentence in M. This already bringsout the fundamental di�erence between a static and a dynamic semantical systems.Whereas in the former the notion of information content is the basic recursive notion,in the latter it is the notion of information change that plays this role. Finally, asGroenendijk and Stokhof (1990) point out, the dynamic notion of meaning bringsalong new possibilities for de�ning entailment.The several issues surveyed in this chapter cover di�erent problems posed to, andextensions on, traditional logic approaches to natural languages. In a progressivedevelopment, we show a compositional approach to general quantifying (gqt) sincecompositionality is not only central to logic but also to liguistics and philosophy oflanguage. Also, the development of gqt has come up with new results such as ataxonomy for determiners classi�cation which shed light onto the comprehension ofthe constraints posed by them to anaphoric relations. Since gqt still sticks to thepc conservative ontology, real discourses can not be addressed seriously in it. A stepforward is made by dynamic approaches, such as drt and dpl, for which, a richerontology is considered. As consequence, a more \complex" notion of discourse isachieved and anaphoric relations can be solved. Then, several distinctive o�spring(of dpl) were presented intending to show how the notion of update can be improvedto deal with problematic aspects of the original formulation. But, the more evidentaspect of all approaches presented (and, to the best of my knowledge, all literatureconcerning with this issue) is that no one has ever gone far enough to take discourses



91as structured entities as chapter 3, and references therein, claims. But this issue isthe target of chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
The problem being tackled
5.1 Initial RemarksThe development of dynamic semantic approaches, such as us, dpl, pla, and drtamong many others, showed that sentences could be used as devices for modeling thedynamics of information changing (or information growth). From these traditionaldynamic semantic viewpoints, a discourse is a linear sequence of sentences whosesyntactic form resembles pc. However, the semantic counterpart is much moresophisticated than pc in explaining how to keep track of all the information relatedto each state. The theory explains the way to compute the next state given an inputsentence and a state. As a consequence of a discourse having a very simple structure,it would be sequentially processed in a very similar way as regular languages arerecognized by �nite automata.What happens if we replace the input sentence by a set of sentences bearingsome built in structure? Literature in linguistics has shown that discourses area complex phenomena carrying information that is impossible to be attached tosingle sentences. Figure 5.1 clearly displays a non-linear structure similar to blockstructures found in Algol-like languages.1 As such, the �gure seems to be suggestingthe use of more powerful devices for processing \complex" discourse structures.Imagine, for instance, that this very same interrupted discourse had been resumed1See also Chap. 3 for more examples and explanation.



93after Mr. Lewis managed to keep the pets under control (locking the pets in hishouse library! (the very last place I'd let a pet (any pet) stroll away.)) Notice that inthis case a more powerful computational device is required, since we need to recoverthe state where the conversation had been disrupted by the pouncing pets. Thereremains the question of seeing how much computational power we need.This is so because, in some sense, classical dynamic settings are one dimensionaland this explains why we can not represent and compute complex discourse relations(or, if you prefer, discourse structures) in classical dynamic settings since complexdiscourse structures are multidimensional. At �rst glance, it seems to entail changesto syntax as well as semantic. The language would distinguish among several notionsof scope such as, for instance, sentential scope (or classical scope, be it dynamic orstatic) and block-segment scope. It is clear that di�erent kinds of relationshipsare in order for modeling inter-block or intra-block anaphoric links. (For instance,pronouns can be used inside a discourse block instead of the noun phrase it replaces.However, an anaphoric noun phrase must be used outside the block it was �rstmentioned.)Using programming languages as a paradigm, us, dpl and o�spring reminds meof BASIC. I'd like to step forward to ALGOL!5.2 IntroductionThe literature in dynamic semantics is all focused on \one dimensional" discourses.By one dimensional discourse I mean that the only underlying structure availableis a linear sequence of sentences. This is �ne for dealing with simple anaphoricpronouns. As we have showed in chapter 4, the one dimensional dynamic settingsprovided us with the ability to extend the variable binding operation across sentenceboundaries.Chapter 3 presented a \defense" of the need for introducing more structure intotheories dealing with discourse. Examples 3.5, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7 display clearly suchclaim. These examples make it evident that the dpl style dynamic binding is not



94\in�nitely" stretchable;2 it is at least limited to discourse blocks which display anested structure a la Algol. This implies that dynamic binding operations and thedynamics of anaphoric relationships, in general, should have a limited scope. Andthe block structure is such a limit. However, as we will see, even the block structuremight be dynamically extended throughout discourse. Therefore, we might thinkof two kinds of scope relations, namely: (i) the dpl dynamic intersentential one,characterized by dpl scope theorems, and (ii) a new (inter/intra)block one. Thisseems to suggest that discourses are, in some sense, multi-dimensional structures.5.3 Towards a multidimensional dynamic logicCooper (1996) describes the following scenario in connection to the example presen-ted in �gure 5.1.3Imagine that, in their US household, the Lewises have not only a cat butalso a dog, both of whom have been dashing around the room, brushingpast your teacup and causing you some apprehension. Eventually, thesituation quiets down and David Lewis engages you in calming conversa-tion. He starts to speak to you:The dog is under the piano and the cat is in the carton.The cat will never meet our other cat,because our other cat lives in New Zealand.Our New Zealand cat lives with the Cresswells and their dog.And there he'll stay,because the dog would be sad if the cat went away.The cat's going to pounce on you.And the dog's coming too.Figure 5.1: The Lewises scenario INotice that signalizes a change in the focus of attention (cf. Grosz and Sidner(1986) and Lewis (1979)) because it is no longer the conversationally salient New2Compare to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991, page 65) where they state \. . . its binding powerextends inde�nitely to the right". The binding power they are referring to is generated by inde�nitenoun phrases which they take as existential quanti�ers.3Cooper's example is based on a similar example from Lewis (1979). Cooper himself acknow-ledges it. Cooper's use of this example is due to the fact that his work is concerned with the roleof situations in a situation theoretic treatment of generalized quanti�ers.



95The dog is under the piano and the cat is in the carton.The cat will never meet our other cat,because our other cat lives in New Zealand.Our New Zealand cat lives with the Cresswells and their dog.And there he'll stay,because the dog would be sad if the cat went away.The cat's going to pounce on you.And the dog's coming too.Figure 5.2: An Algol-like block structure for the Lewises scenario IZealand cat which is being referred to but rather the approaching American one.Also, for this scenario, it signalizes the end of the inner subordinate discourse block.In order to make comparisons with other proposals and draw an analogy withnested programming languages it is worth quoting Cooper, who on pages 76-77 saysOn Lewis' account this corresponds to a change in focus from a moresalient cat to a less salient cat. For Barwise and Perry,4 it represents achange from a resource situation supporting infons about a cat and a dogin New Zealand to one supporting infons about a dog and a cat in thisroom. For Lewis, the reference back to the US dog could require just asmuch accommodation as the reference back to the US cat, unless the USand New Zealand animals are bundled up in di�erent context sets. ForBarwise and Perry, the accommodation gives us back a whole previousresource situation. Thus on the Barwise and Perry view you would notexpect a change to be signalled for the dog, provided you had divided upthe resource situations in an intuitive way. Similarly, if Lewis were to con-tinue the conversation about the New Zealand dog, for example, replacingthe last sentence with It's amazing how much a�ection the dog shows forother animals in the house, one has the feeling that the reference to thecat pouncing would have to be clearly marked o� as parenthetical in someway. What is switching here is whole situations, not just individuals orarbitrary sets of individuals determined independently from the situationsthat are being talked about.Although Barwise and Perry remark were concerned with situation theory,5their remark is akin in spirit to Grosz and Sidner's (1986, p. 175) theory.64The reference here is to Barwise and Perry (1983)5Barwise and Perry introduced the notion of resource situation to deal with de�nite descriptions.Through resource situation they were able to preserve the intuition that de�nite descriptions havea uniqueness requirement. However, they do not equate uniqueness to universal unicity. In otherwords, a de�nite description such as the dog does not require that there is one and only one dogin the whole universe of discourse.6See section 3.3.2 page 28 in this thesis for the relevant material.



96For the sake of simplicity, let us concentrate on discourses displaying a neatlyand properly embedded block structure such as the one being discussed thus far(�g. 5.2 shows the block structure for the Lewises' scenario I).7 And, for the sakeof concreteness, let us take the Lewises' scenario as the paradigmatic example. Letus assume yet that there are only two situations, or discourse blocks, on Lewises'scenario I, namely: the US household and the New Zealand one. Once more, ananalogy with a programming language would be worth drawing.The �rst analogy I am proposing is regarding these discourse blocks as a kind ofsubprogram; sometimes discourse blocks mimic the prototypical subroutine beha-viour as shown in �g. 5.2. But, sometimes their behaviour follows the coroutiningpattern as explicitly indicated by the double occurrence of in �g. 5.3. The secondanalogy is related to the programming language idea that identi�ers, in a generalsense, must be de�ned before use.8 In this sense, the occurrences, in a bold em-phasized tipeface, of de�nite descriptions correspond to the declaration statementswhile the remaining occurrences correspond to executable statements, which couldbe seen as the anaphoric use of noun phrases. The third analogy is related to Algolvisibility laws; based on such laws a variable, i.e., a pronoun, might be anaphoric onvalues of noun phrases already present in the very same discourse frame (or, maybe,in its immediate ancestor.) As a consequence, a noun phrase introduced into aninternal discourse frame would not be referred to by a pronoun occurring in anyexternal discourse frame.9 Finally, the accommodation signalled by could be seenas indicating coroutine resuming . This particular analogy is even more evidentif we look at the Lewises' scenario II in �g. 5.3. The �rst occurrence of signalsa parenthetical warning for the guest; therefore a resuming of the US householdcoroutine is needed. And after the parenthetical warning has been closed, the NZhousehold is resumed. Notice that none of the values of noun phrases have been lost7We are not taking into account any other possible topological relation between discourse blockseven though a skillful linguist would possibly create examples where two discourse blocks overlap.8Therefore, constants and variables must be de�ned before their �rst occurrence into a execut-able statement.9See chap. 3, sect. 3.3.3, page 37 where reasons for such impossibility are given.



97The dog is under the piano and the cat is in the carton. coroutine USAThe cat will never meet our other cat, coroutine NZbecause our other cat lives in New Zealand.Our New Zealand cat lives with the Cresswells and their dog.And there he'll stay,because the dog would be sad if the cat went away.The cat's going to pounce on you.It's amazing how much a�ection the dog shows for otheranimals in the house.Figure 5.3: An Algol-like block structure for the Lewises scenario IIin this coroutining shifting. And for the scenario I, the warning brings us back tothe US household; therefore, the cat and dog referred to in the sentences followingare the American ones. Notice how the coroutine analogy strengths the dynamicscope of discourse blocks: sentences might be added to the ancestor block of a closedsub-block of an unfolding discourse. Sentences might also be added to a block in a\discontinuous sequence" as shown in scenario II (see �gure 5.3).Figure 5.3 suggests that it would be possible to characterize two types of scopetheorems in the same line of dpl. The dpl (intersentential) scope theorem mightbe retained if we take the dynamic binding working inside individual blocks. Butthe same idea could be followed for blocks; in this sense a block might be \sparsely"distributed across a conversation without loosing its coherence. In this sense eachcoroutine resuming would correspond to a block stretching.5.4 The problemThe question one might ask is if a uni�ed dynamic framework for dealing with\complex" discourses displaying a coroutining behaviour and such that the discourseblocks do not hold any interblock anaphoric relationship. This last property willbe termed the impenetrable hypothesis. The next section sketches the nature ofinformation states needed for modeling such kind of discourses. And a positiveanswer is given in the next chapter.



985.5 The dynamics of complex discoursesdpl departs from static logical approaches by regarding sentences as moving an agentalong information states. Since dpl only covers plain \unstructured" discourses {in the sense discussed in the previous sections { its de�nition of information state,as a set of assignment functions, su�ces. It is su�cient since such discourses areunidimensional and only one dimension is present in the information state de�nition.As we are dealing with a kind of structured discourse, exhibiting a coroutiningbehaviour, a multidimensional information state would be the kind of generalizationwe are after. The basic idea is to allow a new dimension for every nested discourseblock present in the discourse. So, if D is a domain of individuals and V the setof variables of some formal language (L), then any sequence s = s1; s2; s3; : : : whereevery component si, i > 0, is a set of assignment functions from V to D, i.e.,si � DV , is a multidimensional information state.The multidimensional character of information states just proposed should al-low us to keep track of information related to each dimension. In this way, whenwe move from one block to another, we shift from one dimension to another. Theupdate of information conveyed into the new block will be processed in the newdimension without losing of a single bit of information related to the other blocks.Shifting from one block to another corresponds to the coroutining process describedearly in this chapter. Notice that the information state model proposed prevents thedynamic binding from crossing discourse block boundaries,10 since a typical inform-ation state would look like fg j g 2 DV g; fg j g 2 DV g; : : :, where dynamic bindingemanates from each dimensionally localized g (which are assignment functions onone argument (which is the variable lying around in that very same block)).For example, imagine a hypothetical logical discourse as depicted by10Boundary crossing ought to be done through re-introduction of full noun phrases. See chap. 3for relevant material.



999x(Dx ^ Cx)Dx9x(Cx ^ Pxy)QxHxwhere formulas 9x(Dx^Cx) andHx occur, in this order, in the outermost block, andformulasDx, Dx^9x(Cx^Pxy), andQx occur, in this order, in the innermost block.Because of the block structure, the dynamic binding emanating from the existentialquanti�er occurring in the outermost block ought to be con�ned into the outermostblock. The same for the innermost (or any other block if present). Because of themultidimensional character proposed for information states, the variable x in Hx,in the outermost block is dynamically bound to the existential 9x(Dx ^ Cx). Onthe other hand, the variable x in Dx, in the innermost block, does occur free whilex in Qx is dynamically bound to the existential 9x(Cx ^ Pxy).Support for all the points presented here is present in the work of Grosz andSidner (1986). Notice the similarity between the analogy proposed and what Groszand Sidner (1986) call focusing. Related to focusing, Grosz and Sidner (1986, p.180) claim that \The focusing structure is a stack. Information in lower spaces isusually accessible from higher ones (but less so than the information in the higherspaces)"; a few paragraphs ahead, still in the same page, they state \the stackingof focus spaces reects the relative salience of the entities in each space during thecorresponding segment's portion of the discourse." Then, on page 191, they say \Asecond role of the focusing structure is to constrain the OCP's search for possiblereferents of de�nite noun phrases and pronouns". It is clear that Grosz and Sidner'suse of the stack concept departs from the stack concept as de�ned in abstract datatype theory.It is worth remarking that we have so far only discussed semantic aspects of anew dynamic logic; syntactic issues have not been addressed yet. Problems may beexpected related to this aspect, but such problems will be addressed in next chapter



100where we develop the logic system in full. And, as usual, we expect that the lightwe are shedding onto the dynamics of discourse structure will bring us a new rangeof problems; however, these problems will have to await future work.5.6 SummaryIn this chapter we presented the problem target of this thesis and the methodologywe expect to solve it with. In order to provide the reader with a better comprehen-sion of the issues involved, an analogy with a programming paradigm was drawn.The conclusion drawn from the data presented here and the literature on dis-course theories, is that a better information state model is needed if we want topush discourse analysis further. It is clear that in order to represent structured dis-course a new range of entities are needed. And this, naturally, argues for a improvedontology.It is also clear that some decisions ought to be made as exempli�ed by thevery nature of information states. We have assumed that information states aresequences of sets of assignment functions in DV ; therefore the same domain ofindividuals is attached for all discourse blocks. If this assumption would make easierthe development of the �rst \instance" of formal system coping with structureddiscourses, it also would not seem natural from a linguistic point of view. It wouldbe more natural to assume di�erent domains for every discourse block. But it shouldbe remarked that for every decision to be made, a new system would be proposedas future work.
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Chapter 6
The formal system
6.1 IntroductionThe system developed in this chapter builds on the seminal work of Groenendijkand Stokhof (1991). However, Groenendijk and Stokhof's dpl, as well as rivalingsemantic theories dealing with discourses, su�ers from uni-dimensionality whichis reected directly from its characterization of information states. For dpl anyset of assignment functions is taken as an information state. Although not freeof problems, this conceptualization is �ne as long as we take discourses as plainsequences of sentences. As an immediate consequence, dpl's ontological top mostentity, the discourse, is modelled through formulas.1In chapter 3, we made a point of showing that discourses are not unidimen-sional: discourses are indeed complex hierarchically structured entities. In spite ofthis fact, it is still possible to undertake a semantic analysis of complex discoursesin the same philosophy started by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991). All that isneeded is to pass from unidimensional to multi-dimensional conceptualizations.Multidimensional information states, for example, are envisaged as tuples of sets ofassignment functions. The multidimensional framework presents us with ontologicalas well as philosophical questions.1Recall that dpl's syntax is the same as for pc. Hitherto, the word `formula' will be used inthis sense.



102From an ontological point of view, complex discourses cannot be representedby formulas since the structure of the discourse has to be somehow accounted for.Besides, formulas (sentences) have a relative place to \live," the discourse block theyoccur at. This lead us to the need of characterizing a new class of entities (DBPL'ssequences and texts) and connectives (DBPL's �), operators and relations betweenthese new �rst class citizens.Since the new ontology poses us with new possibilities, some decisions oughtto be made. Questions such as \Do discourse blocks have di�erent discourse do-mains?", or \Should we grant cross-block interference?" As a �rst step into themultidimensional setting, we decided to keep the system as simple as possible; forexample, we decided not to grant multidimensional interference. We term this theimpenetrable hypothesis. And also, we decided to \distribute" the same domain toall discourse blocks. Although simple, such a system is capable of dealing with manysorts of natural language discourses.We hope that the previous exposition has shown the similarities and dissimilar-ities of the present system and Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991).This chapter is structured in the following way. The present section makes a shortexplanation of what the reader should expect to �nd in this chapter. Section 6.2presents the syntax and semantics of DBPL and therefore it is the section dealingwith the characterization of DBPL's ontological entities. The way the de�nitions ofDBPL's formulas and texts are made, makes clear that all phenomena occurring atany dimensional index get con�ned to the very same index. Section 6.3 introducesthe dynamic counterpart for notions such as truth and entailment. For the de�ni-tion of DBPL's text entailment, we thought of a multidimensional Cartesian productof dpl's entailment notion (which is related to implication.) Since implication isinternally (but not externally) dynamic, DBPL text entailment is a dynamic notion.This approach allows us to model the idea that anaphoric pronouns occurring at aconclusion text may refer back to inde�nites previously introduced by the premisswithout losing the dimensional niche the pronouns and inde�nites may occur at.



103Section 6.4 presents the properties the system has. Related to each individual di-mension index, dpl's properties might be expected to hold. Related to the wholetext some properties are also expected to hold; for example, text commutativitydoes not hold in DBPL (in the same way that we cannot commute pages in a book).Section 6.5 presents some additional remarks and �nally a summary of the issuespresented in the chapter is the issue of the last section.6.2 Dynamic Blocked Predicate LogicThe vocabulary of DBPL is almost the same as the one for pc (and dpl). Thenotable di�erence is related to the introduction of a new unidimensional multisortedsentential conjunctive connective (�) and a new multidimensional interblock dummyfunctor (IJ) which, for all practical purposes will be handled as a new kind ofparenthesis.De�nition 1: Vocabulary of DBPL� The non-logical vocabulary of DBPL consists of:{ an in�nite stock of n-place predicative symbols, for every natural numbern.{ an in�nite stock of symbols for individual constants.{ an in�nite stock of symbols for variables.2{ a special set of delimiters and connectives, including only the followingsymbols: (, ), I, J, and the full stop connective � (which is to be inter-preted as sentential conjunction.)� The logical vocabulary consists of negation :, conjunction ^, disjunction _, im-plication!, the universal quanti�er 8, the existential quanti�er 9, and identity=. �We proceed to the de�nition of DBPL terms and formulas in a classical conservative2Henceforth, the set of variables will be denoted by V .



104�rst-order fashion, except for the \absence" of functional symbols.36.2.1 The syntax of DBPLDe�nition 2: DBPL termsThe set of all DBPL terms is formed by the union of the set of all individual constantsymbols and the set V of variables. �De�nition 3: DBPL formulas1. If t1; : : : ; tn are individual constants or variables and R is a n-place predicate,then Rt1 : : : tn is a formula.2. If t1 and t2 are individual constants or variables, then t1 = t2 is a formula.3. If � is a formula, then :� is a formula.4. If � and  are formulas, then (� ^  ) is a formula.5. If � and  are formulas, then (� _  ) is a formula.6. If � and  are formulas, then (�!  ) is a formula.7. If � is a formula and x a variable, then 9x� is a formula.8. If � is a formula and x a variable, then 8x� is a formula.9. Nothing is a formula except on the basis of 1{8 �So, the set of DBPL formulas is the same as the set of dpl formulas (which is thesame set of standard pc formulas.) For pc and dpl, formulas are �rst class citizensin the sense that there are no other objects de�ned upon them. In this sense, DBPLformulas are only second class, since they play a role in the de�nition of DBPL �rstclass citizens, namely, DBPL texts.3For �rst-order theories in which equality is de�nable, function symbols can always be eliminatedin favour of predicate symbols. Instead of fn(x1 : : : xn) we can write An+1(y1 : : : ynyn+1) for someappropriate predicate letter for which the following is a theorem:8y1 : : :8yn8yn+18y0n+1(An+1(y1 : : : ynyn+1) ^ An+1(y1 : : : yny0n+1)) ! (yn+1 = y0n+1)Where the notion of equality is available, we can always use functional predicate symbols (withappropriate axioms) in the place of function symbols (cf. Hatcher (1968, p. 64)). More on thissubject will be discussed in section 6.5, page 149.



105De�nition 4: DBPL pre-sequences, sequences and textsLet � be a DBPL formula. Then1. � is a DBPL pre-sequence (of length 1).2. If � is a DBPL pre-sequence (of length n), then � � � is a DBPL pre-sequence (oflength n+ 1).3. If � is a DBPL pre-sequence (of length n), then I � J is a DBPL plain text (ofdepth 1 and length n).4. All DBPL plain texts are DBPL texts (preserving the same length and depth(depth = 1)).5. If I � J is a DBPL text (of depth n + 1), then � is a DBPL sequence (of depthn and length = length(�)).6. If I � J is a DBPL text (of depth n and length m), then I � J is a DBPLsequence (of depth n and length 1).7. If �, and � are DBPL sequences (of length m and 1, resp.), then � � � is a DBPLsequence (of depth(� � �) = max(depth(�); depth(�)) and length m+ 1).8. If � is a DBPL sequence, then I � J is a DBPL text (of depth n, where n =depth(�) + 1 and length = length(�)).9. Nothing is a dbpl pre-sequence, sequence, plain text, or text except on thebasis of 1{8. �Texts are not only the topmost entities for DBPL but also, to the best of myknowledge, new entities for semantic theories of discourse literature. The followingexamples are given in order to make the reader acquainted with them.Example 6.1 Some DBPL entities:1. 9x(Px ^ Qx) is a DBPL formula such that both occurrences of x are bound tothe existential quanti�er. 9x(Px) ^ Qx is also a DBPL formula for which the�rst occurrence of x is clearly bound while the second one seems to be free. We



106will soon show that the second occurrence is, indeed, under the dynamic scopeof the existential quanti�er.2. Since 9x(Px) ^ Qx and 9x(Px ^ Qx) are each DBPL formulas they are alsoDBPL pre-sequences of length 1. On the other hand, 9x(Px^Qx)�Rx is a DBPLpre-sequence of length 2 since 9x(Px ^ Qx) is a DBPL pre-sequence of length1 and Rx is a DBPL formula. A distinctive character of DBPL pre-sequences isthat the parenthetical IJ is not allowed to occur in them.3. As already shown, 9x(Px ^Qx) �Rx is a pre-sequence of length 2. Therefore,I 9x(Px ^Qx) � Rx J is a DBPL plain text. This plain text might be seen asthe DBPL counterpart for the plain micro-discourse (6.1), below,A man walks in the park. He whistles.(6.1)where predicative letters P , R, and Q denote the predicates man, whistles,and walks-in-the-park respectively. Notice that the anaphoric relationshipbetween the pronoun in the second sentence and the noun phrase in the �rstsentence is captured by the variable x in Rx which is under the dynamic scope4of the existential quanti�er in 9x(Px ^ Qx). Notice, moreover, that for thisparticular DBPL plain text, a block structure picture would be given by �gure 6.1.9x(man x ^walks-in-the-park x)whistlesxFigure 6.1: Block structure for DBPL plain text (6.1)4. By clause 4 of de�nition 4, which states that all DBPL plain texts are DBPL texts,we get that I 9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx J is a DBPL text. The converse, however, isnot true. Therefore, not all DBPL texts are DBPL plain texts. The emphasis puton the plain texts clause aims to reinforce the case of absence of block structure4Any variable other than x might be used; but then, the anaphoric link will be lost.



107in all other dynamic theories laying around.5. To build up the double recursive notion of DBPL text an auxiliary notion hasbeen introduced. The trick is to allow DBPL texts be DBPL sequences and thenbuild up new and more complex DBPL texts upon these sequences. So, as wehave seen before, I 9x(Px^Qx)�Rx J is a DBPL text (of depth 1). Therefore,8><>: 9x(Px ^Qx) �Rx is a DBPL sequence of depth 0.I 9x(Px ^Qx) �Rx J is a DBPL sequence of depth 1.Since I 9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx J is a DBPL sequence of depth 1, by clause 8 ofde�nition 4, II 9x(Px ^Qx) �Rx JJ is a DBPL text of depth 2.6. Since II 9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx JJ is a DBPL text of depth 2 it is also a DBPLsequence of depth 2. On the other hand, 9x(Px ^Qx) �Rx is a DBPL sequenceof depth 0. Therefore, by lemma 6.3 (page 119) II 9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx JJ�9x(Px^Qx)�Rx is a DBPL sequence of depth 2 since max(2; 0) = 2 and length3 (since length(II 9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx JJ) + length(9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx) =1 + 2 = 3.)7. Since II 9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx JJ �9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx is a DBPL sequence ofdepth 2, III 9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx JJ �9x(Px ^ Qx) � Rx J is a DBPL text ofdepth 3 for which the following block structure picture, i.e. �gure 6.2, would beassigned to. �9x(Px ^Qx)Rx9x(Px ^Qx)RxFigure 6.2: Block structure for III 9x(Px ^Qx) �Rx JJ �9x(Px ^Qx) �Rx JThe previous examples should help us to establish the correspondence betweenembedded blocks and the proper occurrences of the parenthetical delimiters IJ.



108Moreover, they make clear that DBPL plain texts are DBPL texts \su�ering" fromthe absence of any further discourse block structuring. So, in some sense, this case(namely, the plain texts case) corresponds to a simple sequence of sentences of plainunstructured discourses.6.2.2 Semantics of DBPLThe semantics is de�ned with respect to a model M= hD;Fi consisting of a nonempty set of individuals D and an interpretation function F that assigns individualsfrom D to constant symbols and sets of n-tuples of individuals from D to n-aryrelation expressions.Di�erently from static approaches, any dynamic semantic theory ought to mirrorthe intuition that individual sentences operate on the information state one mighthave before the sentences have been processed. This implies that sentences oughtto be seen as a kind of update function between information states. This approachto semantics is not new; it is indeed the breakthrough provided by dpl for simplesequences of sentences of any plain unstructured discourse. Moreover because ofthis, dpl's notion of information states, which are thought of as sets of assignmentfunctions, lacks any kind of structure.As we are dealing with structured discourses, i.e. discourses exhibiting a nestedblock structure �a la Algol,5 a multidimensional information state would be the kindof generalization we are after. The basic idea is to allow a new dimension for everynested discourse block present in the discourse. Therefore, a DBPL information statewould be modelled by tuples of dpl information states, i.e., tuples of assignmentfunctions sets.There is a clear correspondence amongst nested blocks and tuple components.Figures 6.2, and 6.3 as well as the drawings already given throughout several chaptersof the present work, should help us to clarify the last point since they reect, more5See pages 33, 34, 107, and 109 for examples.



109naturally, the block structure for DBPL texts. Let us takeI 9x(Dx ^ Cx)� I Dx � 9x(Cx ^ Pxy) �Qx J �Hx J(6.2)for instance; this text is composed of two nested blocks and therefore an n-tuple,where n � 2, would be the right structure to deal with information states for thisparticular example. It is clear that for n = 1 any n-tuple of sets of assignmentfunctions couldn't deal with the example given due to the lack of dimensions. Tomake sure we will not run into this problem we take tuples as in�nite sequencesof sets of assignment functions. Moreover, the multidimensional approach allowsus to keep some phenomena con�ned to the dimension they occur. For example,the formulas 9x(Dx ^ Cx) and Hx occur, in this order, in the outermost block.Therefore, the variable x occurring in Hx is dynamically bound by the existentialquanti�er occurring in 9x(Dx ^ Cx). Because of the multidimensional characteradopted for information states, the variable x in Dx, in the innermost block, doesoccur free6 (see �gure 6.3, page 109.)9x(Dx ^ Cx)Dx9x(Cx ^ Pxy)QxHxFigure 6.3: Block structure diagram for (6.2), page 109.De�nition 5: Information States1. a !-tuple is any sequence with in�nitely denumerable components.2. Let D be a non-empty domain of individuals and V the set of DBPL variables.A multi-dimensional information state is a !-tuple where every component6This assertion is made under the impenetrable assumption. By impenetrable I mean that eachdimensional component does not get a�ected by any phenomena occurring in any other dimensionalcomponent. This hypothesis, if relaxed, might give rise to new families of logics.



110is a set of assignment functions in DV . To emphasize the multidimensionalcharacter of any information state s, we will use the notation sn instead. Also,sni and �(i; sn) will be employed to refer to the ith element of sn. And s0 willbe used to refer to the !-tuple sn such that for each natural number i, if i > 0then sni = ;. �Notice that the de�nition of multi-dimensional information states provides uswith in�nitely denumerable sequences of sets of assignment functions. If we hadtaken �nitary sequences of sets of assignment functions instead of the course taken,we would run into trouble for cases such as sn[[�]]i where n < depth(�) due toinsu�ciency of dimensional components.Remark 6.1 Note that the de�nition of multi-dimensional information states isbased on the assumption that all dimensions \share" the same domain of individuals.The possibility of having di�erent domains for distinct dimensions has to await futurework. �Remark 6.2 We will use the terms n-dimensional information state and multi-dimensional information state interchangeably whenever this does not lead to confu-sion. Also, as usual, reference to M will be omitted whenever this does not lead toconfusion. Therefore, we use sn[[]]i instead of sn[[]]iM. �Three kinds of information states are of special interest, namely, the absurd states,the ignorance state and the maximal states. The absolute absurd state s0 = ; =h;; : : : ; ;; : : :i is reached when incoming material is in a contradiction relation withpreviously introduced information in all dimensional levels. Relative absurd statesare states where for some, but not all, dimensional indices i, sni = ;. The interestingpoint here is related to the �nitary character of real life discourses. As �nitaryentities, discourses have a �nite depth and therefore a relative absurd state mightbe considered \absolute" (relative to some discourse) whenever all components of sn,from 1 to the depth of the discourse, are empty. The ignorance state, on the otherhand, models the absence of knowledge; it should be taken as the initial state for



111any semantic valuation since all possibilities are open. Therefore the ignorance statecorresponds to the minimal information one might have and the set of all assignmentfunctions seems to be the ideal candidate for it. Maximal information, on the otherhand, is represented by singleton sets of assignment functions. Therefore, variableshave their value determined; this means that no other options are possible for everyvariable occurring in the discourse.Recall that the de�nition for DBPL formulas characterizes the same set of pcformulas and therefore dpl. So, it comes as no surprise that the semantics for DBPLformulas conate to dpl if we disregard the multidimensional nature of informationstates employed by DBPL (or, equivalently, if we consider dpl's information statesnotion as a particular case of the DBPL one where n = 1.) Moreover, due to themultidimensional nature of information states adopted, DBPL formulas ought to beinterpreted according to the dimension index reecting the embedding level theformulas occur in a DBPL text. The relativity of such interpretation, which mightseem odd at �rst sight, is what allows us to use the \same" de�nite noun phrase torepresent the two di�erent cats talked about in the Lewises' scenario on page 95.For it, the American cat is the one who inhabits the outermost block while the NewZealand one inhabits the innermost block. These noun phrases could be representedas a conjunction of two predicates, cat and lives-in , standing respectively for catand lives-in. So, 9!x(cat x)^ lives-in x; USA should be present in, and would a�ectonly, the outermost block. Contrastingly, formula 9!x(cat x)^ lives-in x; NZ shouldbe present in the other block. Notice now that for each block, i.e. dimension,the existential quanti�er \sets up" all possible discourse referents for x, which willbe \re�ned" afterwards by formulas cat , lives-in , and whatever will get x as anargument. Figure 6.4 not only neatly synthesizes these points but mainly shows howthe Russellian analysis of de�nite descriptions, based upon the uniqueness condition,could be sustained into the multidimensional approach.As already pointed out, DBPL formulas might be seen as update functions on mul-tidimensional information states. The update produced by DBPL formulas conforms



1129!x(cat x) ^ lives-in x; USA9!y(dog y)...is-under-the-piano y : the dog is under the pianois-in-the-carton x : the cat is in the carton9!x(cat x) ^ lives-in x; NZ9!y(dog y)...loves y; x : the dog loves the catis-going-to-pounce-on-you x : the cat is going to pounce on you... Figure 6.4: A DBPL variant for Lewises scenario on page 95.to the many di�erent ways logical constants behave when anaphoric relationshipsare taken into account. Conjunction, for instance, is not only internally dynamic,(which means that an antecedent in its �rst argument could bind an anaphor in itssecond argument), but also externally dynamic since it also passes on bindings tosentences to come. The question one might ask at this point about the other logicalconstants is whether they are externally or internally dynamic (or both). Answersto this question are found elsewhere in the literature, but Groenendijk and Stokhof(1991) provide us with a concise one. But the basics are all present in �gure 6.4.Notice that:� existentials and conjunctions are internally as well as externally dynamic.Existentials pose us with some choices for the reference system to be developed.Take Dx ^ 9xPx for example. The existential might (or not) take care of thevariable quanti�ed on. The position we are going to adopt is to take existentialsas downdates, because whatever the value x has been assigned to will be lost andnew references will be established. Moreover, the dynamic binding originatingfrom existentials are passed on by both conjunctions.� atomic formulas do not have dynamic e�ects of their own although theyfunction as eliminative updates since they test whether an input assignment



113satis�es the condition it embodies. If so, the input assignment is passed on asoutput, if not it is rejected. So, the output is a subset of the input set.Except for existentials and conjunction, all other logical constants are externallystatic. This means that bindings are not passed on by negation, implication, dis-junction or even universals. It is time now for intuitions to give place to their formalcounterparts.De�nition 6: Semantics of DBPL formulasLet sn and rn be any n-dimensional information states. Suppose, also, that snj = rnjfor every index dimension j other than i. Then1. sn[[Rx1 : : : xm]]i = rn where rni = fk 2 sni j hk(x1); : : : ; k(xm)i 2 F(R)g2. sn[[x = y]]i = rn where rni = fk 2 sni j k(x) = k(y)g3. sn[[:�]]i = rn where rni = fg 2 sni j fgg[[�]] = ;g4. sn[[� ^  ]]i = sn[[�]]i[[ ]]i5. sn[[9x�]]i = sn[x]i[[�]]iwhere sn[x]i = rn such that rni = fk[x=d] j k 2 sni & d 2 Dg. As usual, k[x=d] isthe assignment g such that g agrees with k on the values of all the variables except,possibly, x and such that k(x) = d. �De�nition 7: Classical closure of DBPL formulasLet � be any DBPL formula and M an arbitrary model. Then# [[�]]M = fg 2 DV j fgg[[�]]M 6= ;g: �Remark 6.3 Note that due to the shared domain assumption stated in remark 6.1,# [[�]] does not change among dimensional indices. Therefore, for every naturalnumber i > 0, # [[�]]i = fk 2 DV j fkg [[�]] 6= ;g �
Remark 6.4 The notation used in de�nition 6 is, indeed, an abbreviation for



1141. sn[[Rx1 : : : xm]]i = hsn1 ; : : : ; sni [[Rx1 : : : xm]]; : : : ; snn; : : :i= hsn1 ; : : : ; fk 2 sni j hk(x1); : : : ; k(xm)i 2 F(R)g; : : : ; snn; : : :i2. sn[[x = y]]i = hsn1 ; : : : ; fk 2 sni j k(x) = k(y)g; : : : ; snn; : : :i3. sn[[:�]]i = hsn1 ; : : : ; fg 2 sni j fgg[[�]] = ;g; : : : ; snn; : : :i4. sn[[� ^  ]]i = hsn1 ; : : : ; sni [[�]][[ ]]; : : : ; snn; : : :i5. sn[[9x�]]i = hsn1 ; : : : ; sni [x][[�]]; : : : ; snn; : : :iThe only advantage of this \verbose" notation is to make it easy to see the evaluationof each dimensional block under the government of the impenetrable assumption. �De�nition 6 is given in a format intending to show not only the set of primitivelogical constants for DBPL but also how dynamic binding is accomplished. For in-stance, note that conjunction, which is interpreted as function composition, allowspushing forward any possible binding that might occur during the semantic evalu-ation of previous formulas (giving by the assignments already present in the statesn or \freshly" bindings risen from the �rst conjunct). In some sense, conjunctionworks like a passive transducer since the real source of dynamic binding is the ex-istential quanti�er. In this case, the existentially quanti�ed variable behaves likean active booking system keeping track of values in the dynamic scope of the exist-ential quanti�er. Notice, also, how items 4 and 5 manage to keep the dynamics ofconjunction and existential quanti�cation con�ned to only one dimension by usingthe same superscript index i. These points are better presented in examples 6.2 and6.3 below, where we disregard all indices other than a certain i.7Example 6.2 Let V = fx; y; : : :g be the set of variables, and suppose also, thatD = f1; 2; 3; 4g is the domain of discourse and F(�) = f3; 4g for a predicate �.Assume that7Therefore, if we take i = n = 1, these examples would be valid for dpl too.



115i1 = f(x; 1); (y; 1); : : :g i5 = f(x; 2); (y; 1); : : :g i9 = f(x; 3); (y; 1); : : :gi2 = f(x; 1); (y; 2); : : :g i6 = f(x; 2); (y; 2); : : :g i10 = f(x; 3); (y; 2); : : :gi3 = f(x; 1); (y; 3); : : :g i7 = f(x; 2); (y; 3); : : :g i11 = f(x; 3); (y; 3); : : :gi4 = f(x; 1); (y; 4); : : :g i8 = f(x; 2); (y; 4); : : :g i12 = f(x; 3); (y; 4); : : :gi13 = f(x; 4); (y; 1); : : :g i14 = f(x; 4); (y; 2); : : :g i15 = f(x; 4); (y; 3); : : :gi16 = f(x; 4); (y; 4); : : :gand let sni = h: : : ; fi2; i4g; : : :i.By de�nition, sn[[9x�x]]i = sn[x]i[[�x]]i. But sn[x]i is the information state obtainedfrom sn by \forgetting" all information sn might have about x, in the dimensionindex i, i.e., downdating sni with respect to x. So,sn[x]i = h: : : ; fi2; i6; i10; i14; i4; i8; i12; i16g; : : :i. Thereforesn[x]i[[�x]]i = h: : : ; fi 2 sn[x]i j i(x) 2 F(�)g; : : :i = h: : : ; fi10; i12; i14; i16g; : : :i �Example 6.3 As example 6.2 except that � = (9x x) ^ �x, F( ) = f3; 4g andF(�) = f4g. By de�nition sn[[(9x x) ^ �x]]i = sn[[(9x x)]]i[[�x]]i = sn[x]i[[ x]]i[[�x]]i.By example 6.2, we already know that sn[x]i[[ x]]i = h: : : ; fi10; i12; i14; i16g; : : :i.Therefore sn[x]i[[ ]]i[[�x]]i = h: : : ; fi10; i12; i14; i16g; : : :i[[�x]]i = h: : : ; fi14; i16g; : : :i.�Example 6.2 clearly shows how the formula 9x�x sets up values { the possiblediscourse referents { for x. The updated state h: : : ; fi10; i12; i14; i16g; : : :i keeps trackof such information. Notice, also, that i10; i14 and i12; i16 agree with i2 and i4, resp.,on all other values for variables. The values the input state could have for variablesother than x are preserved by assignments on the output state.Example 6.3, on the other hand, shows how to extend the scope of existentiallyquanti�ed variables beyond the syntactic border. Note that the occurrence of x in�x is syntactically free. However, the kinematics projected into de�nition 6 bringsit back to the scope of the quanti�er which, by the way, occurs in the �rst conjunctof a conjunction.A closer look at negation shows that it is also a bit \tricky". Negation is indeed



116a set di�erence operation,8 which ultimately removes from the input state all as-signments that classically validate any formula �. Therefore, any existentials whichmight occur as part of any negated formula � will have their dynamic binding powerblocked by negation. Let us take (:9x�x) ^  x for example. In this case, x in  xoccurs free. The dynamic power originating from 9x�x gets blocked inside negationbecause of the set di�erence operation; the set di�erence operation removes fromthe input state s any assignments originating from the existential 9x�x. In otherwords, s[[(:9x�x) ^  x]] = s[[:9x�x]][[ x]] = (s� # [[9x�x]])[[ x]]).Examples 6.2 and 6.3, as well as the comment about negation, provide us withevidence to take negation, conjunction and existential quanti�cation as primitivelogical constants for DBPL. The remaining logical constants can be de�ned in termsof the primitive set9 by �!  w :[� ^ : ]� _  w :[:� ^ : ]8x� w :9x:�and therefore their semantic interpretation can be given bys[[�!  ]] = s� # [[� ^ : ]]s[[� _  ]] = s� # [[:� ^ : ]]s[[8x�]] = s� # [[9x:�]]The interesting bit here is related to implication: implication is internally dynamic.The internal dynamic e�ect is achieved by the use of conjunction in its de�nition.So, free variables occurring in the consequent might be bound to some existentialinto the antecedent. This is more easily seen if we take s[[� !  ]] as fg 2 s jfgg[[�]] = ; _ fgg[[�]][[ ]] 6= ;g which is equivalent to s� # [[� ^ : ]].8It is a trivial set theory exercise to show that fg 2 sni j fgg[[�]] = ;g = sni � # [[�]]: The proofgoes thus:i 2 (sni � # [[�]]) i� i 2 sni & i 62# [[�]]. But i 62# [[�]] i� i 62 fg 2 DV j fgg[[�]] 6= ;g i� fig[[�]] = ;.Therefore, i 2 sni & fig[[�]] = ;, i.e., i 2 fg 2 sni j fgg[[�]] = ;g.9There is a reason for using w instead of the usual \full equivalence" symbol �. For the reasonswhy we could not take universal quanti�er and disjunction, nor universal quanti�er and implication,and therefore, having the usual \full equivalence", we refer the reader to Groenendijk and Stokhof(1991, page 61).



117Contrasting to pc, which allows a broader range of primitives and therefore abroader interde�nability of logical constants, DBPL and dpl are more restricted inthis aspect. But pc is a static theory where binding and scope collapse into the sameconcept. DBPL on the other hand, is a dynamic theory in which these aspects do notcollapse. Recall that existential formulas have the power of binding variables outsidetheir syntactic scope and conjunction allows to propagate dynamic binding throughthe function composition mechanism. Therefore, the set of primitives presentedconforms to the dynamics we are after. Moreover, no other set of primitives doeswork for DBPL. The reason for this, together with some other logical properties ofthe system, will be discussed later in this chapter.If we restrict ourselves to formulas, the DBPL system will collapse to dpl. ButDBPL di�ers from dpl by its multidimensional aspect, which is syntactically charac-terized in de�nition 4 as texts. And, since de�nition 4 is built up on the auxiliarynotions of pre-sequence and sequence, the semantic interpretation for these conceptsconforms to the following intuitive ideas:? For DBPL sequences, the dynamic interpretation is almost self-suggesting: the �connective is mapped to the function composition operator. Therefore, as eachsentence updates the previous information state, such updated states will beused as the input state for the next \sentence" in the sequence.? For DBPL sub-texts,10 the dynamic interpretation is also self-suggesting: the IJparenthesis take us from the dimension in which we are evaluating the sub-textto a higher one, where we ought to evaluate the sequence de�ning the sub-text.This process, naturally, reects the level of embedding the sub-text might beoccurring at inside a text. And since the embedding process might be donead in�nitum, the corresponding dimensional shifting should reect this inertialpoint of view.Notice that the combination of both ideas preserves the compositionality criteria.De�nition 8: Semantics of DBPL pre-sequences, sequences and texts10A sub-text could be seen as a text occurring in the sequence that de�nes the broader text.



118Let � be a DBPL formula and sn a multidimensional information state. Suppose,also, that i is a natural number such that i > 0. Then1. If � is a DBPL pre-sequence of length 1 and � is the formula that equals �, thensn[[�]]i = sn[[�]]i. (* it reduces to the formula's interpretation *)2. If � is a DBPL pre-sequence of length m > 1, then sn[[� � �]]i = sn[[�]]i[[�]]i.3. If � is a DBPL sequence such that � is I � J for some DBPL sequence �, thensn[[�]]i = sn[[ I � J ]]i = sn[[�]]i+ 1. (* shift from the ongoing workingdimension to the next one *)4. If �; � are sequences (of length n and 1 resp.), then sn[[� � �]]i = sn[[�]]i[[�]]i. (*index distributivity *)5. If I � J is a text, then sn[[ I � J ]] = sn[[ I � J ]]i = 0 �De�nition 8 is stated in such a way that evaluation of pre-sequences, item 2, andsequences, item 4, is made in a right-to-left basis. This evaluation splits the whole(pre-)sequence into two \halves", where the �rst half is of length n � 1 and thesecond one is of length 1. However, we could state this in a stronger form sayingthat If � and � are sequences of arbitrary length, then sn[[� � �]]i = sn[[�]]i[[�]]i(6.3)A natural consequence of this theorem is that the right-to-left order does not play areal role; we might have based de�nition 8 on a left-to-right basis without changingthe desired e�ect.11But, to state (6.3) we need �rst to develop some auxiliary lemmas, which willbe used in the theorem's proof. At some point of its proof it will be necessary toanswer the following question: Which DBPL entities are of length 1? The answerquite naturally would be: pre-sequences of length 1 and sequences of length 1. In11What is really at stake here is function composition. Recalling that phrases and texts areupdate functions on information states we should note that sn[[�]]i[[�]]i denotes the function com-position in a post�x format. So, sn[[�]]i[[�]]i might be read, in a more set theoretic fashion, as[[�]]i([[�]]i(sn)).



119fact, pre-sequences are also sequences, even though this fact has not been explicitlygranted in de�nition 4.Lemma 6.1All DBPL pre-sequences are DBPL sequences.Proofsupp 1. � is a pre-sequence of length m;m � 11, de�nition 4.3 2. I � J is a plain text of depth 1 and length m2, de�nition 4.4 3. I � J is a text of depth 1 and length m3, de�nition 4.5 4. � is a sequence of depth 0 and length m �Lemma 6.2 sequence decomposition (weak form)Let � be any DBPL sequence of length m;m � 1. Then, there exist m DBPL sequencesof length 1 such that � = �1 � �2 � : : : � �mProofThe proof is made by induction on the complexity of �.Base step: for any sequence � of length 1. Trivial, since the only DBPL sequencesof length 1 are either:(1) DBPL pre-sequences of length 1 (lemma 6.1) or(2) DBPL sequences of type I � J, for some DBPL sequence �. By de�nition 4.6,I � J is a DBPL sequence of length 1.Inductive step: for any sequence � of length m, � = �1 � �2 � : : : � �mThe only way of making bigger sequences is given by de�nition 4.7. So, if �0 is anyDBPL sequence of length m+1 then there exist two DBPL sequences � and � of lengthm and 1 resp. such that �0 = � � �. Applying the inductive hypothesis on � we getthe desired result. �
Lemma 6.3 sequence additionIf � and � are DBPL sequences of length m and n resp., then ��� is a DBPL sequence



120of length m+ n. ProofBy lemma 6.2, for any DBPL sequence � of length n there exist n DBPL sequencesof length 1 such that � = �1 � �2 � : : : � �n. By straightforward n applications ofde�nition 4.7 we get that � � �1 � : : : � �n, i.e., � � � is a DBPL sequence of lengthm+ n. �
Lemma 6.4 sequence decomposition (strong form)Let � be a sequence of length m, m > 1. Thenthere exist, at least, two sequences �1 and �2 such that � = �1 � �2ProofThe proof is made by cases.(1) suppose length(�) = 2. Then by lemma 6.2, there exists 2 DBPL sequences �1and �2 of length 1 such that � = �1 � �2.(2) suppose length(�) > 2. By lemma 6.2, there exist m DBPL sequences �1; : : : ; �mof length 1 such that � = �1 � : : : � �m. Let i be any number 1 � i < m. Two casesare still possible. (i) If i = 1, then �i is a sequence of length 1. By m� i successiveapplications of de�nition 4.7 we get the sequence �i+1 � : : :��m of length m� i. Callthem �1 and �2 resp. By lemma 6.3 we get the desired result. (ii) If i > 1, then by isuccessive applications of de�nition 4.7 we get the sequence �1 � : : : � �i of length i.By similar argumentation, we get another sequence, namely, �i+1 � : : :��m of lengthm� i. Call them �1 and �2 resp. Again, by lemma 6.3 we get the desired result. �
Lemma 6.5 Index distributivity over sequence formation operator �Let � be a DBPL sequence of length m, i.e. � = �1 � �2 : : : � �m, where for alli; 1 � i � m;�i is a DBPL sequence of length 1. Thensn[[�]]i = sn[[�1 � �2 : : : � �m]]i = sn[[�1]]i[[�2]]i : : : [[�m]]i



121ProofThe theorem is a trivial consequence of de�nition 8, clause 4, and its proof is madeby induction on the length of �.The inductive step: for all j � m; sn[[�1 � �2 : : : � �j]]i = sn[[�1]]i[[�2]]i : : : [[�j]]iThen for any DBPL sequences �0 of length m and � of length 1sn[[�0 � �]]i = sn[[�0]]i[[�]]i by de�nition 8.4. It follows from the inductive step thatsn[[�0]]i[[�]]i = sn[[�1]]i[[�2]]i : : : [[�m]]i[[�]]i �In some sense, this sequence splitting is weak since it allows for distributing thedimensional index throughout all \atomic" sequence components. A stronger versionwould say that the dimensional index could be distributed in a pre�x-su�x basis,for all pairs of pre�xes-su�xes that might compose the sequence.12Lemma 6.6 sequence distributivity theorem (strong form)If � and � are sequences of arbitrary length, thensn[[� � �]]i = sn[[�]]i[[�]]iProofSuppose � is a sequence of length m, m � 1. Then, by lemma 6.2 there existm sequences of length 1 such that � = �1 � : : : � �m. Therefore, sn[[� � �]]i canbe rewritten as sn[[� � �1 � : : : � �m]]i. By m applications of de�nition 8.4 we getsn[[�]]i[[�1]]i : : : [[�m]]i. Now, by function associativity we get sn[[�]]i([[�1]]i : : : [[�m]]i) i.e.sn[[�]]i[[�]]i. Therefore, sn[[� � �]]i = sn[[�]]i[[�]]i �Theorem 6.1 sequence splitting theorem (strong form)Let � be any sequence of length > 1. For any two sequences �1, �2 such that� = �1 � �2 it holds thatsn[[�]]i = sn[[�1 � �2]]i = sn[[�1]]i[[�2]]i12For example, if � is a sequence of length 3 then the possible pre�x-su�x pairs might be:(�1; �2 � �3), and (�1 � �2; �3).



122ProofFollows from lemmas 6.4 and 6.6. �From now on, whenever this does not lead to confusion, theorem 6.1 will be usedinterchangeably with de�nition 8.4.Items 2 and 4 of de�nition 8 still deserve a comment. Both items deal with distri-bution of the dimensional index through pre-sequences and sequences components.Since item 2 deals with pre-sequences, which necessarily are only made of formulas,this entails that all components of a pre-sequence will be evaluated at the same di-mensional index. Item 4, as well as theorem 6.6, deals with general sequences, whichmight be made of any DBPL entities. Although item 4 distributes the dimensionalindex through the sequence components, this does not mean that all sequencecomponents will be evaluated at the same dimensional index, since, by item3, the internal sequence structure does matter. Therefore, it is wrong to assume thatsn[[� � �]]i = hsn1 ; : : : ; sni [[�]][[�]]; : : : ; snn; : : :i holds unconditionally. This is especiallyclear when � and � are sequences of di�erent depths. It is clear that the facts justexplained together with items 4 and 5 of de�nition 6 conform to the intuitive ideasunderlying the impenetrable hypothesis.As might be seen, de�nition 8 deals with DBPL sequences in such a way that theshifting among dimensions does not move us from the information state reached (foreach individual dimension) as the discourse unfolds. The following example showshow the dimensional shiftings are performed.Example 6.4 Suppose that V = fx; y; : : :g is the set of variables, and also, thatD = f1; 2; 3; 4g is the domain of discourse and F(P ) = f(3; 1); (4; 2); (4; 4)g, F(Q) =f2; 4g for predicates P , and Q. Assume that



123i1 = f(x; 1); (y; 1); : : :g i5 = f(x; 2); (y; 1); : : :g i9 = f(x; 3); (y; 1); : : :gi2 = f(x; 1); (y; 2); : : :g i6 = f(x; 2); (y; 2); : : :g i10 = f(x; 3); (y; 2); : : :gi3 = f(x; 1); (y; 3); : : :g i7 = f(x; 2); (y; 3); : : :g i11 = f(x; 3); (y; 3); : : :gi4 = f(x; 1); (y; 4); : : :g i8 = f(x; 2); (y; 4); : : :g i12 = f(x; 3); (y; 4); : : :gi13 = f(x; 4); (y; 1); : : :g i14 = f(x; 4); (y; 2); : : :g i15 = f(x; 4); (y; 3); : : :gi16 = f(x; 4); (y; 4); : : :gand let sn = hfi1; i2g; fi16g; : : :i.Finally, let the DBPL text be I 9xPxy �Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy JJ.The update of sn with I 9xPxy �Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy JJ determineshfi14g; fi14; i16g; : : :i for output, i.e.,hfi1; i2g; fi16g; : : :i[[ I 9xPxy �Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy JJ ]] = hfi14g; fi14; i16g; : : :iThe computation of the output state is as follows.sn[[ I 9xPxy �Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy JJ ]] =sn[[9xPxy �Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =sn[[9xPxy]]1[[Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =s[x]1[[Pxy]]1[[Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =hfi1; ; i2g[x]; fi16g; : : :i[[Pxy]]1[[Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =hfi1; i5; i9; i13; i2; i6; i10; i14g; fi16g; : : :i[[Pxy]]1[[Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =hfi9; i14g; fi16g; : : :i[[Qy� I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =hfi9; i14g; fi16g; : : :i[[Qy]]1[[ I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =hfi14g; fi16g; : : :i[[ I 9yQy � Pxy J ]]1 =hfi14g; fi16g; : : :i[[9yQy � Pxy]]2 =hfi14g; fi16g; : : :i[[9yQy]]2[[Pxy]]2 =hfi14g; fi16g; : : :i[y]2[[Qy]]2[[Pxy]]2 =hfi14g; fi13; i14; i15; i16g; : : :i[[Qy]]2[[Pxy]]2 =hfi14g; fi14; i16g; : : :i[[Pxy]]2 =hfi14g; fi14; i16g; : : :i �



124Notice that the semantics for DBPL texts meets the constraints we are lookingfor: �rstly, each dimension corresponds to discourse blocks, i.e. DBPL sub-texts,depending only on the depth the sub-texts occur at. Admitting thatI �� I � J �� I � JJ(6.4)is a text such that �, �,  and � are DBPL formulas (as shown in �gure 6.5), andthat sn is a multidimensional information state, the update of sn with (6.4) followsthe steps shown in �gure 6.6, page 124.9x(Dx ^ Cx) : �Dx ^ 9x(Cx ^ Pxy) : �Hx :  Hx : �Figure 6.5: Block structure picture for (6.4)1. sn[[ I �� I � J �� I � JJ ]] == sn[[ I �� I � J �� I � JJ ]]0 by def. 8.52. = sn[[�� I � J �� I � J ]]1 from 1 by def. 8.33. = sn[[�]]1[[ I � J �� I � J ]]1 from 2 by def. 8.44. = sn[[�]]1[[ I � J ]]1[[� I � J ]]1 from 3 by def. 8.45. = sn[[�]]1[[ I � J ]]1[[]]1[[ I � J ]]1 from 4 by def. 8.46. = sn[[�]]1[[�]]2[[]]1[[ I � J ]]1 from 5 by def. 8.37. = sn[[�]]1[[�]]2[[]]1[[�]]2 from 6 by def. 8.38. hsn1 [[�]]; sn2 ; : : :i[[�]]2[[]]1[[�]]2 from 7 since � is a formula9. hsn1 [[�]]; sn2 [[�]]; : : :i[[]]1[[�]]2 from 8 since � is a formula10. hsn1 [[�]][[]]; sn2 [[�]]; : : :i[[�]]2 from 9 since  is a formula11. hsn1 [[�]][[]]; sn2 [[�]][[�]]; : : :i from 10 since � is a formula12. hsn1 [[� � ]]; sn2 [[� � �]]; : : :iFigure 6.6: Information states computation for (6.4) when �, �,  and � are DBPLformulas (for example, the ones shown in �gure 6.5.)Step 7 is general enough to show us how to compute the �nal multidimensionalinformation state. Since by hypothesis �, �, , and � are all DBPL formulas, the �nal



125result is as shown in step 12. Suppose now that � is II 9xPx JJ and �, , and� are DBPL formulas as depicted in �gure 6.7. The information states computationshould now follow the steps shown in �gure 6.8, page 125.9xPx : �Dx ^ 9x(Cx ^ Pxy) : �Hx : Hx : �Figure 6.7: Block structure picture for (6.4) when � is II 9xPx JJ7. = sn[[�]]1[[�]]2[[]]1[[�]]2 from 6 by def. 8.38. = sn[[ II 9xPx JJ ]]1[[�]]2[[]]1[[�]]2 from 7 and equality9. = sn[[ I 9xPx J ]]2[[�]]2[[]]1[[�]]2 from 8 by def. 8.310. = sn[[9xPx]]3[[�]]2[[]]1[[�]]2 from 9 by def. 8.311. hsn1 ; sn2 ; sn3 [[9xPx]]; : : :i[[�]]2[[]]1[[�]]2 from 10 and de�nition 612. hsn1 ; sn2 [[�]]; sn3 [[9xPx]]; : : :i[[]]1[[�]]2 from 11 since � is a formula13. hsn1 [[]]; sn2 [[�]]; sn3 [[9xPx]]; : : :i[[�]]2 from 12 since  is a formula14. hsn1 [[]]; sn2 [[�]][[�]]; sn3 [[9xPx]]; : : :i from 13 since � is a formula15. hsn1 [[]]; sn2 [[� � �]]; sn3 [[9xPx]]; : : :i16. hsn1 [[]]; sn2 [[� � �]]; sn3 [x][[Px]]; : : :i from 15, de�nition 6.5Figure 6.8: Information state computation for (6.4) when �,  and � are DBPLformulas and � is II 9xPx JJ.For all cases, the a�ected dimensions are the ones displayed as superscripts (step 7for the �rst case and step 10 for the second.) This is necessarily the case in virtueof the recursive construal of de�nition 8.Secondly, the characteristic dynamic binding of dpl is still available. Noticethat DBPL dynamic binding is restricted to each particular dimension. ForI 9x(Dx ^ Cx)� I Dx ^ 9x(Cx ^ Pxy) J �Hx J,we can see that in the inner text, i.e. I Dx^ 9x(Cx^ Pxy) J, the �rst occurrenceof x in Dx is statically and dynamically free; the combined e�ect of the existentialquanti�er and sentential connective occurring in the outer text, i.e. the underlinedtext in I 9x(Dx ^ Cx)� I Dx ^ 9x(Cx ^ Pxy) J �Hx J, dynamically binds the



126\free" occurrence of x in Hx. So, the multidimensional model for information statesallows us to con�ne the kinematics of binding to each particular dimension. Thiscon�nement is even more easily seen from the two formal derivations shown in�gures 6.6 and 6.8 (pages 124 and 125, resp.) and from the informal pictorialrepresentation of the same DBPL texts as shown in �gures 6.5 and 6.7 (pages 124 and125, resp.).Thirdly, the proposed model retains the information state, for each dimension,during the interpretation of sub-texts occurring at the same level independently ofpossibly intervening material occurring at di�erent levels. This is convenient forsituations such as the one described in Lewises scenario II, in �gure 5.3, page 97.This discourse has two blocks occurring at the same level corresponding to theresuming of the topic being talked about just before the interruption. It is clear thatno piece of information has been lost.13 In fact, the conversation follows based onthe assumption that the other participants retained the information already given.This phenomenon is what I have called co-routining in the previous chapter. So,de�nition 8 models this co-routining behaviour.Fourthly, the multidimensional character of information state adopted allowsus to use de�nite descriptions in a Russellian way. For pc (and dpl as well),which might be seen as a kind of unidimensional DBPL-like system, unicity anduniqueness collapse into one another. However, for multidimensional cases, wherethe uniqueness condition would not a�ect any dimension but the one where thedescription occurs at, uniqueness does not mean unicity. Unicity is therefore amuch stronger concept meaning that for all possible dimensions there exist one andonly one object satisfying some condition. For the Lewises' scenario, the de�nitenoun phrase the cat, for instance, is used in two di�erent blocks referring to di�erentcats. Since only one cat \inhabits" each block, the uniqueness condition is satis�ed.Finally, by not conating sequence conjunction and formula conjunction it ispossible to keep a better recording of the \internal" structure of DBPL texts (without13See, for instance, �gure 6.6, step 12, and �gure 6.8, step 16, for details of how this is accom-plished.



127loosing any of the above cited characteristics.) This better structuring would helpus, for example, to discover better splitting points for text segmentation (or theother way around).14 It is easily seen that if � and � are DBPL sequences, then � ��is a DBPL sequence which might be broken in some reasonable place.15 This is whatthe theorem below states.Theorem 6.2 DBPL text splitting (strong form)Let � and � be any DBPL sequences of any length and sn any information state. Thensn[[ I � � � J ]] = sn[[ I � J ]][[ I � J ]]Proofsn[[ I � � � J ]] = sn[[ I � � � J ]]0 (def. 7.5)= sn[[� � �]]1 (def. 7.3)= sn[[�]]1[[�]]1 (lemma 6.6, page 121)= sn[[ I � J ]]0[[�]]1= sn[[ I � J ]][[ I � J ]]0= sn[[ I � J ]][[ I � J ]] �Before stating the multidimensional notions related to meaning, truth and equi-valence, we ought to develop extra machinery in order to cope with most of DBPL'stext results. In fact, most of the results to be presented, will be stated in a two-foldapproach. Firstly, we will employ a reduction strategy in order to prove theorems forDBPL entities that can be \reduced" to dpl's \equivalent" ones. This is the case forDBPL's formulas and DBPL's pre-sequences. That DBPL's formulas are dpl formulas isnot di�cult to see since for both systems the de�nition for formulas follow the samepattern. Although DBPL sequences do not have a dpl counter-part, pre-sequencesmight be seen as dpl formulas if we replace the � conjunction by the more tradi-14These facts could be rephrased as stating that the text composed by juxtaposing sequences �and �, i.e. I � � � J, induces the same output as the juxtaposition of the texts made up upon �and �, i.e. I � JI � J . Notice that this \equivalence" preserves the dynamic character we areafter.15A DBPL sequence can be broken in two (or more) DBPL sequences only if each of these sequencesare balanced with respect to IJ. Notice that IJ do not occur in DBPL pre-sequences, thereforeany occurrence of � in a DBPL pre-sequence would be used as a reasonable splitting point.



128tional ^.16 Doing so, the result for formulas would be immediately transposed forpre-sequences.Secondly, we will employ a \synchronization" strategy in order to prove most ofthe results for DBPL �rst class citizens, i.e., DBPL texts (which cannot be reduced,in any way, to any dpl entities in virtue of their multidimensionality). The syn-chronization strategy, which is related to the impenetrable assumption, will takeevery individual unidimensional information state, for every dimensional index i,of any multidimensional information state sn, to compute the result of updatingsn with a DBPL text. But, to undertake this computation we need to know whichobjects inhabit every dimensional niche. Therefore, some extra concepts, notationand auxiliary results ought to be developed before we proceed to the next section.As we have said before, we need to develop some extra technical tools in orderto prove DBPL theorems related to texts. One of these tools is a projection function,Proj, which is a binary function taking as input a natural number i and a DBPLtext I 	 J and giving as output a DBPL pre-sequence containing all DBPL formulasoccurring at the speci�ed level i in their natural order of occurrence. So, for example,if �1 and �2 are DBPL pre-sequences, then Proj(1;I �1� I � J ��2 J) = �1^�2,17independently of the internal structure of �. However, such a function poses us withtechnical problems exempli�ed by Proj(1;II � JJ) for which case the output isnull. Since DBPL did not make provision for entities such as the null sequence andthe null text we ought to make some provisos for dealing with cases like Proj(1;II� JJ), and, also, the subsequent problems related to the introduction of suchnull entities into the framework. One of these problems is related to the followingquestion: what does it mean to update a multidimensional state with a null text.These points will be handled in sequel.De�nition 9: Null sequence and null textThe null text is a \text" of depth 0 and length 0. The null sequence is a \sequence"16For pre-sequences, the \multi-sorted" connective \�" will be applied to, and only to, DBPLformulas. In this case, the bullet operator \might be seen" as equivalent to the traditional ^.17Notice that Proj maps � to ^.



129of length 0. The null text and the null sequence will be denoted by �. �Notice that de�nition 9 does not grant the null entities a special place among DBPL'sentities. Indeed, neither the null text nor the null sequence are DBPL entities. Theintroduction of such exotic objects is due to the total character assumed for theProj function, which must always produce a value.18De�nition 10: null sequence updateIf � is the null sequence then sn[[�]]i = sni for all multidimensional states sn anddimensional indices i. �De�nition 11: null text updateIf � is the null text then sn[[�]] = sn for all multidimensional states sn. �It seems reasonable to interpret the null entities in two ways: �rstly, as producingan absurd state. After all, it is not natural to be presented with an empty page orany other empty object without running into a contradictory feeling. On the otherhand, we might stay in the same information state as before since the null text does18Trading once more on the programming language paradigm, I would point out the strikingsimilarity between DBPL texts and lisp lists. Although I do not intend to develop here the necessaryrepertoire of functions needed in order to characterize Proj, I would like to give a Common Lispversion of Proj. This is accomplished by the following functions.(defun proj (n list of lists)(cond((null list of lists) nil)((equal n 1) (remove-if #'null (mapcar #'atom proj list of lists)))(t(proj (1- n) (ze append (remove-if #'null (mapcar #'list proj list of lists)))))))(defun atom proj (simbolo)(cond ((atom simbolo) simbolo)(t nil)))(defun list proj (arg)(cond ((listp arg) arg)(t nil)))(defun ze append (lista)(cond ((null lista) nil)(t (append (car lista) (ze append (cdr lista))))))



130not provide us with any information. For technical reasons, we choose the latteroption since it will make the proof of the next theorems easier.As a straightforward consequence of de�nition 10, it holds thatTheorem 6.3 Let � be the null sequence and M an arbitrary model. Then# [[�]]M = DVProofBy de�nition 7, # [[�]]M = fg 2 DV j fgg[[�]]M 6= ;g. By de�nition 10, fgg[[�]]M =fgg. Therefore # [[�]]M = DV . �It is clear that there exist a closer connection between DBPL's text evaluation andProj. This relationship is as follows.sn[[ I 	 J ]] = hsn1 [[Proj(1;I 	 J)]]; : : : ; sni [[Proj(i;I 	 J)]]; sni+1; sni+2; : : :iwhere i is the depth of I 	 J.Having developed the necessary tools, we can now proceed to the next section.6.3 Meaning, Truth and EquivalenceStatic semantic systems were primarily devised as devices to model the world. Asa consequence, their underlying languages should reect the relationship betweenlanguage and the world they model. Therefore, truth and falsity were in the verykernel of such a relationship. Contrastingly, in dynamic settings, it is informationabout the world, and not the world itself, that language is related to. If the notionsof truth and falsity occupy a central position in standard static semantics, theirplaces are expected to be �lled by more appropriate information oriented notionswhich are usually referred to in the literature by names such as consistency, support,satisfaction and the like (cf. Groenendijk, Stokhof and Veltman (1994, p.123)).De�nition 12: Support (or compatibility) in DBPL



131Let � be a DBPL formula, I � J a DBPL text, sn a multidimensional informationstate, and M a model. Then,Formulas: sn supports � with respect to M and a dimensional index i > 0 i��(i; sn) �# [[�]]MNotation: sn j=iM �Texts: sn supports I � J with respect to M i� for all i, 1 � i � depth(I � J)& Proj(i;I � J) 6= �) �(i; sn) �# [[Proj(i;I � J)]]M.Notation: sn j=M I � J �Remark 6.5 Recalling de�nition 7, de�nition 12 might have been stated in an equival-ent form as displayed below.Formulas: sn supports � with respect to M and a dimensional index i > 0 i�for all g, (g 2 �(i; sn)) fgg[[�]]M 6= ;)Texts: sn supports I � J with respect to M i� for all assignments g and naturalnumbers i, (1 � i � depth(I � J) & Proj(i;I � J) 6= � & g 2 �(i; sn) )fgg[[Proj(i;I � J)]]M 6= ;) �The equivalence between de�nition 12 and remark 6.5 is granted by the followingtheorem.Theorem 6.4 sni �# [[�]]M i� for all g, (g 2 sni ) fgg[[�]]M 6= ;).The proof is trivial since by de�nition of # [[�]]M, # [[�]]M = fg 2 DV j fgg[[�]]M 6= ;g.Therefore, sni �# [[�]]M i� for all g, g 2 sni ) fgg[[�]]M 6= ;. �The support de�nition equivalent form stated in remark 6.5 helps us to moreeasily understand that an information state sn supports a DBPL text (or put theother way around, a DBPL text is compatible with sn, the information state onemight have reached thus far) i� the update of sn with the text takes one to arelative non-absurd information state.19 Being \local entities", DBPL formulas could19Recall that for any DBPL text I 	 J, a relative multidimensional absurd state is any multidi-mensional information state such that for each dimensional index ranging from one to the depth



132only a�ect the dimensional \niche" they occupy in a DBPL text. This means thata DBPL formula should be compatible (or incompatible) with the dimensional indexof a multidimensional information state. It does mean also that di�erent instancesof a formula, occurring into di�erent dimensional indices, might produce di�erentanswers: in one index the update produced by the formula might be compatible tothe \local (uni)dimensional information state" while just the opposite for the otherindex.Having de�ned the notion of support we can now characterize the notion ofentailment and validity in terms of it. Before doing this, we will characterize thenotion of multidimensional agreement which plays an important role in the conceptsto be de�ned.De�nition 13: Multidimensional agreement in DBPL (weak form)Let I �1 J; : : : ;I �n J be DBPL texts. ThenI �1 J; : : : ;I �n�1 J multidimensionally agree with I �n J i� depth(I �n J) =depth(I �1�: : :��n�1 J) and for all i, 1 � i � depth(I �n J)) (Proj(i;I �n J) 6=�) Proj(i;I �1 � : : : ��n�1 J) 6= �). �Notice that the kind of multidimensional agreement stated in de�nition 13 is in somesense a weak form since it does not state that all texts in the sequence must agreeamong themselves; if this is the case (let us call it strong multidimensional agree-ment), then the sequence I �1 J, : : : ;I �n�1 J multidimensionally agrees withI �n J. For strong multidimensional agreement we can, indeed, permute I �n Jwith any other text in the sequence and the multidimensional agreement still holds.However, for weak agreement, permutation should not preserve, in general, themultidimensional agreement as exempli�ed by I �1 J;II �2 JJ which multidi-mensionally agree with II �3 J ��4 J. Note that if we permute II �3 J ��4 Jwith I �1 J, then the weak agreement is destroyed.of the text I 	 J for which Proj(i;I 	 J) 6= �, the unidimensional information states for suchindices are all the empty set. In other words, independently of the \irrelevant" dimensions { thedimensions not present in the text I 	 J { the relative absurd multidimensional information statewill not support I 	 J.



133Notice that multidimensional agreement allows us to de�ne multidimensionalconnectives induced from the unidimensional ones. So, we can de�ne m̂, m), and m:,for instance, as? I � J m̂ I 	 J is a DBPL text I � J i� I � J multidimensionally agreewith I 	 J and I 	 J multidimensionally agree with I � J and for all i,1 � i � depth(I 	 J) & Proj(i;I 	 J) 6= � ) Proj(i;I � J) ^ Proj(i;I	 J) = Proj(i;I � J)? I � J m) I 	 J is a DBPL text I � J i� I � J multidimensionally agreewith I 	 J and I 	 J multidimensionally agree with I � J and for all i,1 � i � depth(I 	 J) & Proj(i;I 	 J) 6= �) Proj(i;I � J) ! Proj(i;I	 J) = Proj(i;I � J)? m:I � J is a DBPL text I � J i� I � J multidimensionally agree with I � Jand for all i, 1 � i � depth(I � J) & Proj(i;I � J) 6= � ) :(Proj(i;I� J)) = Proj(i;I � J)According to the de�nitions given above, I �� I  JJ m) I �� I � JJ is theDBPL text I �! �� I  ! � JJ.We can now start discussing entailment in DBPL.Text entailment might be de�ned asI �1 J; : : : ;I �n J j= I 	 Ji� for all models M and information states sn,sn[[ I �1 J ]]M : : : [[ I �n J ]]M j=M I 	 J.Looking at the premiss and conclusion texts we can think of three relationshipsholding among them. For the �rst case, let us assume that there are no restrictionson them, i.e., the premises and conclusion can be any texts. For the second case,let us assume that the premises weakly multidimensionally agree with the conclu-sion, i.e., I �1 � : : : ��n J multidimensionally agree with I 	 J. As this weakmultidimensional agreement does not imply that all texts multidimensionally agreeamong themselves, this would be the point for the third relationship. Let us denote



134these entailments by (1)j=, (2)j= and (3)j=, respectively. As a consequence of theseproposed \de�nitions" (each de�nition would include the respective restriction), thefollowing results hold.Theorem 6.5 for any DBPL formula �, I � J;II � JJ (1)j= I � J.ProofLet M and sn be any model and multidimensional information state, resp.Since � is a formula we get that depth(I � J) = 1. So, Proj(1;I � J) = � 6= �and �(1; sn[[ I � J ]][[ II � JJ ]]) = sn1 [[�]]. We know also that# [[Proj(1;I � J)]] =# [[�]] = fg 2 DV j fgg[[�]] 6= ;g (*)However, sn1 [[�]] = fg 2 sn1 j fgg[[�]] 6= ;g (**)Therefore, from (*), (**) and set theory (**) � (*). By de�nition of support,sn[[ I � J ]][[ II � JJ ]] (1) j= I � J. And since M and sn are arbitrary, byde�nition of (1)entailment we get I � J;II � JJ (1)j= I � J �Theorem 6.6 for any DBPL formula �, I � J;II � JJ (2 j 3)6j=I � J.ProofTrivial, since by de�nition the texts do not multidimensionally agree. �Theorem 6.7 for all DBPL formula �, I � J (1 j 2 j 3) 6j= II � JJ.Proof� (1)j=Suppose by contradiction that I � J (1)j= II � JJ. Then, by de�nition of(1)entailment, for all models M and multidimensional information states sn,sn[[ I � J ]]M (1)j=M II � JJ. Let us take a multidimensional informationstate rn such that one and only one component (the �rst component) doesindeed support � and all other dimensional components support :�. It is clearthat such rn when updated by I � J will produce an information state thatdoes not support II � JJ (since �(2; rn) 6�# [[Proj(2;II � JJ)]]M, because�(2; rn)\ # [[�]]M = ;), which is an absurd.



135� (2 j 3)j=Trivial, since by de�nition the texts do not multidimensionally agree. �By similar argumentation, the converse of theorem 6.7, theorem 6.8 below, doeshold.Theorem 6.8 for all DBPL formula �, II � JJ (1 j 2 j 3) 6j= I � J. �The problem with (1) j= is that it does not allow us to follow a uniform pro-cedure when deduction is accounted for. The basic problem is exempli�ed byI � J;II � JJ (1)j= I �� I � JJ. If we want to preserve the usual deductionstyle, we should expect that I � J (1)j= II � JJ m) I �� I � JJ holds. Butwhat does m) mean in such dimensionally mismatched texts? Also, any multidimen-sional information state supporting the premissI � J when updated by I � Jmustsupport the conclusion II � JJ m)I �� I � JJ. To solve the m) mismatching,two possibilities are open:1. \relaxing" m) making it to denote a text where the mismatched dimensions arekept and for all other dimensions we get that �!  where � comes from thepremiss and  from the conclusion. So,I � J (1) j= II � JJ m) I �� I � JJbecomes I � J (1) j= I �� I �! � JJ and therefore(1) j= I �! �� I �! � JJwhich would be the intended result. But now, let us consider the follow-ing case. II � JJ;I � J (1) j= I � J i� II � JJ (1) j= I � J m)I � J i.e.II � JJ (1) j= I �! � J i� (1) j= II � JJ m)I �! � Ji� (1) j= II � J ��! � J. But this is obviously absurd since there would bemultidimensional states where the second component would support :� insteadof �.2. As we have seen in the previous item, keeping mismatched dimensions in theresulting text leads us to inconsistency. So, we can think of throwing mis-matched dimensions away. But this also leads us to problems as exempli�edby I � J;II � JJ (1) j= I �� I � JJ. For this case, we get that



136I � J (1) j= II � JJ m)I �� I � JJ. But II � JJ and I �� I � JJ donot dimensionally agree and therefore we should throw some components ofone of them away. Which text should be thrown away? It seems quite obviousto discard the \useless" hypothesis, but which one is (are) the useless one(s)?The problem is related to the global/simultaneously binding work emanatingfrom all relevant dimensions20 as stated in de�nition 12 which cannot be split whenwe walk back through the premises sequence in order to pass on the last premissto the conclusion. This can only be done when no dimensional splitting occurs.And since (1)j= does not ful�ll this criteria it must be rejected as a candidate forcharacterizing the entailment relation. Notice, however, that (2)j= and (3)j= respectthe \simultaneous global binding" criteria. Moreover, the pre-de�nitions given for(2)j= and (3)j= show that these concepts are empirically equivalent with respect toentailment. They both take care of the dimensional interplay between premises andconclusion; all relevant dimensions are there, no more no less. So, we feel justi�edto adopt (2)j= for de�ning entailment.De�nition 14: Entailment in DBPLLet �1; : : : ; �n and  be DBPL formulas. Let, also, I �1 J; : : : ;I �n J and I 	 Jbe any DBPL texts such that I �1 � : : :��n J multidimensionally agree with I 	 J.ThenFormulas: �1; : : : ; �n j=  i� for all models M and information states sn, andnatural numbers i > 0, sn[[�1]]iM : : : [[�n]]iM j=M  Texts: I �1 J; : : : ;I �n J j= I 	 J i� for all models M and information statessn, sn[[ I �1 J ]]M : : : [[ I �n J ]]M j=M I 	 J. �De�nition 15: Validity in DBPLLet � be a DBPL text and � a DBPL formula. Then20The relevant dimensions we are referring to here are the ones for which the Proj(i;�) 6= � forany arbitrary DBPL text � and natural number i, 1 � i � depth(�).



137Formulas: j= � i� for all models M, multidimensional information states sn, andnatural numbers i > 0, sni j=M �Texts: j= � i� for all models M and multidimensional information states sn,sn j=M � �The following theorems show how the impenetrable hypothesis underlies the entail-ment relation. Also, they emphasize the point that premiss texts and the conclusiontext must agree in all relevant dimensional indices. Obviously, the most trivialagreement one could get for any DBPL text is given by the following result.Theorem 6.9 for any DBPL text �, � j= �ProofThe proof is trivial since for all i, 1 � i � depth(�) such that Proj(i;�) 6= �,Proj(i;�) is a dpl formula. Since for any dpl formula �, � j=dpl �, we get thedesired result. �The next theorem shows how dynamic binding is preserved under entailment.Theorem 6.10 I 9xPx J j= I Px JProofLet M be an arbitrary model and sn an arbitrary multidimensional informationstate. Then sn[[ I 9xPx J ]]M = sn[[9xPx]]1 by definition 7:5= hsn1 [[9xPx]]; sn2 ; : : :i by remark 6:4= hsn1 [x][[Px]]; sn2 ; : : :i by definition 6:5Two cases are required:(i) sn1 = ;.For this case sn1 [x] = ; and therefore ;[[Px]]M = fg 2 ; j g(x) 2 F(P )g = ; i.e.sn[x][[Px]]M = ; i.e. sn[[9xPx]]1M = ;On the other hand, # [[Proj(1;I Px J)]]M =# [[Px]]M = fi 2 DV j fig[[Px]]M 6= ;g =fi 2 DV j fg 2 fig j i(x) 2 F(P )g 6= ;g but since g 2 fig ) g = i then we get that



138fi 2 DV j fg 2 fig j i(x) 2 F(P )g 6= ;g = fi 2 DV j i(x) 2 F(P )g. Since ; � Xfor all sets X then we get thatsn1 [[9xPx]]M �# [[Proj(1;I Px J)]]M and since depth(I Px J) = 1 we get thatfor all i, 1 � i � depth(I Px J) ) sni �# [[Proj(1;I Px J)]]M. Therefore, byde�nition 8, sn[[ I 9xPx J ]]M supports I Px J with respect to M. Since M andsn are arbitrary, then by de�nition 9, we get the expected result.(ii) sn1 6= ;.Suppose now that i 2 sn1 [[9xPx]]M. Then i 2 sn1 [x][[Px]]M. By de�nition 6,i 2 fk 2 sn1 [x] j k(x) 2 F(P )g ) i(x) 2 F(P ). On the other hand# [[Proj(1;I Px J)]]M =# [[Px]]M = fi 2 DV j fig[[Px]]M 6= ;g == fi 2 DV j fg 2 fig j g(x) 2 F(P )g 6= ;g = fi 2 DV j i(x) 2 F(P )g.Therefore i 2# [[Proj(1;I Px J)]]M and by set theorysn1 [[9xPx]]M �# [[Proj(1;I Px J)]]MBy de�nition 8, sn[[ I 9xPx J ]]M supports I Px J with respect to M. Since Mand sn are general, by de�nition 9 we get that I 9xPx J j= I Px J. �Indeed, theorem 6.10 holds for 9xPx as premiss and Px as conclusion provided thatboth formulas occur at the same dimensional index,21 i.e., In 9xPx Jn j= In Px Jnsince both texts multidimensionally agree and the same argumentation presented inthe proof of theorem 6.10 can be used.The next theorem deals with a case where premises and conclusion show a \di-mensional gap". Note that the �rst premiss is a text of depth 1 while the secondpremiss a text of depth 3 where the �rst and second dimensional projection arenull, i.e., Proj(1;III � JJJ) = � = Proj(2;III � JJJ) . The conclu-sion is a text of depth 3 where the second dimensional projection is null, i.e.,Proj(2;I � � II � JJJ) = �.Theorem 6.11 for any DBPL formula �, I � J;III � JJJ j= I � � II � JJJProof21The superscript n in In stands for the sequence of I repeated n times (n � 1). Analogouslyfor Jn.



139First of all, the premises and conclusion multidimensionally agree. So, for all modelsM and information states sn, forsn[[ I � J ]]M[[ III � JJJ ]]M j=M I � � II � JJJto hold it must be the case that for all i, 1 � i � depth(I � � II � JJJ) )�(i; sn[[ I � J ]]M[[ III � JJJ ]]M) �# [[Proj(i;I � � II � JJJ)]]M. ThereforeFor i = 1, we get that �(1; sn[[ I � J ]]M[[ III � JJJ ]]M) = sn1 [[�]]M= fg 2 sn1 j fgg[[�]] 6= ;g (1)# [[Proj(1;I � � II � JJJ)]]M = # [[�]]M = fg 2 DV j fgg[[�]] 6= ;g (2)Therefore, (1) � (2)For i = 2, �(2; sn[[ I � J ]]M[[ III � JJJ ]]M) = sn2 [[�]] = sn2 (10)# [[Proj(2;I � � II � JJJ)]]M = # [[�]]M = fg 2 DV j fgg[[�]] 6= ;g= fg j g 2 DV g (20)(10) � (20)For i = 3, analogous to case where i = 1Therefore, the result holds. �Theorem 6.11 shows that if dimensional \holes" are present in the premises thenthe same dimensional holes ought to be present in the conclusion text (if entailmentholds).What is at stake is the fact that DBPL's text entailment takes care of all di-mensions of premises and conclusion (DBPL) texts. Unmatched dimensions amongpremises and conclusion ruin the unidimensional entailment ow throughout suchunmatched dimensions. In other words, entailment de�nition says that all dimen-sions present in the conclusion text must be somewhere present in the premises(though not necessarily vice versa) and the premises must give support for all di-mensions in the conclusion.Notice that DBPL's notion of entailment is \doubly" dynamic.22 Firstly, DBPL's22Pursuing the programming languages paradigm even further, the double character referredto by the word double might be easily explained if we \compile" a DBPL text as a set ofhhlevel,o�set i; formulai instructions. The level{o�set pairs indicate in a bidimensional picturethe position each formula instruction occurs at in the text. Entailment ought to mirror the local-global dichotomy of DBPL entities: DBPL formulas induce local e�ects while DBPL texts induceglobal e�ects provided that the impenetrable assumption be accepted as is indeed the case.



140formula entailment corresponds, in the usual way, to the interpretation of implic-ation. It means, also, that pronouns in the conclusion may refer back to subjectsintroduced in the local premises, as easily seen from 9xFx j= Fx. As Dekker (1993,p. 10) pointed out, this corresponds to the following reasoning:If a man comes from Rhodes, he likes pineapple juice. A man I met yesterday comesfrom Rhodes. So, he likes pineapple juice.9x(Mx ^ Rx)! Lx; 9x(Mx ^ Rx) j= LxSecondly, DBPL's text entailment corresponds, as might be expected, to the inter-pretation of multidimensional implication. Since unidimensional implication is adynamic notion so is multidimensional implication and therefore entailment. Putin other way, multidimensional implication might be seen as the Cartesian productof unidimensional implication. We can also think of premises and conclusion aspages in a sequence since pronouns in a concluding page may refer back to subjectsintroduced in previous pages. If we think of previous pages as premises then theentailment relation, as de�ned above, captures these ideas which are then reectedin its plenitude throughout the Deduction Theorem.Thirdly, notice that, in a certain sense, dynamic entailment is not monotonic. Recallthat the order of binding is relevant for DBPL and therefore the premises' order mayinterfere with the conclusion. For example, it holds that I 9xPx J j= I Px J butI 9xPx J; I 9xQx J 6j= I Px J since the premissI 9xQx J interferes with the anaphoric pronoun x in the conclusion \text page";the pronoun x could not any longer be referring back to the �rst premiss.23DBPL, also licenses deduction theorems reecting its multidynamic character asalready explained.Theorem 6.12 (Deduction Theorem)Let I �1 J,. . . ,I �n J be any DBPL texts which multidimensionally agree with the23To see why, imagine for example, that the intersection of F(P ) with F(Q) is empty; in thiscase the conclusion does not hold since it depends on the value assigned to x. As already pointedout, existentials behave like downdates discarding previous information one might have about thevariable. As the second premiss terminates the dynamic binding emanating from the �rst one, theconclusion does not hold. Recall that the de�nition of support \takes care" of all dimensions andtherefore any \troublemaker" block will ruin the dynamics of the whole discourse.



141DBPL text I 	 J. ThenFormulas: �1; : : : ; �n j=  i� �1; : : : ; �n�1 j= �n !  Texts: I �1 J; : : : ;I �n J j= I 	 J i� j= I �1 � : : : ��n J m) I 	 JProofFormulas: The proof is made by reduction to dpl's deduction theorem, since theset of DBPL and dpl formulas are exactly the same and each dimensional index of amultidimensional information state is a dpl information state.Texts: The proof is made by reduction to dpl's deduction theorem, which will beapplied to every dimensional index i, 1 � i � depth(I 	 J), in the following way.Suppose I �1 � : : : ��n J and I 	 J multidimensionally agree. Suppose also thatI �1 J; : : : ;I �n J j= I 	 JThen by de�nition of entailment, for all modelsM and multidimensional informationstate sn, sn[[ I �1 J ]]M : : : [[ I �n J ]]M j= I 	 JBy theorem 6.2sn[[ I �1 J ]]M : : : [[ I �n J ]]M = sn[[ I �1 � : : : ��n J ]]Mand therefore sn[[ I �1 � : : : ��n J ]]M j= I 	 JBy de�nition of support, this means that for all i, 1 � i � depth(I 	 J) &Proj(i;I 	 J) 6= � ) �(i; sn[[ I �1 � : : : � �n J ]]M) �# [[Proj(i;	)]]M So, let ustake such an i. Then�(i; sn[[ I �1 � : : : ��n J ]]M) = sni [[Proj(i;I �1 J) ^ : : : ^ Proj(i;I �n J)]]Mand sni [[Proj(i;I �1 J) ^ : : : ^ Proj(i;I �n J)]]M � # [[Proj(i;I 	 J)]]M. So,sni [[Proj(i;I �1 J) ^ : : : ^ Proj(i;I �n J)]]M j=M Proj(i;I 	 J)Therefore, by dpl's deduction theorem we getj=M Proj(i;I �1 J) ^ : : : ^ Proj(i;I �n J)! Proj(i;I 	 J).Since it holds for any i, by m) de�nition we get thatj= I �1 � : : : ��n J m) I 	 J �



1426.4 What properties does the system have?All properties of DBPL are related to the dynamics of the binding mechanism used init. Traditionally, the binding process is stated in a way saying that bound variablesare the ones under the syntactic scope of a quanti�ed formula while free variablesare the ones outside the syntactic scope of a quanti�ed formula.To characterize the dynamic version we need to change the traditional charac-terization of bound variables. The intuitive idea is that any existential formula notonly binds the variable quanti�ed over but also makes it somehow active. Moreover,previously activated variables are not free even they are not syntactically bound inthe formulas they occur at. This dynamic binding mechanism is formally character-ized in de�nition 16 through the notions of binding pairs, active quanti�er occurrenceand free variable conforming to the following notational convention.Remark 6.6 Let 	 be a DBPL text of depth m. Thenbp (	) is a m-tuple of sets of binding pairs in 	.aq (	) is a m-tuple of sets of active quanti�er occurrences in 	.fv (	) is a m-tuple of sets of free occurrences of variables in 	.We will also use bpi, aqi and fvi to indicate the dimensional index the binding pair,active quanti�er occurrence and free variable sets are concerned with. �Recall that the depth of a text reects the dimensional embedding of discourseblocks occurring at it. So, the notions of bp, aq and fv are multidimensional andthe previous remark makes sure that there is a way to keep track of these notionsfor every discourse block. Alternatively, we might have de�ned an m-tuple of tripleswhere the �rst component (of the triple) was the binding pairs set, the secondcomponent was the active quanti�er occurrence set and the third the free variableset. The only advantage of the formulation presented in the remark 6.6 is to keepnotation as simple as possible.De�nition 16: Scope and Binding



143For all DBPL texts of depth n and dimensional index i, 1 � i � n and DBPL formulas�, �1, and �2, and DBPL text I  J,1. bpi (Rx1; : : : ; xm) = ;aqi (Rx1; : : : ; xm) = ;fvi (Rx1; : : : ; xm) = fxi j xi is a variable occurring at Rx1; : : : ; xmg2. bpi (:�) = bpi (�)aqi (:�) = ;fvi (:�) = fvi (�)3. bpi (�1 ^ �2) = bpi (�1) [ bpi (�2) [ fh9x; xi j 9x 2 aqi (�1) & x 2 fvi (�2)gaqi (�1 ^ �2) = aqi (�2) [ f9x 2 aqi; (�1) j 9x 62 aqi (�2)gfvi (�1 ^ �2) = fvi (�1) [ fx 2 fvi (�2) j 9x 62 aqi (�1)g4. bpi (�1 � �2) = bpi (�1) [ bpi (�2) [ fh9x; xi j 9x 2 aqi (�1) & x 2 fvi (�2)gaqi (�1 � �2) = aqi (�2) [ f9x 2 aqi; (�1) j 9x 62 aqi (�2)gfvi (�1 � �2) = fvi (�1) [ fx 2 fvi (�2) j 9x 62 aqi (�1)g5. bpi (�� I  J) = hbp1; : : : ; bpi (�); bpi+1 ( ); : : :iaqi (�� I  J) = haq1; : : : ; aqi (�); aqi+1 ( ); : : :ifvi (�� I  J) = hfv1; : : : ; fvi (�); fvi+1 ( ); : : :i6. bpi (9x�) = bpi (�) [ fh9x; xi j x 2 fvi (�)gaqi (9x�) = 8><>: aqi (�) [ f9xg if 9x 62 aqi (�)aqi (�) otherwisefvi (9x�) = fvi (�) minus the occurrences of x 2 � �Notice how clause 6 displays the dynamic binding power emanating from exist-entials and how clauses 3 and 4 manage to pass on such a binding. For formulas,� is just like its \cousin," ^, since sequences of DBPL formulas inhabit the sameblock. However, it is possible for a DBPL sequence to be formed by a DBPL formulaand a DBPL text, as for example, in Px� I 9xQx J. For such cases, and due tothe impenetrable assumption, the second conjunct ought to be taken as \invisible"(for the �rst conjunct) since it corresponds to a whole new discourse block. This



144situation is accounted for by item 5 which reects a form of synchronization betweenthe consecutive dimensional indices: the �rst conjunct will pass on the bindings itknows about while the second does the same.Having stated a formal characterization of dynamic binding, we can undertakenow a discussion on the properties of the system.Trading on the \page" and \subpage" analogy,24 some properties such as asso-ciativity, for example, would be expected to hold even in a dynamic setting whereactive bindings might get blocked by new occurrences of existentials. Since we followthe left to right convention for writing, new occurrences would, necessarily, appear onthe right (or subsequent pages) of previous ones and therefore pronouns25 anaphoricon these existentials will be under the scope of the right-most one; so, the bindingpotential is preserved by both DBPL conjunctions, i.e. ^, DBPL's formula conjunc-tion and �, DBPL's sentential conjunction, which are interpreted through functioncomposition.26 Therefore, associativity holds at any DBPL level, be it \global" or\local".Theorem 6.13 DBPL sequence associativityLet �; �, and  be any DBPL sequences. Thensn[[�]]i[[� � ]]i = sn[[� � �]]i[[]]iProofThis result is a immediate consequence of lemma 6.5, page 120, and function asso-ciativity. �24The page analogy is based on text splitting theorem (theorem 6.2, page 127), and text deductiontheorem (theorem 6.12, page 140). The �rst says that we can always split up a text (at any adequatepoint) and the second allows us to move the split part(s) from the premiss to the conclusion.25Recall that pronouns are being conated to variables.26Recalling that DBPL texts are update functions on multidimensional information states,we might have characterized update functions fn as Q-functions, i.e., n-tuples of functionsfn = hf1; : : : ; fni such that fn(xn) = hf1(x1); : : : ; fn(xn)i. If fn and gn are Q-functions,then fn � gn(xn) = fn(gn(xn)) = fn(hg1(x1); : : : ; gn(xn)i) = hf1(g1(x1)); : : : ; fn(gn(xn))i =hf1 � g1(x1); : : : ; fn � gn(xn)i. So, the global composition fn � gn induces the local fi � gi ones. Itis a trivial exercise to show that Q-composition is associative. These facts play a very importantrole in the forthcoming material, i.e., in the proofs of next results.



145Theorem 6.14 DBPL text associativitysn([[ I � J ]][[ I � J ]])[[ I � J ]] = sn[[ I � J ]]([[ I � J ]][[ I � J ]])ProofThis result is a consequence of splitting theorem 6.2, page 127, and function associ-ativity. �Since DBPL is a multidimensional generalization of dpl, as far as formulas areconcerned, dpl properties are expected to hold in DBPL.27 Indeed, dpl propertiesdo hold in every DBPL dimensional index by virtue of the construal in de�nition 6.Therefore, the so-called \donkey equivalences,"28 as well as conjunction(s) asso-ciativity does hold in DBPL while conjunction(s) commutativity, reexivity, idem-potency does not, in general, hold. These results, which are fully explained in therelevant dpl literature (and chapter 4 of this thesis), induce similar versions forDBPL texts. The di�erence between formula results and text equivalents relies onthe multiplicity character introduced by the multidimensional information state ad-opted. This means that to show that some dpl property holds for a DBPL text weneed to assure the property for all dimensions. For the converse, all that is neededis to �nd out a single \badly behaving block" where the property does not hold. Invirtue of these facts, it is easy, now, to understand why1. DBPL conjunctions are not, in general, commutative. The page analogy wouldbe helpful here: we cannot (in general) commute pages on a book without chan-ging the information conveyed. Imagine a discourse where pronouns occurringat any dimensional index i, under the rule of an active quanti�er occurringpreviously at the same dimensional index, makes perfect sense. If we commutethe \pages" we would loose the original anaphoric relationships; new anaphoric27Trading on an analogy to vectorial spaces, we can think of scalar product as the generalizationtool moving us from dpl to DBPL as far as formulas are concerned. So, dpl properties play thescalar role while the multidimensional state plays the vector role. A proviso: this analogy onlyworks by virtue of the impenetrable assumption which keeps things con�ned to each dimensionthey happen to occur in.28See table 4.6, page 81.



146relationships might be established and the discourse as a whole might lose itscoherence.Anaphoric relationships, for example, would be lost or even get distorted byattaching pronouns to the wrong existentials. This is what happens for theDBPL text belowI : : : I 9x(Wx^WKx)�WHx�9x(Mx^WKx)�ADx � : : : J : : : J (wherepredicatesW ,WK,WH,M , AD stand for woman, walks in the park, whistles,man, and airs his dog resp.), when we commuteWHx�9x(Mx^WKx) gettingI : : : I 9x(Wx ^WKx) � 9x(Mx ^WKx) �WHx � ADx � : : : J : : : J. Theoriginal discourse has an inner block where one was talking about a woman anda man walking in the same park. Moreover, one has stated that the woman waswhistling while the man was airing his dog. After commuting the sequence, weget a di�erent discourse where the only information about the woman is thatshe was walking in the park while the walking man was not only airing his dogbut also whistling.Co-routining discourses would provide us with another source of counter-ex-amples; for these cases the second block is the one where some topic underprevious discussion is being resumed. If we reverse the blocks we will get aresuming block occurring at a point before the interrupted one. Compare, forexample, the discourse in �gure 6.9 with the one in page 97.A natural conclusion from the previous examples is that for DBPL the way atext is built up does matter. It matters for a `microscopic level' since formulaelements' order mirror the natural order in which anaphoric relationship areestablished. But, it also matters for `macroscopic level' since sequence elements'order mirror the natural order in which structured discourses are built up. Andsince order does matter commutativity can not be expected to hold anymore.2. DBPL conjunctions are not, in general, idempotent. That DBPL � is not idem-potent is exempli�ed by I : : : I Px^9xQx J : : : J and I : : : I Px^9xQx �Px ^ 9xQx J : : : J. For the second DBPL text, the second occurrence of Px is



147The dog is under the piano and the cat is in the carton. coroutine USAThe cat's going to pounce on you.It's amazing how much a�ection the dog shows for otheranimals in the house.The cat will never meet our other cat, coroutine NZbecause our other cat lives in New Zealand.Our New Zealand cat lives with the Cresswells and their dog.And there he'll stay,because the dog would be sad if the cat went away.Figure 6.9: Commuting blocks for Lewises scenario II.under the active scope of the quanti�er 9xQx. As a consequence, Px ^ 9xQxand Px ^ 9xQx � Px ^ 9xQx are not equivalent since sn[[Px ^ 9xQx]]i andsn[[Px ^ 9xQx � Px ^ 9xQx]]i should not be equivalent, independently of thedimensional index i, the multidimensional information state sn and the modelM considered.3. DBPL entailment relations are not, in general, reexive. I Px � 9xQx J j= IPx � 9xQx J is a counter-example. The reason is that in the occurrence ofthis text as conclusion, the variable x in the �rst conjunct gets bound by thequanti�er in the occurrence of the text as a premiss, whereas in the occurrenceof the text as a premiss it is free. On the other hand, if the active quanti�ervariables (AQV) of a text I 	 J do not intersect the free variables (FV) ofI 	 J, then I 	 J j= I 	 J4. DBPL entailment relations are not, in general, transitive. The cases that poseproblems to transitivity can be characterized as follows. Suppose I � J j= I	 J and I 	 J j= I � J. If we want to conclude from this that I 	 J j=I � J, then problems may arise if x 2 FV (�) and x 2 AQV (	). ConsiderI ::9xPx J j= I 9xPx J I 9xPx J j= I Px J. It is clear that the �rstentails the second and the second entails the third, without the �rst entailingthe third. On the other hand, consider I 9xPx J, I 9xPx J and I Px J.This is a case where nothing goes wrong. So, not all cases where I � J contains



148a free occurrence of x, and I 	 J contains an active occurrence of 9x oughtto be excluded. Evidently, what also matters is what I � J \says" about x,in the dynamic sense of what constraint it puts on whatever free occurrence ofx that are still to come. Roughly speaking, what I � J says about variableswhich occur freely in I � J and which are bound in I 	 J, should be at leastas strong as what I 	 J says about them.One property, however, deserves a special treatment. This property is the point-wise character of dpl update which is stated, in dpl, as s[[�]] = Si2sfig[[�]].29 Thisproperty is pointwise because in order to compute the output state we only needto know each individual component on the input state. What this really meansis that (Si2sfig)[[�]] = Si2s(fig[[�]]).30 The straightforward transposition of dis-tributivity, from the unidimensional setting of dpl to the multidimensional settingof DBPL, related to any DBPL text �, would be accomplished by sn[[Proj(i;�)]]i =Sk2sni fkg[[Proj(i;�)]], for all dimensional index i between 1 and depth(�).Theorem 6.15 (DBPL text distributivity)Let M, sn and � be an arbitrary model, multidimensional information state andDBPL text, resp. Then for all i, 1 � i � depth(�),�(i; sn[[�]]M) = [r2sni frg[[Proj(i;�)]]iMProofThe proof is trivialized by resorting to dpl's distributivity theorem. Notice that forall i, 1 � i � depth(�), Proj(i;�) is a dpl formula. Therefore,sni [[Proj(i;�)]]M = Sr2sni frg[[Proj(i;�)]]M by dpl distributivity theorem. Sincesn[[�]]M = hsn1 [[Proj(1;�)]]; sn2 [[Proj(2;�)]]; sn3 [[Proj(3;�)]]; : : : ;sndepth(�)[[Proj(depth(�);�)]]; sndepth(�)+1; sndepth(�)+2; : : :i29Recall that for dpl any information state s is a set of assignment functions.30Recall from set theory that for any set X , X = Si2Xfig. So, what the dpl theorem reallysays is that s[[�]] = (Si2sfig)[[�]] = Si2s(fig[[�]]), what justi�es its name.



149we get the desired result. �Notice how distributivity is carried out in parallel throughout all dimensionsof a DBPL text. The kind of \synchronization" required was provided by functionProj which produced a presequence of all elements belonging to the same dimensionindex. This means, as might be expected, that distributivity is done in parallel forevery dimensional index i for every multidimensional state sn. And this is so byvirtue of the impenetrable assumption. If we had adopted a di�erent position withrespect to the impenetrable hypothesis, for example, having made it weaker, wemight have developed a completely di�erent semantical system where distributivity,among many other results, would not be expected to hold. Carrying on propertiesfrom one dimension to another might remove the local nature of distributivity. Butthis is not the aim of the present work and this kind of logic must await future work.6.5 Additional RemarkThe literature on anaphoric pronouns all rests on identifying pronouns with vari-ables (the polemic is about what kind of variables they are, i.e., if they are freeor bound variables). So, if we allow our �rst-order language to include functionalsymbols then we run into a new problem, since, now, the class of \variable terms"includes not only \plain variables" but also \functional variables". Functionalvariables might be seen as a kind of \anonymous variable" which depend only onthe input argument variable used. Therefore, all future references to such an in-directly determined element must be done through the use of its anonymous name,i.e., its functional term. Now, note that functions are likely to take us away fromthe anaphoric source of reference, as showed below:Example 6.5 A farmer's son owns a donkey. He got it for free.a. 9x(f(x) ^ 9y(d(y) ^ o(son(x); y))): g� (�he�; y):b. 9x(f(x) ^ 9y(d(y) ^ o(son(x); y))): g� (son(x); y):



150c. 9x(f(x) ^ 9w(son of(w; x) ^ 9y(d(y) ^ o(w; y)))): g� (w; y):Example 6.5.a makes clear that the place holder marked as *he* can not be iden-ti�ed to any variable: the pronoun clearly refers back to the son of a farmer (wherea farmer has been associated to x). Two solutions are almost self-evident: (i) wemight use the same functional term and therefore allowing pronouns to be identi�edto a broader class of terms, as in 6.5.b, or (ii) we might stick to the \conservative"hypothesis, as in 6.5.c, page 149 since, after all, it is theoretically possible to regardfunctional terms as special cases of relational predicative symbols (if the theoryadmits equality, what is always the case for logic systems dealing with anaphoricpronouns).6.6 SummaryThe semantic framework presented in this chapter was built up under the assumptionthat discourses are structured multidimensional objects, which could be analyzed ina extended dynamic semantic framework in tune with the one �rstly developed byGroenendijk and Stokhof. The cornerstone of the Groenendijk and Stokhof theory isthat sentences in a discourses behave like update functions over information states.Basic for Groenendijk and Stokhof's theory is: (i) their keeping to the meaningcompositionality principle, (ii) their characterization of discourse as a sequence ofsentences, and (iii) their characterization of information states as a set of assignmentfunctions.By keeping to the compositionality principle, Groenendijk and Stokhof's discus-sion strongly supported the view that meaning is a richer concept that should notbe conated to the traditional truth conditional semantics, since truth conditionsare one, but only one, important aspect for characterizing meaning. In this sense,we agree that dpl was a �rst step on the right direction.Independently of accepting (or not) the principle of compositionality, no frame-work (be it on the representationalist grounds of Kamps' drt, be it on the grounds



151of Groenendijk and Stokhof semantics) attempted to go beyond the unidimensionalcharacter assigned to discourses. However, the discussion presented in chapter 3gives support for the existence of multidimensional kinds of discourses.In this research we made a step towards multidimensional discourse semanticsanalysis taking a closer look at hierarchically structured discourses dealing withinterruption phenomena. We focused on interruptions exhibiting a co-routiningbehaviour. But to deal with such complex entities we had to make some decisions.So, we assumed that1. all dimensions share the same domain of individuals,2. the multidimensional information states are impenetrable,3. the assignment functions are total.As should be expected, the decisions made would a�ect the framework in manydi�erent ways. For example, the assumption that all dimensions share the samedomain of individuals made easier the development of a formal system. The same-ness domain is particularly emphasized in the conceptualization of multidimensionalinformation state. Since we are now acquainted with the multidimensional informa-tion state concept, it seems natural to think of a more `realistic' characterization forit. Abolishing the sameness domain assumption, we might have attached a speci�cdomain of individuals for every discourse block (or, in our terminology, for everydimensional index) occurring at any discourse. So, the multidimensional inform-ation state might have been any tuple of sets of assignment functions from eachset of variables in use in each dimensional index to the domains of each dimension.It would look like this sn = hfg j g 2 DV11 g; : : : ; fg j g 2 DVnn g; : : :i. This newmultidimensional information state de�nition would not pose any new problems forthe framework developed except, maybe, some more philosophical questions suchas cross-block identi�cation (.i.e, which elements are shared between two discourseblocks and how could they be recognized as such).In fact, assumptions 1 and 3 above do not change the main aspects and propertiesof the framework developed in this chapter; as we already said before, they only made



152easier the development of the framework. The same could not be said with respect toassumption 2. It is the impenetrability character assumed, that avoids phenomenaoccurring at one dimensional level being propagated to another dimension. Keepingdimensions independent of each other allowed us to preserve the pointwise characterof updates. If we abolish the impenetrable assumption, then the local character forupdate computation would be lost since its computation would depend on entities, oreven properties, inherited from ancestor blocks. It is true that inheritance patternsreect a more realistic discourse modeling than the one presented in this chapter.But it is true, also, that they need a more sophisticated framework to cope withthem (a suggestion of how we could develop such a multidimensional framework,without the impenetrable assumption rule, will be presented in chapter 8). And so,the framework developed in this chapter, under the impenetrable assumption rule,deserves a special place among the dynamic systems for being the �rst landmarkinto the multidimensional discourse space.
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Chapter 7
Example of Application
7.1 Lewises' scenario II revisitedChapter 5 presented us with examples of \sophisticated" discourses exhibiting a co-routining like interruption structure (which we have coined the Lewises' scenario Iand II pages 95 and 97 resp.). In this short chapter we will show how an admittedlyover-simpli�ed version of the Lewises' scenario II would be handled in DBPL. Scen-ario II was chosen because it displays more clearly than scenario I the co-routiningresuming character discussed in chapter 5.Notice that there is a mismatch between the boxes drawn and the indenteddiscourse blocks shown in the same picture on page 97 (repeated in �gure 7.1 forconvenience). The boxes were drawn in the attempt of characterizing the two dis-tinctive situations, namely, the American household from the New Zealand one,in order to more clearly show the \leaving" and \resuming" of the NZ coroutine.However, the real NZ coroutine is the one displayed at the third level of indentation(as emphasized on �gure 7.2). The mismatch is, of course, located at the secondlevel of indentation. Indeed, the second level is a mediating discourse block betweenthe USA and NZ situations. This block works in di�erent ways: one of its roles isto (prepare to) introduce a new discourse block along with a new discourse referent,namely, the New Zealand cat. So, to be realistic, this example does not support the



154impenetrability hypothesis assumed in this research proposal. However, we did notclaim that real discourses would always conform to the \impenetrability law." Theproposal developed in chapter 5 is indeed the �rst step into the multidimensional\landscape" of structured discourses; a more elaborated step, abolishing the impen-etrable assumption, has been already envisaged as indicated in chapter 8, section 8.4,page 164.The dog is under the piano and the cat is in the carton.The cat will never meet our other cat,because our other cat lives in New Zealand.Our New Zealand cat lives with the Cresswells and their dog.And there he'll stay,because the dog would be sad if the cat went away.The cat's going to pounce on you.And the dog is coming too.It's amazing how much a�ection the dog shows for otheranimals in the house.Figure 7.1: Lewises scenario II
The dog is under the piano and the cat is in the carton.The cat will never meet our other cat,because our other cat lives in New Zealand.Our New Zealand cat lives with the Cresswells and their dog.And there he'll stay,because the dog would be sad if the cat went away.The cat's going to pounce on you.And the dog is coming too.It's amazing how much a�ection the dog shows for otheranimals in the house.Figure 7.2: NZ coroutine for Lewises scenario IITaking these points into consideration, we feel justi�ed to undertake further sim-pli�cations on the Lewises' scenario II as shown in example 7.1. Therefore, theover-simpli�ed example below has the sole purpose of showing how DBPL copes withsuch kind of discourses.



155Example 7.1 Let us work on a slightly modi�ed but heavily shrunken version ofLewises scenario II as displayed below.The dog is under the piano and the cat is in the carton.I've got a cat that lives in New Zealand with the Cresswells and theirdog.And there she will stay because the dog would be sad if the cat wentawayThe cat went out for his all night walk.It's amazing how much a�ection the dog shows for other animals inthe house. ......This discourse could be translated to a DBPL-like discourse as shown below.is under(y; z) ^ is in the carton(x)9x(cat(x) ^ lives in with(x;NZ;Cresswells) ^ is owned by(x;David))9y(dog(y)^ lives in with(y;NZ;Cresswells) ^ is owned by(y; Cresswells))will stay in(x;NZ)went away(x)! would be sad(y)went out for his all night walk(x)8z(animal(z) ^ lives in with(z;NZ;Creswells)! shows affection for(y; z))......To make shorter the notational representation above, let us assume that the predicateletters �1 through �12 stand for the following natural language predicates:



156�1 is for cat �2 is dog�3 is for is under �4 is for is in the carton�5 is for for lives in with �6 is for is owned by�7 is for will stay in �8 is for went out for its all night walk�9 is for animal �10 is for shows a�ection for�11 is for went away �12 is for would be sadand that the constant letters a and b stand for David Lewis and the Cresswellsrespectively. Due to DBPL's entailment de�nition and DBPL's text deduction theorem(theorem 6.12, page 140), we would accept that in a previous \page" of this scenariodiscourse referents for the American cat (x), dog (y), and the piano (z) have beenintroduced by existential formulas. Suppose also that sn is the information statereached after processing the discourse with the \initial" pages and that the DBPL text� corresponds to the following scenario's page.� = I �3(y; z)^�4(x)� I 9x(�1(x)^�5(x;NZ; b)^�6(x; a))�9y(�2(y)^�5(y;NZ; b)^�6(y; b)) � �7(x;NZ) � �11(x) ! �12(y) J ��8(x)� I 8z(�9(z) ^ �5(z;NZ; b) !�10(y; z)) JJAnd since � above is not easily readable, for convenience, a more visually readableversion is presented below.� = I �3(y; z) ^ �4(x)I9x(�1(x) ^ �5(x;NZ; b) ^ �6(x; a))9y(�2(y) ^ �5(y;NZ; b) ^ �6(y; b))�7(x;NZ)�11(x)! �12(y)J�8(x) I8z(�9(z) ^ �5(z;NZ; b)! �10(y; z))JJWe are now ready to compute the update of sn operated by the DBPL text �. Theupdate is calculated as follows.



157sn[[�]] = h sn1 [[�3(y; z) ^ �4(x) � �8(x)]], sn2 [[9x(�1(x) ^ �5(x;NZ; b) ^ �6(x; a)) �9y(�2(y)^�5(y;NZ; b)^�6(y; b))��7(x;NZ)��11(x)! �12(y)�8z(�9(z)^�5(z;NZ; b)!�10(y; z))]],. . . iFocusing now on sn2 we getsn2 [[9x(�1(x)^�5(x;NZ; b)^�6(x; a))�9y(�2(y)^�5(y;NZ; b)^�6(y; b))��7(x;NZ)��11(x)! �12(y) � 8z(�9(z) ^ �5(z;NZ; b)! �10(y; z))]] =sn2 [[9x(�1(x)^�5(x;NZ; b)^�6(x; a))]][[9y(�2(y)^�5(y;NZ; b)^�6(y; b))]][[�7(x;NZ)]][[�11(x)! �12(y)]][[8z(�9(z) ^ �5(z;NZ; b)! �10(y; z))]] =sn2 [x][[�1(x)^�5(x;NZ; b)^�6(x; a)]][[9y(�2(y)^�5(y;NZ; b)^�6(y; b))]][[�7(x;NZ)]][[�11(x)! �12(y)]][[8z(�9(z) ^ �5(z;NZ; b)! �10(y; z))]] =sn2 [x][[�1(x) ^ �5(x;NZ; b) ^ �6(x; a)]][y][[�2(y) ^ �5(y;NZ; b) ^ �6(y; b)]][[�7(x;NZ)]][[�11(x)! �12(y)]][[8z(�9(z) ^ �5(z;NZ; b)! �10(y; z))]] =So, to the USA dimension sn1 , the update sn1 [[�3(y; z)^ �4(x) � �8(x)]], says that onlyassignments in sn1 which assign a cat to x which is required to be, �rstly, in the cartonand afterwards away, are preserved in the updated state. For the NZ dimension sn2 ,the update of sn2 with I 9x(�1(x)^�5(x;NZ; b)^�6(x; a))�9y(�2(y)^�5(y;NZ; b)^�6(y; b)) ��7(x;NZ) ��11(x)! �12(y) � 8z(�9(z)^�5(z;NZ; b)! �10(y; z)) J saysthat only the assignments in sn2 which assign a cat to x and a dog to y such thatthe cat and the dog live in New Zealand with the Cresswells would survive in theupdated state. And since anaphoric relationships are con�ned to their dimensionalniches the information state sn tells us that there are two di�erent cats satisfyingthe conditions established in each dimensional index corresponding to the discourseblocks occurring at the scenario.Finishing this section, notice that we did not take into account tense and moodsince the framework developed does not deal with such points.



1587.2 SummaryIn this chapter we showed how the framework developed in this thesis deals with\real" discourses �tting the impenetrable hypothesis. Recalling that the frameworkis only the �rst step into the realm of complex, structured discourses, we would nothave expected to �nd here a very sophisticated example. We expect to present betterexamples of application when the development of more sophisticated frameworks,such as the ones drafted in chapter 8, come in to existence.
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Chapter 8
Discussion and Outlook
The aim of this chapter is to draw attention to the contributions and advantagesof the new theory over the old ones. A critical discussion of the weak points arepresented as well as an outlook on future research.8.1 Last Comments on Dynamic SemanticsA great deal of work in formal semantics over the last two and a half decades hasbeen dedicated to the analysis of particular constructions and semantic phenomenain natural language. This analysis, which has frequently been referred to as dynamicsemantics, is based on the view that the meaning of a sentence does lie in the wayit changes (the representation of) the information of the interpreter (Groenendijkand Stokhof (1991)). And naturally, the shift from traditional approaches based ontruth conditions (since then, referred to as static semantics) to dynamic approacheshas often involved the collaboration of linguists with logicians, philosophers, andmathematicians.The roots of the dynamic view on meaning can be traced back to the worksof Stalnaker (Stalnaker (1974)), Kamp (Kamp (1981)), and Heim (Heim (1982)).Kamp (1981), and Heim (1982) o�er solutions to certain problems involving indef-inite noun phrases and anaphora in multisentence discourses and in the so calleddonkey sentences of Geach (1962). In their systems, inde�nite and de�nite noun



160phrases are interpreted as variables and conditions, i.e., open sentences, instead ofquanti�er phrases. In this unselective binding philosophy the puzzle about why aninde�nite noun phrase seems to be interpreted as existential in simple sentences butuniversal in the antecedents of conditionals is no longer localized on the noun phraseitself. As Partee (1995, p. 30) points out \its apparently varying interpretations areexplained in terms of the larger properties of the structures in which it occurs, whichcontributes explicit or implicit unselective binders which bind everything they �ndfree within their scope."Kamp's and Heim's work has led to a great deal of further research, applyingit to other phenomena, extending and re�ning it in various directions, and even,challenging it. And, among several proposals, including the revival of a modi�edversion of Evans (1980) E-type analysis (Neale (1990) and Heim (1990)), there isDynamic Predicate Logic of Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991), developed in part inconnection with a claim that Kamp's Discourse Representation Theory is not fullycompositional.8.2 The Multi-Dynamic SemanticsIn almost all compositional approaches to anaphora, pronouns are reduced to vari-ables. The underlying idea is that pronouns are syntactically free variables, although,somehow, semantically bound variables. By de�ning the interpretation process as afunction updating information about possible values of these variables, the value ofantecedents will be available for further occurrences of coindexed pronouns. This isachieved by dpl and its o�spring by equating information states to sets of assign-ment functions. Nevertheless to say, this was (and it still is) an insightful break-through.Together with drt, dpl is a landmark in the dynamic semantics (or, informa-tion states semantics) paradigm. Both have been targeted by research programmesaiming to reduce or eliminate their idiosyncrasies. But no programme, to the bestof my knowledge, has made or suggested the step toward embracing the analysis of



161hierarchically structured discourses. Not up to now!The �rst step into this �eld was made by this research work. That means thatthe analysis of hierarchically structured discourses are the target. And informationstates the weapons directed to the target. It is clear that some kind of change inthe information state character is needed since sets do not have any internalinteresting structure. To grasp the multi-dimensionality character present in therecursive \de�nition" of discourse we have to search for more powerful weaponry;n-tuples provide an almost self-suggestive answer.The new information state model is an n-tuple of sets of assignment functions.This model allows us to keep discourse components and the referential system rep-resented by a set of assignment functions on a one to one basis. As a naturalconsequence, we could capture a new scope dimension responsible for importantlinguistic phenomenon such as for example preventing anaphoric reference betweenentities that do not belong to the same block. This con�nement is trivially done inour work by adopting a strong assumption we coined the impenetrable hypothesis.But it also might have been softened in order to deal with a greater number oflinguistic phenomena. For instance, one segment might have been paving the wayfor a subsequent \non-ambiguous" double sense discourse block. The intended sensemight be a joke while the conveyed \main sense" would be a normal unsuspicioussituation. So, intentions (or yet rhetorical relations) would \migrate" among dis-course blocks and therefore the impenetrability of the impenetrable hypothesis is notso impenetrable after all. Or we might have expanded the information state modelin order to cope with multi-agent discourses. Or . . . Some of these points are, ofcourse, left for future work (see future work below).With the multi-dimensional approach a new dynamic has been superimposed tothe dynamic semantics.



1628.2.1 Pros and Cons over Other Approachesdpl (and its o�spring) and drt are empirically equivalent. They are equivalentin the sense that both address the same phenomena and both theories achieve thesame results, even though through di�erent methodological approaches. While the�rst sticks to the compositionality criteria, the other does not so much (althoughseveral \�xes" have been developed addressing this particular drt issue).dpl and drt come up with an impressive answer for the intra and inter-sententialanaphoric reference as well as the apparently varying behaviour of inde�nite nounphrases. However, this is achieved only for simple discourses, discourses made ofsentences. From an ontological point of view both theories are shallow.Data presented in chapter 3 give support for a much richer ontology, since dis-courses are hierarchically structured entities. A clear recursive pattern might be in-ferred from the underlying overall structure. Discourses are made of sub-discourseswhich are in turn discourses. And only in the last instance they are made of sen-tences. And this is one of the building blocks of this research and one of its maincontributions. For the �rst time, complex discourses have been tackled from thedynamic perspective. The answer provided sheds light onto the ontological natureof information states (as well as discourse ontology) and paves the way for newvarieties of dynamic logics.A criticism one can make of the approach presented in this research is its appar-ently parasitic character on dpl. So, one might expect to �nd here the same weakpoints emanating from dplmultiplied by all dimensions. I could have listed the criti-cisms of dpl found in the literature, but I won't. Indeed, a great deal of work on thedpl's weak points is being undertaken in Europe, and particularly in Amsterdam.Improved versions, that I have been calling dpl o�spring, have been published inimportant journals and conferences; also the DIANA project has provided the com-munity with electronic Internet sites in Europe where work on dynamic semanticscan be found (the biggest repository sites for DIANA project as well as literatureon dynamic semantics, be it seen from the drt or dpl perspective, are located in



163Edinburgh and Amsterdam, respectively. The http electronic addresses are providedin the references). But, if I am a parasite then all good \�xes" and improvementsmade on dpl will ow naturally into the one presented here. Therefore, the weakpoints are not so weak after all. But a word of warning is needed here. This is nota parasitic work, it is, indeed, a symbiotic one. After all no one has undertake thecourse I did and the results provided here are not only empirically important forstrengthening Groenendijk and Stokhof's view on semantics but also to push it evenfurther as the future research work, below, points to.Of course that the work presented here is not free of problems. One particularlyodd problem is directly related to the impenetrable assumption made which allowsus to con�ne any phenomena to the dimensional index they occur. The oddity isthat this allows the discourse to be restructured in unnatural ways. For example,I �1 � �2� I �1 � �2 J ��3 J, I �1 � �2 � �3� I �1 � �2 JJ, and II �1 � �2 J��1 � �2 � �3 J will lead one to the same multidimensional states pattern although,as interruption cases make clear, not all are natural. Interruptions clearly show thatthe block-dimension shift is anchored to the point they occur. A �x for this problemis enrolled under the cover name \anchoring �x" in the future research work.8.3 ContributionsThe main contribution of this research work is to show that it is possible to undertakelinguistically based discourse frameworks under the dynamic semantic paradigm. Aswe have showed in chapter 3, concepts which originated from computer programmingwere largely used to explain the linguistic phenomenon under analysis. And a stackprocessing was the prevalent model. Changing from stack based discourse processingto list (general list) processing wasn't an easy step. Having done it, it seems veryuseful and one would wonder if the multidimensional processing couldn't be pushedeven further. An expressive a�rmative answer to this question is given in the futureresearch section. And this is at least as expressive as the contribution emanatingfrom the research work presented here.



164The future work is expressive because it proposes not only conservative \patchextensions" for dealing with the weak points of the present work but mainly newextensions coping with a new range of linguistic phenomena. Patch extensions areconservative since their goal is to correct \minor errors." So, in a sense, they arenot important as an evaluation measure of the contributions made by any work.Under this category I would put any extension making an update a real update(sn[[�]] � sn), even knowing that this is not an easy task.Another important contribution of this research work was to expand (and im-prove our knowledge of) the ontology underlying discourses. This research presentsus with a simple one (yet more complex than any other presented in the dynamicsemantics literature); we did not take into account any intention as a phenomenonattached to discourse blocks (as in Grosz and Sidner (1986)). If we did so, we wouldneed to extend the ontology. An intentional system would provide the answer in aformat of lambda abstraction along the line suggested in 8.4.3 (see future work sec-tion). This makes clear that IJ is indeed a functor instead of a simple parentheticalnotational device. And this is an important contribution to our understanding ofthe dynamics of semantic interpretation for natural languages.Finally, this research may lead to the development of a metatheoretic studyfocusing all dynamics multidimensional settings already developed in this thesis andothers (not yet in existence, but already envisaged by this author in the sectionbelow).8.4 Future ResearchThe \multidimensional paradigm" introduced in this research work was developedin a way that allows the following \patches":Update �x The update �x should try to make an updated information state morespeci�c than its parent, i.e., make it eliminative. Eliminative updates showmore clearly the real ow of information growth. In other words, the update



165�x ought to remove downdates from this system without losing its dynamics.This is not an easy task since we will be dealing with a combination of elimin-ative and distributive modalities of updates in a multidimensional setting. Ifnot done carefully, the result will be a classical update which means that thesemantic system will be equivalent to a static one (cf. Groenendijk and Stokhof(1990), Dekker (1993)). But this kind of \patch" is being accounted for by theresearch task force located mainly in Amsterdam. The ongoing research workon this topic is exempli�ed by Vermeulen (1993), and Dyana deliverables suchas Dekker (1993), Dekker (1994), Does (1993), Groenendijk et al. (1994), Dek-ker (1995a), Dekker (1995b), and Groenendijk, Stokhof and Veltman (1995)(to cite a few). Therefore, this extension should not worry us since the resultsachieved by that task force might be incorporated into our framework. Thereally important �x that should concern us, since it is speci�c to the proposaldeveloped in this work, is the issue of next item.Anchoring �x The anchoring �x should try to remove the odd character emanat-ing from the impenetrable hypothesis. As stated, the impenetrable hypothesisimposes a higher degree of parallelism (or independence) between dimensionsthan would pertain in a real situation.Some possibilities for more creative future research are:Multi-Agent Discourses The multidimensional paradigm developed in this re-search work could be used to model multi-agent discourse: discourses wheremore than one agent take part on it.Adding Intentionality The multidimensionalmodel presented in the present workmight be extended in a way that it would be possible to account for the `in-tensional' component of Grosz and Sidner (1986) system (the present one dealsonly with the attentional component). Analogously, rhetorical relations mightbe accounted for.



1668.4.1 The Anchoring FixThe anchoring �x is concerned with the problem imposed on DBPL by the impen-etrable hypothesis. The DBPL version developed in this thesis allows us to take as\equivalent" DBPL texts such asI �1 � �2� I �1 � �2 J ��3 JI �1 � �2 � �3� I �1 � �2 JJII �1 � �2 J ��1 � �2 � �3 JThese DBPL texts might be thought as corresponding to the following natural lan-guage abstract discourse frames.�1�2 �1�2�3
�1�2�3 �1�2 �1�2�1�2�3However, it does not seem natural to think of these discourses as equivalent (in thesense they lead us to the same output state when presented to the same input).The point the inner blocks occur at seems to have a role to play and therefore thisrole should be accounted for into the theory. Two possibilities could be attemptedhere: the �rst one would try to keep the impenetrable assumption as strong asstated in the present work. The second one would try to overcome the impenetrableassumption.For the �rst case pointed out, a new class of anchor operators �ai would beenvisaged along with a new type of information state where a new component wouldbe present. The new multidimensional information state would look like a n-tupleof 2-tuples from DV � N (for every dimensional component). As usual, DV wouldbe the set of assignments from the set of variables to the domain D while N wouldbe the set of natural numbers; in this way, any update would have to handle theset of assignments as well as the anchor set N . The second component, could bethought as a kind of anchor register, a register where the position of an anchored



167block is occurring at is recorded. Updates should then take care of these aspects andin this way the resulting state for all situations as the ones depicted above should bedi�erent. This seems to be specially relevant for coroutining blocks since the pointsof leaving a block and resuming \the same block" are relevant. But, of course, theseare only rough ideas that need to be further investigated.For the second case, the attachment point is thought of as indicating an underly-ing intention. If this is the case, then the impenetrable hypothesis should be some-how relaxed and a new intentional system along the lines proposed in section 8.4.3would be an adequate tool to deal with this situation.8.4.2 Multi-agent DiscoursesImagine, for example, a two person dialogue. An n-tuple of 2-tuples might suitthis case. For each dimensional block, we might have distinctive updates for eachparticipant, i.e., each sentence updates (possibly in di�erent ways) each participant'sinformation state. A typical information state would look like the one below.sn = hhsan1 ; sbn1 i; : : : ; hsann; sbnnii(8.1)The update of sn with an atomic formula Px1 : : : xm in a dimensional index i wouldbe characterized ashhsan1 ; sbn1 i; : : : ; hsann; sbnnii[[Px1 : : : xm]]i = h: : : ; hsani [[Px1 : : : xm]]; sbni [[Px1 : : : xm]]i; : : :iAnalogously, we might straightforwardly transfer the results from DBPL to here. And,of course, the number of participants does not pose further concerns. All we havegot to do is to extend the size of each tuple component of the multidimensionalinformation state getting something looking like (8.2) below.sn = hhs1an1 ; : : : ; sman1 i; : : : ; hs1ann; : : : ; smannii(8.2)



168The multi-agent multidimensional information state proposed in (8.2) would beused to formalize the common ground concept. The common ground would be theintersection set of each hs1ani ; : : : ; smani i (where 1 � i � n). The initial commonground con�guration should correspond to hs1an1 ; : : : ; sman1 i. As we proceed evaluat-ing the discourse, new con�gurations for the common ground will appear as updatesof the previous con�gurations. Under this conception, every sentence would update(or, maybe, downdate) the common ground. And, maybe, some type of metric couldbe used to verify how big (or small) the disagreement becomes. Such a metric mighttrigger a recovery procedure in the hope of putting the discourse back in a \rightdirection." If, by some magic spell (or the like), all participants share the sameinitial 100% perfect matching common ground, then the model presented in (8.2)collapses to DBPL as the initial state would be the same and the semantic updateswould follow the same pattern for all participants.These conjectures pose us with interesting new possibilities and problems. Iwonder what kind of system we might obtain by dropping: (1) the sameness do-main hypothesis: the domain might be di�erent not only for every discourse blockcomponent but also for every discourse participant. (2) the impenetrable assump-tion: what happens if we allow a cross-fertilization among blocks or even amongparticipants?The answers have to wait for the right time come.8.4.3 Adding IntentionalityThe multidimensional model of information states might be generalized in a wayto deal with the intentional component of Grosz and Sidner (1986); similarly, rhet-orical relations could be accounted for. The idea is that rhetorical relations (andintentions) would be update functions between dimensions. (So, the impenetrablehypothesis would not be valid any longer.) This move implies a further research de-velopment into the ontological nature of discourse components. But it seems clearthat a new range of parenthetical IJ functors would be necessarily one of the pillars



169for the theory to be developed.At �rst glance, it seems that an intentional system would provide the answerto the points presented in previous paragraph. Lambda abstraction might workalongside the new class of IJ functors (lambda abstraction would be the otherpillar). Through lambda abstraction (seen as rhetorical relations) we would, forexample, establish anaphoric links between pronouns and anaphoric constructions,occurring at an inner block, and their antecedent noun phrases, occurring at theouter parent block (see �gure 5.2, page 95). For this example, the anaphoric thecat in \The cat will never meet our other cat" refers back to the American catthat inhabits the outer block. The link would be made through the application of�x:x[[Cat]] to the initial con�guration of the information state attached to the innerblock. Lambda abstraction would therefore produce the intentional \transferring"process along the lines below.sn[[I�x:xPi�1 � : : : � �n �I�x:xPj�1 � : : : � �m J � : : : J ]] =hsn1 [[�1 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi; sn2 [[�1 � : : : � �m]]�x:xPj; : : :i= h(�x:xPi)sn1 [[�1 � : : : � �n]]; (�x:xPj)sn2 [[�1 � : : : � �m]]; : : :i= h(�x:xPi)sn1 [[�1]][[�2]] : : : [[�n]]; (�x:xPj)sn2 [[�1]][[�2]] : : : [[�m]]; : : :iAdmitting that �n has introduced 9xCatx, the existential formula for the Americancat, into the outer block, we have for granted that all subsequent uses of x, inthe outer block, will be referring to the same unique cat. If we take �x:xPj, therhetorical parameter for the second block, as �x:x[[Cat]] then (�x:xPj)sn2 [[�1�: : :��m]]will become (�x:x[[Cat]]:sn2 )[[�1�: : :��m]] = (sn2 [[Cat]])[[�1�: : :��m]]. Therefore, beforewe start processing the inner block, a new referent is already present in it. And, wewould certainly deal with more complex phenomena along the same lines as the onejust presented.Note that �x:xPi:sn1 = sn1Pi where sn1Pi is the update of sn1 made by Pi (in apost�x notation). This formulation suggests that the intentional function Pi wouldwork an update out only once and the updated state would serve as input state



170for the subsequent sentences in the block. Another possibility is to distribute theupdate throughout all subsequent sentences. This would look likesn[[I�x:xPi�1 � : : : � �n �I�x:xPj�1 � : : : � �m J � : : : J ]] =hsn1 [[�1 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi; sn2 [[�1 � : : : � �m]]�x:xPj; : : :i= hsn1 [[�1]]�x:xPi[[�2 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi; sn2 [[�1]]�x:xPj[[�2 � : : : � �m]]�x:xPj; : : :i= h(�x:xPi)sn1 [[�1]][[�2 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi; (�x:xPj)sn2 [[�1]][[�2 � : : : � �m]]�x:xPj; : : :i= hsn1Pi[[�1]][[�2 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi; sn2Pj[[�1]][[�2 � : : : � �m]]�x:xPj; : : :iThis latter formulation insists in keeping all updates processed so far re-updated bythe intentional relations holding among discourse blocks. This is exempli�ed by thefollowing close-up computation on the �rst component displayed on the penultimateline of the example above.(�x:xPi)sn1 [[�1]][[�2 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi = sn1Pi[[�1]][[�2 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi= (sn1Pi[[�1]])[[�2]]�x:xPi[[�3 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi= �x:xPi:(sn1Pi[[�1]])[[�2]][[�3 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPi= ((sn1Pi[[�1]])Pi)[[�2]][[�3 � : : : � �n]]�x:xPiThis would, for example, account for eliminate downdates that would eventually beproduced previously. But these are only rough initial conjectures.Once more, the dynamics of the multidimensional approach shows its powerfulface.8.5 A Final Worddpl was the spaceship which took us to the new DBPL multi-dimensional world. The�rst steps into this world have been done in this thesis. To establish the geographyof the new world is the task to be embraced by future generations.
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